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Winners of local library's
Boston Celtics win 15th
Alexander signs law raising
Pot Pourri Show announced NBA title defeating Lakers Tennessee's drinking age
see story on page 124
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Fiscal court agrees to new road fund plan
posal Tuesday after Otto Ingram, deputy - secretary of
transportation and commisCalloway County has entered •, sioner of rural highways,
exinto an agreement with the state
plained the new procedure.
department of rural and
Ingram explained the new
municipal aid for the fiscal year
program is a "step forward in
beginning July 1 that will
bringing the transportation
change the way the county road
department and the fiscal courts
aid fund is distributed.
together" through a cooperative
Members of the county fiscal
arrangement designed to "offer
court voted to accept the proyou benefits and attempt to help
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer

you meet your obligations."
Under the new arrangement.
80 percent of Calloway County's
share of the county road aid fund
will be available around the first
part of July with the remainder
available in December.
The county's share this year is
$232,090.73.
The new plan also provides for
an emergency "insurance"
fund. This provides for 3 percent

of each participating county's
total ta be set aside in an emergency account. The state
will contribute $2.5 million to
this account.
County Judge -Executive
George Weaks says he feels very
comfortable with the new plan
and especially favors the
emergency fund. He recalls the
recent high water that washed
out the bridge on Old Murray

Paris Road. He says the county
spent about 6100,000 to- replace
the bridge and feels the situation
would have qualified for
emergency funding if any had
existed at the time.
Under the old road aid
distribution plan, counties were
paid monthly with Calloway's
monthly average being around

In other fiscal court action
Tuesday afternonn-. magistrates
unanimously approved a
$1,744,528 budget for fiscal year
1984-85 which begins July 1. This
compares to an estimated
$1,733,597 county budget for the
current fiscal year ending June
30.
During his annual report to

$28,000 last year, Weeks said.
a

(Cont'd on page 2)

Body near Princeton
positively identified
as, Oklahoma woman's

LEARNING TO FLOAT — Sean Terry and Laney Howell
are teaching beginning swimmers Brent Anderson (right) and
Ross Clark _the basics of the.backfloat—Sean .and-Laney-are. volunteers for the Calloway County American Red Cross
Learn to Swim Program currently in progress at the Murray

Calloway County Park pool. Lesson openings for all levels of
swimmers are available in sessions beginning June 25 and July.9. Registration is-at-the-Red Cross Offlee, third floor of-the
court house, Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 9-12 noon and
1-4 p.m.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

St. Louis firm leases Farris granary
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Merchants Grain of St. Louis
has made another inroad into
the Murray grain business, and
sources say the company may
soon have all the city's
granaries to itself.
Farris Grain and Tobacco has
leased its granary on Industrial
Road to the company, which
early this month bought the Old
Concord Road granary owned
by Murray Warehousing. Further, Merchants_Grain is
reportedly negotiating for purchase of the Farris granary, as
well as the old Farmers Grain
elevator now owned by ConAgra, Inc. And, sources say, the
company may soon take over

direct operation of the Old Concord facility now leased by
ConAgra.
The Parris granary is the last
locally-owned facility in town,
and at 600,000 bushels has the
largest grain capacity. The Farris Loose Leaf Floor tobacco
warehouse will still be operated
by the Farris family.
Merchants Grain, a subsidiary of Merchants Grain and
Transportation, is establishing a
strong foothold in the region by
taking over granaries and
developing barge terminals. Its
increasing presence is part of a
trend of large, natIOnal grain
companies taking over locallyowned area elevators. But some
agriculture officials don't see

that as all bad.
• .
- ference in the price farmers
"We're gonna boil down to
receive for their corn, soybeans
half a dozen major grain comand wheat.
The Farris granary has been a
panies," said Bill Green, Graves
family corporation under Cecil
County agricultural extension
and Bettie Lou Farris since the
agent. "Whether we like it or
late 1950s. Buddy Farris said he
not, there's nothing we can do
was "a little sentimental" about
about it." He added, "I think it
the possible sale of the facility,
will be to farmers' advantage to
adding, "We've had our sad
have an aggressive buyer in the
moments on this thing." He
area. They'll force the other
&caned to give the family's
guys to be more aggressive."
reasons for offering the sale.
Buddy Farris, manager of
Though grain will still leave
Farris Grain, will continue to
Murray by rail or truck, Meroperate the facility while Merchants Grain's operation of the
chants has it under lease. Farris
facility will take shipments to
said he doesn't "anticipate any
some new destinations. Mermajor changes" during the temchants has built a new barge terporary lease period. Nor does he
minal at New Johnsonville,
expect the takeover by MerTenn. on the Tennessee River,
chants will mean much dif(Cont'd on page 2)

Fort Campbell considered for light infantry
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Most of the people who attended a public hearing about stationing a light infantry division
at Fort Campbell said the post
would be the best of the sites
under consideration by the
Army.
The hearing, held by the Army
Corps ot Engineers to address a
draft of the corps' environmental impact statement, was
designed to assess the impact of
additional eoldiere on sort
Campbell and the surrounding
area.
An Army spokesman said one
brigade, or about 2,800 soldiers,

may be stationed at the post.
Fort Campbell was previously
under consideration for the entire division, about 10,000
soldiers.
Spokesmen from the corps'
South Atlantic Division who attended the meeting Tuesday
night said one of the eight posts
originally in the running — Fort
Drum, N.Y. — remains a candidate for the entire division
Another option under consideration by Army Secretary
John 0. Marsh Jr. is placing two
of the division's three brigades
at Fort Drum and one, plus sup-

port units, at Fort Campbell.
Of the 50 individuals who attended the meeting at Austin
Peay State University, only
three indicated they were opposed to the brigade's location at
Fort Campbell, which is iodated
in Kentucky and Tenne&see and
is the home base for the 101st
Airborne Division.
Those who spoke, most of
whom were from Clarksville
and Hopkinsville, —Ky., supported the Fort Campbell site
and refuted parts of the draft
report that said the post or the
community was ill-suited for

more soldiers.
Clarksville Mayor Ted Crozier
said the Campbell Army Airfield
would be able to handle the traffic volume expected to come
with the brigade.
Carney Wright, adminstrator
of Memorial Hospital, responded to veterans' earlier protests
that additional soldiers would
mean they would have to wait in
longer lines for treatment at
Blanchfield'Army hospital.
Army officials have said the
new division is scheduled for activation
early 1985, but it
would take several years to bring it up to fuH strength-

TULSA, Okla.(AP) — .The bOdy
May 14.
of. a woman found near
He is charged in Tulsa and
Princeton, Ky., after Gary Alan
Okmtagee counties with firstWalker told lawmen where to
degree murder, first-degree
look was identified as that of a
rape and kidnapping in the
Poteau woman missing since
disappearance and death of
May 7, Kentucky authorities
Janet Jewell, 32, of Beggs. She
said.
allegedly was kidnapped in
Walker faces first-degree
Tulsa and her body was found in
murder charges in Oklahoma in
Okmulgee County.
the deaths of three women and a
In addition to Ms. Jewell's
man. He also faces four kidnapdeath, Walker is charged in
ping counts in Arkansas.
Tulsa County with first-degree
Authorities found a body they
murder in the slayings of
believed to be that of Margaret
Valerie Shaw-Hartzell and EdBell, 37, along a tobacco farm
die Cash of Broken Arrow. Cash.
lane on Friday.
63, was struck on the head and
killed at his home May 6.
The body was positively identified Tuesday from dental and
Mrs. Hartzell, 25, a Tulsa
medical records, said Trooper
radio newswoman, disappeared
Stan Jones, public affairs officer' May 24 from the same shopping
for the Kentucky State Police
center where Ms. Jewell's car
post at Madisonville.
was found. Her body was found
Jones said Dr. George Nichols
June 3 in Rogers County, where
of the state medical examiner's
Walker also is charged with
office in Louisville, Ky., made
first-degree murder in her
the identification but had not
death.
completed lab work concerning
Police said they found the
the cause of the woman's death.
bodies of Ms. Jewell and Mrs.
Ms. Bell was last seen May 7
Hartzell on information providat a Poteau tavern. Jones said
ed by Walker.
the body may have been dumped
Walker also has been charged
along the isolated farm lane as
in Tulsa County with assault
with intent to rape a Tulsa Counearly as May 13. Information
regarding the investigation will
ty woman on May 14. He also has
be relayed to Caldwell Com- -N--been charged in Craig County
monwealth's Attorney Bill Cunwith kidnapping and in Ottawa
-nizigtilin for Poirrible. keierita: -.C,otinty With iiPe in the May 24
tion to a county grand jury,
abduction and rape of a Vinita
Jones said.
woman.
Walker, a 30-year-old former
mental patient and ex-convict, is
facing charges in a number of
jurisdictions because the bodies
of women who disappeared from
Tulsa County were found
elsewhere. Prosecutors_ hope to
Iron out jurisdictional problems
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP1 —
before Walker's first scheduled
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
preliminary hearing June 25.
D-Ky., has told a Senate subAfter a manhunt near Van
committee that the nation's uniBuren, Ark., Walker was capty would be irreparably damagtured in Tulsa on June 2. He
ed if the Constitution isn't
allegedly kidnapped two women
amended to make English the
and used their car to get back to
official language.
Tulsa from Arkansas, where he
Huddleston is the principal
is charged with kidnapping two
sponsor of a resolution that
other women. All four women
would make such a designation.
escaped.
The bill wouldn't prohibit or
, He is charged in Craig County
isCoura e use of foreign
with first-degree murder in the
in homes, churches,
strangulation death of Jayne
communities, commerce and
Hilburn, 35, a grocery store
private schools, Huddleston said
clerk who was found dead in her
In a statement released by his
home nine miles east of Vinita
office.

English should be
official language,
Huddleston says
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Today: Mostly sunny and
hot with a 30 percent chance
of afternoon and evening
thunderstorms. Highs in the
low to mid 90s. South winds 5
to 15 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear and
very warm. Low in the low
70s. Light south winds.
Thursday: Sunny and continued hot with it 39 percent
chance of afternoon and evening thunderittorrns.*—
_
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake .
359.4
Barkley Lake.
359.4
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Murray school
board to meet

Tennessee governor signs bill
raising legal drinking age to 21
NASHVILLE, Term. ( AP ) Tennessee's drinking limits will
be hiked from 19 to 21 on Aug. 1,
but the bill Gov. Lamar Alexander has signed into law permits some 19- and 20-year-olds to
keep drinking legally.
"This isn't a perfect 21-yearold drinking age," Alexander
said Tuesday when he signed the
legislation

"I left this issue to the
Legislature and the Legislature
in its wisdom came to this result
and its result was good enough
for me to sign. There may be
sd'me areas where the
Legislature will want to come
back next year and clean it up,"
he said.
Bill Williams, president of the
Tennessee Malt Beverage

Bicycle manufacturer
launches program to
fix BMX handlebars
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
bicycle manufacturer has launched a program to repair about
62,000 bicycles which may have
defective handlebars, the Consumer Product Safety Comrpis&ion announced today.
•
The problem involves BMX
bicycles made between August,
1982 and May. 1983 by the Murray Ohio Manufacturing Co., of
Brentwood, Tenn.
The safety commissicin said a.
random weld problem has been
liscovered that could result in
;he handlebars falling off the Dicycle. It said 48 incidents have
een reported with 17 injuries.
Murray Ohio launched a
nandlebar stem replacement
program through retailers
earlier and has already fixed
about 12,000 bicycles, the commission rpeorted. The firm is
now seeking to reach other con-

i.uriers whose bicycles may be
affected.
Owners of the bicycles in question can identify them through
the model numbers stamped into the metal on the side of the
.front of the frame. Involved are
model numbers 3-5330x21,
3-5330x25, 3-5330x38, 3-5330x47,
3-5330x52, 3-5330x63, 3-5332x25,
3-5337, 3-5337x52, 3-5430,
3-5430x27, 3-5430x30, 3-5432,
3-5432x6, 3-5432x47, 3-5532,
3-5532x6. 3-5537 and 3-5622x21.
Owners of the bicycles should
contact the nearest Murray Ohio
service center listed in the
telephone book or in the
literature provided with the
bicycle and a replacement
handlebar stem will be installed
at no charge.
Persons with questions can
contact Murray Ohio at
800-251-9991 or the commission
at 800-638-CPSC.

Park named to committee
of Citizens for the Arts
C. Hal Park, Executive Director of the Mueray-Calloway
County Community Theatre, has
been named to the Professional
Arts Organizations Committee
of Kentucky Citizens for the
Arts, Inc.
Kentucky Citizens for the
Arts, Inc., is a non-profit
organization which works for
additional funding and increased public awareness of the arts

throughout Kentucky. The group
also encourages legislation that
will enhance the environment
for the arts in the
Commonwealth.
Other committee members
serving with Park are John
Begley, John Bauser, Warren
Hammack,director of the Horse
Cave Theatre, and Bekki Jo
Schneider of Louisville's
"Shakespeare in Central Park."

Clay City man among 21
honored as heroes recently
PITTSBURGH ( AP )- A Kentuckian was among 21 people
recognized as heroes by the
Carnegie Hero Fund
Commission.
Eddie L. Watson, 31, of Clay
City, Ky.,,a. ceebral palsy victim, saved a girl from being hit
by a truck last July 25.
The recognition, which includes a 12,500 cash award and a
medal, brings to 6.823 the
number of heroes honored by the

Fiscal court...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the fiscal court, Sheriff David
Balentine reported a 98 percent
collection rate for taxes paid to
his office. The total amount collected and disbursed was
$2,421,545.14.
The total taxes the sheriff's
department was unable to collect this year was $65,819.39,
says Gayle Adams of the
sheriff's department, who cornpiled the report.
County Attorney Max Parker
reported he plans to file suit
against people who have not
paid their taxes.
The sheriff's department also
-niirried over $31,753.88 to the
county's general fund from excen fees collected from car inspections, arrests, serving
papers and delinquent taxes.
Adams reports this figure is
down from last year's total of
$55,000-plus, largely due to the
decrease in the number of car
inspections done by sheriff's office employees.

commission since it was
established by industrialist Andrew Carnegie in 1904.
Among those honored Monday
Were six men and women who
died in the performance of their
acts.
Others cited were a Miami
handyman who rescued a
woman from a threatening
crowd and a professional football player who died trying to
save two drowning boys.
. _

Association, staunchly opposed
the higher drinking age
throughout the legislative session. He said Tuesday after
Alexander signed the measure
his beer wholesalers group now
will offer unequivocal backing.
"It's true that we worked
against the bill, but now that it
has become law you can expect
our complete support," he said.
"We'll be working with our
retailers to make sure they're
aware of the law."
The new law says anyone born
before Aug. 1, 1965, is allowed to
"purchase, consume or
possess" alcohol, beer or wine.
It also prohibits an employer
from firing anyone who is 18
years old or older because of the
change.
In addition, the legislation
permits 19- and 20-year-olds to
drink legally when accompanied
by a "parent (s) or guardian,"
and makes that adult civilly
liable for damage pr injury
caused by the young drinker.
The law does not clarify
whether underage drinkers
must be accompanied by their
parent or guardian when drinking legally.
"I believe the exemptions and
some other provisions of the bill
may make enforcement confusing," Alexander said.
But he said he signed the
measure because of the
evidence that a higher legal age
cuts down on teen-age
automobile fatalities.
"A great many people are persuaded,and I know a majority of
our Legislature was by large
margins, that by taking this action we will reduce the number
of young people killed in traffic
accidents," the Republican
governor said.
He cited figures which show
three out of five teen-age traffic
deaths involve the consumption
of alcohol. Alexander said "the
Statistics are hard to argue
with- that the higher age will
"help save young lives."
The Legislature, after lastminute wrangling, finally approved the measure after Senate
opposition to the House exemptioncaved in on May 24, the last
day of business. The frustrated
Senate sponsor, Sen. Ernest
Crouch, D-McMinnville, said at
the time the legislation_ riddled
with exemptions is bettethan no
legislation at all.
The law also exempts soldiers
on active duty from the higher
drinking age, although Alexander said the Pentagon assured
the state that military bases
would comply with the state law.
The bill, however, allows
underage soldiersfrom drinking
regardless of where they are.
State Attorney General
William Leech has called the
soldiers' exemption "constitutio_na.11y suspect."_
up service funded by real estate
taxes.
Weaks and the magistrates
agreed that garbage is one of the
greatest problems facing the
county. Weaks added, however,
that the tax would have to be
voted on and "I don't think it will
pass."
He added that many hours of
research and thinking have gone
into the problem but that no
feasible solution has been found.
He assured Neubauer the court
would continue to try to find a
solution and would remain open
to any suggestions.
• Magistrates authorized
Weals to proceed with converting the county road barn from
electricity to gas. Tommy Marshall of Murray Municipal
Utilities reportedly will run the
gas line to the barn for the cost
of the pipe and meter estimated at $1,700. Weaks said
he will investigate buying used
heaters. The switch from electricity to gas, primarily for
heating purposes, is expected to
save the county about 30 percent
on heating costs, Weaks
reported.

Balentine reports the number
of inspections is down 85-90 percent compared with last year
due to the changes in the
automobile title law.
Magistrates also voted to
assist with the installation of
lighting at the Kirksey Ball
Park. Based on action taken, the
county agrees to pay bills for the
installation up to $3,075.98.
In other action:
•Magistrates heard a request
from Hugh "Doc" Wallace asking that the Doc Wallace Road,
about three miles north on Kentucky 121, be sealed. Weaks said
he would visit the site and see
what condition the road is in. He
reported this morning that he
had just come from Doc Wallace
Road and agreed that it needs to
be sealed. He added that he "expects" the county will seal the
toad in the near future.
•Magistrates also heard a request from John Neubauer, who
voiced concern about garbage
being dumped on his property in
the New Concord area.
Neubauer, who also owns a
home in Murray,asked the court
to consider a county-wide pick-

The Murray Board of Edu.cation will meet in regular session
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the
board office building. Among
Items to come before the board
are a report on the school food
service program and consideration of gasoline bids for the
1984-85 school year.

City Council
to meet Thursday
The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at City Hall.
Items on the agenda include a
public hearing on the proposed
budget for federal revenue sharing funds, a resolution urging
support of the governor and
transporation secretary for construction of a four-lane by-pass
on 641 north near Benton and
that no toll charge be implemented for vehicular use.
An executive session is planned to hear a report from legal
advisor Don Overbey on ATC
litigation.
The meeting will adjourn until
June 21 when the council will
meet to consider the general
fund budget ordinance and other
related budget or personnel
matter.

CHAIR LIFT COMPLETED - To comply with federal regulations concerning accessibility to public meeting rooms,the city of
Murray has installed a chair lift in Murray City Hall. Those
unable tO climb the stairs leading to the second floor of City Hall
will be allowed to use the device. The city of Murray purchased
the lift with federal revenue-sharing money at a cost of $2,600.
Mayor Holmes Ellis and City Clerk Jo Crass are testing the new
lift.

Harris among clerks
discussing new motor
vehicle law at meeting
From staff, AP reports
Calloway County Clerk Marvin Harris was present when a
group of county clerks from
throughout Kentucky gathered
in Owensboro for a convention to
discuss a new motor vehicle law.
There was only one problem.
No one from the state Department of Insurance showed up to
explain the law requiring Harris
and other clerks to keep tabs on
motor vehicle insurance
coverage.
But officials promised Harris
and the others an appearance today, the last day of a three-day
convention of the Kentucky
County Clerks Association.
The mix-up occurred Tuesday
because Deputy Insurance Commissioner Patrick McWhorter is
on a 30-day suspension for using
the governor's name during
political campaigning.
Ed Fossett, an attorney for the
Insurance Department, said
staff members thought all of
McWhorter's appointments had
_been taken cars of during the

Granary...
(Cont'd from-page 1)
which the company hopes to connect to Murray by rail. Merchants also bought Tuesday a
terminal at Livingston Point on
the Tennessee near Paducah,
and has an option for an elevator
at Eddyville.
The latter is currently run by
ConAgra, as is the Merchants
grain facility in Princeton. Merchants was formed by people
who formerly worked for ConAgra, and there appear to be
negotiations going on between
the two companies that could affect several area grain operations. ConAgra also runs a
granary in Hardin.
Merchants Grain iikns additional granaries in Pinckneyville, Ill., Cynthiana and
Amboy, Ind, and Dyersburg,
Tenn. Originally a barge
business solely, the company
was formed as Merchants Grain
and Transportation in
December, 1982.
Company officials had no

suspension period.
"Wa„, just missed it," said
Fossett.
John Stephenson, who recently resigned as commissioner for
the Department of Vehicle
Registration, said the law re*,
(wiring Harris and the other
clerks to check for insurance is
"irresponsible" because the
system is not funded.
The law, passed by the 1984
General Assembly, repealed a
requirement for drivers to
'display a sticker proving they
have insurance. The new law
calls for the clerks not to
register vehicles or renew
licences without proof of insurance being shown.
The law takes effect in
January.
"If it's important enough to
pass, it's important enough to
pay for," Stephenson said
Tuesday.
Harris, who was at the convention, was unavailable for
Cornment.tktday.
_ _. . _ _ .

comment on possible pending
transactions in Murray, or on
the company's financial
condition.
Its network of regional grain
operations would give Merchants ready access to the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway when or if that is completed. Company officials say
that is not the reason for their interest in the area, however.
Greg Cundiff, executive vice
president in charge of grains,
said recently that Merchants
"like(s) Murray in regards to
agriculture. In the long term; we
Want to be at Murray."
' Graves extension agent Green
said he believes Merchants "felt
there was a_yoid in the
marketplace where they could
slip in." The company probably
felt it was easier to gain a
foothold in this region than in
central Illinois or Iowa, where
other large grain companies are
well-established. Companies
such as B.C. Christopher and
Pillsbury have been in the Purchase Area a relatively short
time, he said.
Of Graves County's two major

Middlesboro •
newspaper was
fastest growing
MIDDLESBORO, Ky. (AP)
The Daily News in Middlesboro
was the fastest growing
newspaper in Kentucky during
the past year, according to an
audit bureau of newspaper
circulation.
Marslene Littrell, Daily News
circulation manager, recently
received an award fdr the honor
from Phil Hanna, circulation
and advertising vice president
for the New York Times
Regional Newspaper Corp.,
owner of the Daily News,
The Daily News led in percentage of growth by adding 1,021
new readers for a 13.8 percent
circulation increase from March
1983 to March 1984, according to
Fas Fax, the audit bureau.
Second in percentage of
growth in net paid circulation in
Kentucky was The NewsEnterprise in Elizabethtown, 5.8
percent; followed by The
Paducah Sun, 3.9 percent; and
The Daily News in Bowling
Green, 3.6 percent.

Calloway board
to meet Thursday
The Calloway County school
board will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, June 14 at the board
office on College Farm Road.
Items on the agenda include the
high school citizenship requirement, the yearly financial statement, discussion of the computer program and Chapter I
and II programs, and the sick
.l.eaye. _ in-service,. and extended
employment plans.
elevators, only the HoweHilliard facility is locally owned.
Mayfield Milling Co. is a subsidiary of B.C. Christopher of
Kansas City. Pillsbury owns
grain operations on Kentucky
Lake east of Murray and in
Paducah. Another major grain
company, Runge, runs operations in Hickman and Cairo.
Green called the increasing influence of big companies "a sign
of the times." The grain
business requires a great deal of
capital now, and the big firms
have been able to absorb the
cost of regulations designed to
protect farmers from elevator
bankruptcies, Green explained.
"You're always concerned
when outside influences come in
and take control," Green
remarked. However, he added,
"If they want (to keep) the little
old local crossroads elevators,
they're going to have to do away
with some regulations because
'these guys can't hack it."
The big firms will continue to
employ,local persons to run the
elevators because of their contacts and influence, Green
believes.

WIGGINS FURNITURE
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE CONTINUES!

We Still Have 50 Sofas. Love Seats and
Hide-A-Beds, 12 Dinettes, 10 Dining Room Sets. 22 Recliners, Bunk Beds, Desk, Odd Dining Room Chairs,
1 of A Kind Lamps, Several Sets Of Bedding In All Sizes. Bedroom Sets, Odds & Ends
THE FINAL MARKDOWN IS ON! BRING YOUR TRUCKS DON'T MISS THIS SALE!!
•••••1111.11,

HWY. 641 NORTH

WIGGINS FURNITURE

OPEN 8:30-5.00
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royko says

by mike royko

Prickly friendship
The usual diplomatic practice between friendly nations and leaders calls for stressing areas of
agreement in public while airing disagreements
in private. It is one of the anomalies of U.S.
relations that this norm is effectively
reversed.
Thus, for example, Mexican presidents routinely parade their differences with Washington for
all the world to see while, in private, they frequently prove far less quarrelsome. The reasons
for this behavior are rooted in historical conflict
that Americans typically forget but Mexicans cannot. Accordingly, Mexican leaders appease their
own domestic left and bolster Mexico's credentials
as a "revolutionary" state by periodically baiting
the giant to the north.
This is essential perspective for understanding
what Mexican President Miguel de la Madrid did
and did not say in Washington recently about Central America. What he did say is that Mexico
wants less U.S. military involvement in Central
America and more emphasis on trying to
negotiate a regionalsettlement,even if this leads,
to a left-wing government in El Salvador and a
guarantee of survival for Nicaragua's Marxist
dictatorship.
What de la Madrid did not say is that Cubans
and other Soviet-bloc types are any more welcome
than the gringos to intrude into an area that-Mexicans typically view as their own sphere of influence. Nor did he say the Mexican government
does not have reasons of its own to fear, however
secretly, that a communist tide in Central
America could eventually pose dangers for Mexico itself.
President Reagan had the good sense not to
patronize his guest by pretending that Mexico's
views on Central America do not matter, or that
genuine differences of perspective do not exist. Indeed, Mr. Reagan was as frank as de la Madrid
in referring to these differences publicly.
For the record, the two presidents agreed to
disagree. Mexico's government will keep on warning against U.S. intervention and the "risk of a
generalized war" in Central America.The Reagan
administration will keep on using a tough blend
of diplomacy and a big stick to keep the region
from falling into the Soviet/Cuban orbit.
In private, there will be room for some agreement and even cooperation if the Reagan policy
shows signs of stabilizing Central America without
the explosion that Mexico genuinely fears. Miguel
de la Madrid also knows he badly needA a friend
in Washington if Mexico is to manage its staggering debt, much of it owed to American banks. The
Reagan administration is not above oblique
references to this fact, although there seems to be
.a general recognition that a really heavy handed
attempt to influence Mexico's foreign policy would
probably backfire.
The prospect, then, is for more of the same from
both capitals on the subject of Central America.
It's a measure of the maturity and essential
stability of U.S.-Mexican relations that the two
governments can disagree on something as important as Central America without letting other
aspects of their relationship suffer.
The generally cordial talks between Presidents
Reagan and de la Madrid demonstrated that
much, at least.

Bribery in court? That's the spirit
Chicago has a spirit unlike that of
any other city.
The spirit can be found
throughout the city's history, such
as when it began rebuilding even
before the ashes of the great fire
had cooled. Or in the two-word city
slogan: "I Will."
Maybe the word to describe it is
indomitable. Or persevering.
A -recent example:
Here we are, watching one of
Chicago's biggest scandals in
many years unfold. FBI moles are
testifying about how they, fixed
court cases. Bagmen are saving
their -own hides by blowing the
whistle on the judges whose bags
they once filled to overflowing.
Sweating lawyers are rushing on to
point fingers at someone else
before a finger is pointed at them.
In the midst of all this, you would
think that everybody in the court
system would be saying: "The heat
is on, gents. We must lay low. So

cheaply. I told him that I was going
you?"
out of the teeth business, so I
"I told him: 'Mister, I have $60 in
couldn't help him with that. We
my wallet, and I have about $225 in
were just talking about nothing in
the bank. That's the grand total.
particular. Then he says: 'How
That's all I have in the whole
would you like to get them off your
world. Goodbye.' And I walked
back for a while?"
away and found a seat and sp
"I asked him who he was talking
down."
about. He said he meant the people
"That was the end of it. He didn't
who were suing me. And he
say anything more to me. And my
repeated his question: How would I
case was called and we went ahead
like to get them off my back for a
with it. After I left, I started thinkwhile."
ing about it, and it.is incredible. I
"I asked him how that could be
have been reading about all this
.done. He said the case could- be - stuff with the ,judges- and-the- bribes —
delayed for a while, that he could
and all that. But I thought things
have it postponed for a few months.
like that were always done quietly,
Then he said: 'What's it worth to
discreetly. You know, lit a back
you?"
room or something."
"I couldn't believe it. There we
"My God, that guy tried to hustle
were, standing right in the courme'right out in the open. Nobody
troom. In the courtroom! And he's
could hear us. of course. And the
trying to work out a bribe from me.
judge wasn't on the bench at that
I just looked at him. And he said it
time. But it was still in the couragain: 'I can get it delayed for a
troom. I can't get Over it. In the
few months. What's it worth to
courtroom. Have you ever heard of
anything like that?"
Not precisely that way. But it
makes a certain amount of
business sense. When you have a
To The Editor,
Reagan because, "he proposes to
about public schools having the
product to sell, you have to find the
There you go again. Taking pot freeze education spending next
same impact on students as do
customers. And in this case, the
shots at our public schools.
year...." Yet in the June 5 editorial
private schools, then you must adcustomers are in the courtroom.
I want to believe that your June 5
you express umbrage at educators
vocate for eliminating time and
"But I would have thought he
editorial, "Reminders of School
and legislators who think it will
mind-consuming activities such as
would have taken me aside. Out in
Promises," was another canned
take more money to purchase
athletics (imagine doing that').
the hallway or something."
editorial written elsewhere and not
educational excellence.
driver education, extra-curricular
That would just call attention to
reflebting the editorial position of
Actually, President Reagan has
clubs, and most pf the wide range
both of ybu. No, he did it just right
the newspaper. However, as usual,
in fact recommended the highest
of courses and programs enjoyed
— out in the open, where nobody
- you used the personal pronoun
education budget ever (for fiscal
by our youth in public schools. I
would suspect anything was going
"we" apparently referring to the
year 1985)., Also, if you - had
suspect our area teachers will tell
on. By the way, why didn't you take
Ledger and Times editorial staff.
bothered to check you would have
you that if they were given the ophim up on his deal? He probably
Your use of this editorial puts
found that most national publicaportunity to use all of the school
wouldn't have charged much.
you in conflict with your reporting.
tions in the field of education are at
time on instruction the success
Maybe he would have done it for
For example, this- editorial uses
this very moment publishing
level of students in this area would
free dental work.
over one-half of the space extolling
testimonials about the push for
shoot right off the charts. Instead,
"A delay wouldn't have helped
the virtues of nonpublic education
quality and excellence in education
teachers are forced to maintain
me. I would have been wasting
at the expense of public school
taking place throughout this nadiscipline, teach large classes, and
money. And I've closed my office."
education. Other editorials you
tion. Over 38 states (including Kenperform the hundreds of other
Anyway, if that court employee
have printed have cited teacher
tucky) have initiated steps to imdetails required of
happens to read this, I just want to
education institutions, parents, and
prove the educational quality
teacher / managers.
tell him that I think he has that inteachers as culprits in the poor
within their public school
In summary, we have excellent
domitable Chicago zeal. He's a liveducational performance Of "our
programs.
schools in Murray-Calloway Couning example of the "I Will" spirit.
children."
Wouldn't it be nice if your
ty. Most of the teachers teaching in
I will — if nobody's watching.
These editorials are all in direct
editorial "writers" could address
those schools were prepared by the
conflict with the front page news
the positive changes taking place
teacher education programs at
you publish annually praising the
and the important steps being
Murray State University. All of the
local area public school systems
made by school systems in this
children who score so well on naHeartline is a service for senior
and their performance on standararea? Wouldn't it have been
tional exams in the local public
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
dized testing. Additionally, you
thoughtful if our local paper,
schools are being reared by
questions and solve problems. If
point out in your reporting that the
rather than highlighting a concern
parents who obviously care both
you have a question or a problem
local schools do well in speech conthat "per pupil spending in the
for their children and for their
not answered in these columns,
tests, spelling contests, science
United States more than doubled
schools. (Attendance levels at
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
fairs, and in numerous other
during the past 25 years," had in"back to school" nights in the
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
academic endeavours when in
stead compared the rise in pupil
Calloway County schools will
will receive a prompt reply,
competition with schools beyond
expenditures in public schools to
quickly erase any notions you have
but you must include a selfthe Murray Ledger and Times
the increasing costs of automobiles
that schools aren't supported by
addressed, stamped envelope. The
area. And, of course, there is no
(new ones cost three to eight times
the parents.) I think it's fine that
most useful replies will be printed
end to the coverage on the athletic
what they did 25 years ago), and
the Ledger focuses on education. in this
column.
prowess of the youth of Murray and
other consumer goods.
Most of the media have been so
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
Calloway County.
The Murray Ledger and Times
focusing during the past year.
are in our mid-fifties and have just
The question I raise is, "If all of
mow sells for 25 cents an issue.
However, the Ledger is in the
thatis so_ good and wonderful Land _ .. Twenty-live _years ago it sold for 5... _ minority in continuing.to_heat .the. bought our first house. If we
manage to Make The payments
believe it is) why publish cents per copy. This reflects an indrum ofinadequacy and failure. A
without dipping into our retirement
editorials slamming education,
crease of 400 percent during the
better approach would be an insavings, our budget will still be
particularly when your use of prosame time period you are shocked is vestigative report on the successes
sorely stretched. We are worried
nouns focuses an attack on our
to find educational expenditures
and strbngths of our local school
about what will happen if my husteacher educators, our parents and
have doubled. The Ledger and
systems and teacher education
band becomes il and can't work.
our school personnel?"
Times now occupies an excellent
institutions.
We don't have a great deal-in our,
Another example of your
modern facility using the latest in
Sincerely,
savings and don't want to touch it
editorial inconsistency is your
technology to produce its high
Lawrence W. Marrs
under any circumstances. Is there
fickle use of editorials with opquality paper. On the other hand,
Chairman,
some sortof insurance we could get
posite conclusions. For example,in
many of the school buildings"housDept. of'Special Education
on my husband that would pay the
your December 19, 1983 editorial
ing our children in this area are
Murray State University
house payments if he were ill? H.K.
entitled "Take the Public Educawell over 25 years old.
ANSWER: , Yes. Disability inEditor's
Note
— The major purtion Quiz" you flunked President
Finally, if you are really serious
pose of an editorial is to make come insurance is exactly what
readers think, evaluate and make you need. If you don't have group
up their own minds about con- coverage through yor husband's
job, look for an individual policy
troversial matters.
that covers both accident and ilTen years ago
ving aboard the Navy antilness and that is guaranteed
Jerry Henry was named to fill a
submarine warfare aircraft carrenewable. Keep costs down by
vacancy on the Murray City
rier USS Lexington, operating out
picking a policy that has a waiting
Council.
of Pensacola, Fla.
/period
before benefits start. Be
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor emeritus
The piano students of Mrs. John
sure that the policy has these
of First Baptist Church, Murray,
C. Winter were presented in a
provisions:
was elected as a trustee of the
recital on June 5 at the Murray
By Ken Wolf
.1) Coverage until your sixty-fifth
Golden Gate Baptist Theological
Woman's Club House.
There are many ways to speak of
birthday
(you'll save money with a
Selninary at San Francisco, Calif.,
Mrs. V.E. Windsor has presented
self-reliance. Nikos Kazantzakis,
benefit period that is limited, say to
for a five-year term at the Southern
• two corner cupboards to the Murfamous modern Greek author
two years, but in case of long-term
Baptist Convention at Dallas,
ray Woman's Club for the club
(1883-1957). put it in the form of
disabilitsVit may be important to
Texas.
...house.
three reverse "beatitudes" in his
have a longer term of benefits ):
Ernest L. Kelso, Rt. 7, is pictured
famous novel, Zorba the Greek:
Thirty years ago
2) benefits paid if you can not
with a replica of two steers pulling
The South Team beat the North
Woe'to him whobas not within
perform
your customary
a wagon carrying a mule that he
Team in the sixth annual baskethimself the source of hapoccupation:
carved in about two days. He said
ball classic played last night before
piness! Woe to him who wants
3) benefits paid even if you are
he used hair from his granda capacity crowd at the Carr
to please others! Woe to him
not confined.to the house.
daughter's pony mane for tails on
who does not feel that this life
Health Building, Murray State
the animals.
and the next are but one!
College.
New officers of the Zeta DepartOliver C. McLemore, Jr., radarment of the Murray Woman's Club,
man third class, USN, son of Mr.
are Mrs. S.M. Matarazzo, Mrs.
and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore of
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
Codie Caldwell, Mrs. Glen Hodges
Murray, is serving aboard the
o the editor are welcomed and enand Mrs. Max Beale.
heavy cruiser USS Los Angeles,
couraged. All letters must be signWinford Claiborne of Dalton,
which just returned to California
ed by the writer and the writer's
Ga., will speak at a gospel meeting,
from a tour to the Far East.
address and phone number must
June 18 to 23, at the Almo Church of
William M. Boyd, Allen Rose and
be included for verification. The
Christ.
Kenton Miller were among 175'
phone
number will not be publishTwenty years ago
bankers and feed retailers from the
ed.
. •
The street paving pollcy of the cisouthern states who visited the
Letters
sbould be typewritten
ty of Marray got a thorough airing
Ralston Purina Research Farm at
and double-spaced if possible and
last night when a large delegation
Gray Summitt, Mo., on June 7.
should be on topicp of general inof citizens from various parts of the
Mr. and Mrs. L.E. Thomas and
terest.
city met with the City Council.
sons, Michael and Tommy, of
Editors reserve the right to conPlans have been approved for
Brownsville, Texas, have been the
dense
or—reject any -letter and
two additional units to the Murray
guests of Mrs. Thomas' brother.
imitfrogialmt prays.
•
ElderAy Housing. One will be on --Leo . Alexander
of
Address
corresponde
to:
nce
Ellis Drive near Nash Drive and
Murray. •
'
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
the other will be on'Cherry Lane.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
Navy Ensign Gerald T. Parker,
"Public Enemy" starring James
son of Mrs. Anna M. Parker, is serCagney.

letter to the editor

heartline

The path to peace

Ai

There are two outcomesan Central America that
would be unpopular in the United States. The
American people don't want to see the MarxistLeninist guerrillas win in El Salvador. And they
don't want to send American boysto El Salvador
to prevent a guerrilla victory. The American peoclre4.1.0 .00.1.U.Q1. these. alternatives_
__
President Reagan knows that. .So he wants to
avoid the ultimate choice. And that-is why he has
taken the path of more military and economic aid
to the government of El Salvador. He has appealed successfully to the American people and to Congress to follow his path. He hopes the government
of Napoleon Duarte. who is the newly elected
president of El Salvador, will be able to use the
aid more effectively than previous governments,
.arai_ the guerrillas will. be deleattld.
The Ametican people would v..eliaime this outcome. but few would bet on it.
There is another path to avoid the ultimate
choice between a guerrilla victory and U.S. armed.intervention in El Salvador, but it is not getting much publicity at the White House. It is to
negotiate a regional settlement.
Negotiations have been going on sporadically
since l9S2. They are called the Contadora initiative, after the island off the coast of Panama
where Latin American leaders met in 1983 to draft
the outlines of a Central American peace treaty.
Contadora has been endorsed by every major
power. including Cuba, the- United States.
N.icaragua, Honduras and the Soviet Union. But
its goal of halting foreign subversion and interventionism has been violated by all parties.
Negotiators can agree on goals. but they
disagree hotly over specifics.

_
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time out for an honesty break."
Nah. That wouldn't be the spirit.
So we have this dentist. His name
is not important and it might embarrass him to have it used. The
dentist has gone broke. He's in debt
up to his ears and beyond. His
creditors are suing him and.he's filing for bankruptcy.
He went to a courtroom the other
day to respond to one of the
lawsuits. When he got there, the
courtroom was crowded, so he
went to a court employee to ask
when his case might be called.
"He looked at the papers on the
case and saw that I was a dentist
and we talked about that. He asked
me what my financial problems
were about and I told him we've
made people's teeth too healthy
with fluoride, so there isn't enough
business for all the dentists any
more."
"Then he mentioned that he
could use some dental work done
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URRAY TODAY
Newborns and dismissals listed at ho,spital
Census at Murray.
Newborn admissions
Calloway County were as follows:
Hospital for Saturday,
Baby Boy Dillon,
Jun,e 9, was 73 adults parents,
Loretta and
and two in nursery.
Daniel, Rt. 1, Dexter.
•
Dismissals were as
follows:
Daily Matinees
Mitchell D. Geurin,
Cheri IL Cine
New Concord; Mrs.
All Seats $2.00
Cathy Lou Ernstberger
Except 'Indiana Jones'
and baby boy, Rt. 7;
Mrs. Fannie P. Scott,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Bernice
Cute Clever
W. Burgess, New Conlitschtevous
Inuelltgent
cord; Mrs. Dawn Allen
Dangerous
STEVEN
and baby girl, Rt. 3,
srtimotoG
•••••••••
Mayfield;
Neal Brooks, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs.
Edith M.Clark, E26 Fox
Meadows; Mrs. Pauline

Davis, Rt. 1, Almdt
Mrs. Hazel Dill, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tenn.; Kenneth
A. Grogan, 1322 Olive
Blvd.; Frank A. Kaiser,
Rt. 8;
Mrs. Hattie M. McClure, 107 South 13th
St.; Carl Ray, Fern Terrace Lodge; Festus L.
Story, Rt. 1;
Steve Taylor, 534 East
Main St., Dresden,
Tenn.; Mrs. Pamela
Warren, Rt. 5; Mrs.
Frances Wilcox, Rt. 8.
----

June 10, was 86 adults
and four in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Jordan,
parents, Alice and
likchard, Rt. 4, Benton;
Baby Boy Wiggins,
parents, Rebecca and
Michael, Rt. 1, Sedalia.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Lathan Milliken, 514
Cherry St.; Mrs.
Yvonne Gossum, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Judith K. Clapp,
Rt. 2, Mayfield; Miss
Census at Murray- Christy L. Newton, Rt.
Calloway County 6; Gail S. Cordrey (exHospital for Sunday. pired) 906 Sycamore St.

•

Second Navy medal presented to Hendon
RECEIVES MEDAL watch officer in Lajes,
- Navy U. Michael K. Azores, Portugal. HenHendon, formerly of don, currently the
central center 753-3314 Murray, recently was reserve intelligence proawarded his second grams officer at NAS
Navy achievement
Whidbey Island, Wash.,
medal for outstanding
is the son of Dr. and
performa
nce
as an in- Mrs. Gene Hendon,
I.3,40. 7:00, 3:15
telligence watch officer, formerly of Murray,
Third World Analyst,
and the grandson of
and Research DeparttiARRI
ment Head at FOS1F Mrs. Marie Crisp, 1001
FOND
WESTPAC, Kaml Seya, Fairlane Dr., Murray. A
INDIANA JONES
and the Temple
Japan,
from August 1982 1972 Murray High and
of Door.
to March 1984. He 1976 Murray State
graduate, Hendon has
previously received the
No hissos•Sorgoin•Discount
same medal in October been on active duty for
1981 while an in- five years. He holds a
1:30. 3:25, 7,00. 9:1111
telligence and anti- medal for Navy Expert
"IIMOSTOUSTIRSIPOI
libmarine warfare Pistol Shot.
*Bill Murray
*Dos Aykroyd

CHERI 3

r

1:30, 3:15, 7:30. 5:30

Snif
elosebsul st. 753-3314

•
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Mr. and Mrs. William
P. McReynolds of
Mayfield announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Gina
'Lynn, to Robert Lynn
Reed, son of Mrs. Mae
Gifford of Lone Oak and
Melton Reed of
Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L.B. Norsworthy of Sedalia and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Orvis
D. McReynolds.
Miss McReynolds is a
graduate of Mayfield
-High School. She
presently is employed at
Corn -Austin Co.,
Murray.
Mr. Reed is the grandson of Mrs. Claudine
Reed of Mayfield, of
Walter Reed of Texas,
and of Mrs. Geneva
Helm of Mayfield and
the late Rudy Smith.
The groom-elect is a
graduate of Mayfield
High School. He is
employed at Ward Elkins, Mayfield.
The wedding will take
place on Friday, July 20,
at 7 p.m. at the Northside Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
A reception will follow
at the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Gina Lynn AlcRet-noicis
. to marry Robert Lynn Reed
at Northside Baptist Church

DATEBOOK

CLEARANCE SALE!

PWP plans meeting-

orad
c8aZvkaze

The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without.Partners Will meet Friday, June 15, at 8
p.m. at the American Legion Building, Legion
Drive, Paducah. Gary Stephens will speak on
"Indian Folklore." Socializing, refreshments
and dancing will follow. All single parents are invited. The only requirement is to be a parent and
single by reason of death, divorce, legal separation or never married. For information call
1-554-5071, 1-554-3657 or 1-554-3095.

HIGHWAY 121 SO

penny a pound

Couple plans wedding for July 20
-6 Pi .c•

You'll Love The Savings At Our

Southside Shopping CenterMurray

,

Murray Ledger &Times

Hurkeen. editor

Come On By And
See Our New Menu
Featuring
An Ocean
Full Of
New Meals
Like Our
Tender
Polynesian
Chicken Or
- - Our New
Gourmet
amburgers

Churches plan Supper
Martin's Chapel and Good Shepherd United
Methodist Churches will have a potluck supper
on Saturday, June 16. at 6 p.m. at Martin's
Chapel Church. This will.be in honor of the
former pastor, the Rey. Thomas Small and wife,
and in honor the new pastor, the Rev. Bill Hart
and family. All members and friends of both
churches are invited to attend.

Gospel singing Saturday
A gospel singing featuring the Isbell Singers
will be Saturday, June 16, at 7:30 p.m. at Bethel
Chapel Pentecostal Church, Highway 94 East.
This group sings with Blackwood Bros. each
year and the pubiic is invited to attend, according to the pastors, the Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd
Underhill.

plans -bake sale....

_Trinity.

The Trinity Christian Center will have a bake
sale on Saturday, June 16, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Wal-Mart and Payless shoe Source.

Campout at Kenlake

Only a penny for each pound your
child weighs for a 5x7color portrait*.
• Reg 4 00 • Age limit 12 years
• No appointment necessary
• Add 1 00 for 2 or more children together• Limit one portrait special per child
•

veocr.e

-Don't ForgetFriday & Saturday
Seafood Buffet
A mouth wotenno arra., of sootchad
Ntlect.ons fresh from the Gulf Includes
SOlod bor ond oN you con eel buffet

Offer valid from 6/1 5/8-4 through 6/16/84

$10 95

JCPenney

Seven Seas
Restaurant

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Friday 12:00-4:00 p.m. 5:00 P.m.-9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

Highway 641 North
753-4141

TENDER BITE-SIZE
SHRIMP DINNER
•

The Captain has a special value for you...his
Tender Bite Size Shrimp Dinner! An extra large
serving of delicious bite size shrimp, natural
cut french fries,
creamy cole
slaw, southern
style hush puppies, cocktail
sauce and
lemon wedge,

$299

tit IC 12th
753-9383
Good In Murray Only

The Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have
its monthly campout at Kenlake State Park on
Friday, Saturday and-Sunday, June 15 to- 17. A
potluck supper will be served at 5:30 p.m. Saturday. Hugh and Larue Wallace will be
wagonmasters.

Singles plan 'meeting
The Single Connection will have its discussion
group on Thursday, June 14, at 7 p.m. in Education Building, First United Methodist Church.
"Going the Extra Mile" will be the discussion
topic. For information call Dick at 436-2174 or Jill
at 753-1701 or 753-6654.

Garland gets scholarship
Lori R. Garland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Garland, Rt. 2, Murray. a senior speech
and hearing major at Murray State University.
has been awarded a $800 Manning Stewart

Scholarship. She is one of four reeipients of the
Stewart awards.
Miss Garland also was named for Outstanding
Service in Communications Disorders at the Spring Honors Day Program. During her junior
year, she served as president of the local chapter
of the National Student Speech -Hearing and
Language Association. The Stewart scholarships
are given through the Department of Special
Education. The fund is administered by the
University Foundation.

Wilcox reunion Saturday
--A reunion of the Fred R. Wilcox and Vernona
Franklin Wilcox families will be Saturday. June
16, at 10 a.m. at the Holiday Inn, Highway 62,
Gilbertsville. All relatives and friends are invited to attend the "dutch treat" luncheon. For
information call Vernona Grogan, 753-4978.

Lindsey G. Moseley born
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Moseley of Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.. are the parents of a daughter.
Lindsey Gray, weighing nine pounds one ounces.
born on Wednesday, May 23, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Parrish of Cottage Grove and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Moseley, Jr., of LaCenter.

Will T. Norsworthy horn
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Norsworthy,_Rt. 1, Murray, are the. Parenti 'Of- a: son, Will Travis,
weighing seven Pounds seven ounces, measuring
20 inches, born on Friday, May 25, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Another son is
Christopher Blu, 6. The mother is the former
Teresa Gail Garland. The father is employed at
Fisher-Price Toys.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Fred M.
Garland, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Rachel Rogers,
Murray, and Earl Wade Norsworthy, Rt. 7,
Mayfield. Great,grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Mohler. Mrs. Christine Garland and the
late W.J. Bill 1 Garland, and Mrs. Ethel
Norsworthy. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs.
Lou Treas of Paris, Tenn.

Brian Curtis Asher born
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Asher, 110 Riviera Ct..
Murray, are the parents of a son, Brian Curtis,
weighing six pounds 14 ounces, measuring 2044
inches, born on Sunday, June 3, at 12:25 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother, the former Jill Dycus, is on leave
from the local hospital. The father is manager of
Druther's Restaurant. Grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Dycus of Kuttawa and Mrs. Walter
Asher and the late Mr. Asher of Princeton.

Sun Lovers
Salon

The Little
Store That
"-afters More!"

"The Ultimate
In Suntanning"

Monday thru
Saturday
Call Today For
Appointment!
759-9671

Largest Selection
Of Rebuilt Electrolux!
(Including 2 New Model
Silverado Specials!)

Hoover & Eureka Uprights
Only $30 OVERSTOCKED
....Good selection, written warranties and
very affordable prices.
Complete servicing and checkup Only $6.00
en any vacuum.
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MURRAY VACUUM
201 N. 5th CENTER 759-4494

VALUABLE COUPON

Sun Lovers Salon
1 Special Rates With This Coupon For 1
I The Months of..lune and July.
I
•
5 Sessions $20.Q0 _
i

I

16- Sessions $40.00

15 Sessions $5
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Coining con1in unity events arc listed
Thursday,June 14
Thursday,June 14
Wednesday,June 13
Friday,June 15
Round and square
Ladies Tri-State Golf
Tennis courts at Mur- First United Methodist
Tournament will be at ray Country Club will be Church. For informa-' dancing will be from
tion call 438-2174, 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Oaks Country Club.
closed.
753-1701 or 753-8654.
Grove Roller Rink.
————
————
————
Tennis courts at Mur————
Teacher Center SumMixed Doubles Tennis
Twin Lakers RV Camray Country Club will be mer Workshop will be
closed.
from 1 to 4 p.m. in Room will be at 6 p.m. at Mur- ping Club will have a
————
campout at Kenlake
300, Special Education ray Country Club.
————
Murray Bass Club is Building, Murray State
State Park. A potluck
Youth of Memorial supper will be served at
scheduled to meet at University. For infor6:30 p.m. at Sirloin mation call 762-2446 or Baptist Church will 5:30 p.m. Saturday at
leave at noon for a trip campsite of Hugh and
Stockade.
782-6869.
to Current River.
————
Larue Wallace.
————
————
Advanced Revelation
————
Events in Land BetMothers Day Out will
Seminar will be at 7 ween the Lakes will inMothers Morning Out
p.m. at Holiday Inn.
clude Animal Signs in be at 9 a.m. at First will be at 9 am. at First
Christian Church.
————
the forest at 2 p.m. in Baptist Church.
————
Thursday,June 14
————
Woodlands Nature
Running Clinic for
Junior Golf is schedul- Center.
Twilight Golf will be
Women will be organiz- at 5:30 p.m. at Murray
————
ed at 9 a.m. at Murray
Alcoholics ed at 6:30 p.m. at 813 Country Club.
Country Club.
Anonymous and Al- Broad Street Extended.
————
————
Murray -Calloway Anon will meet at 8 p.m. For information call
Oaks Country Club
C-ou-a-t y 1& 1,os he at Firat _Christian 762-6851.
will-have twilight golf at
————
League will meet at 7 Church, Benton.
5:30 h.rn.
————
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
p.m. at 512 South 13th
— -- —
The Single Connection James will have open
Reservations for
St., Murray. For inforwill meet at 7 p.m. in house in celebration of Hazel Alumni event for
mation call 753-8771.
Education Building, 60th wedding anniver- June 23 should be made
————
sary from 2 to 4 p.m. at by today with Charlene
their home in Oaks Norsworthy.
GETS SCHOLAREstates. The family reSHIP — David S.
————
quests guests not bring
Schwan, son of Dr. and
Tennis courts at Murgifts.
Mrs. Edward Schwan,
ray Country Club will be
1502 Kirkwood Dr., Murclosed.
————
ray, has received a first.
Welcome Wagon Club
————
will have a potluck supyear scholarship of
Events in Land Betper with meat and ween the Lakes will in$2,650 from Hamilton
drinks furnished from 6 clude King of the
College, a highly corn
to 9 p.m. at Murray- Planets at 8 p.m. at
petitive liberal arts col
lege at Clinton, N.V. He
Calloway County Park. Golden Pond Visitor
'pktns to major in history
Center.
and government with an
————
Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will
emphasis in pre-law.
Alcoholics
meet at 7 p.m. at the Anonymous and AlSchwan is an honor
church with Mary Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
graduate of Calloway
Easley and Liz Steward at J.U. Kevil Center,
County High School
Loral
Ade
as hostesses.
where he earned varsity
South 10th Street Exletters in basketball and listed in Who's who
tended, Mayfield.
————
golf, assistant editor of Among American High
Murray Chapter No.
————
school newspaper, School Students in 92 Royal Arch Masons
Events at Murray
member of Beta Club, junior year, and receiv- and Murray Council No. Moose Lodge will inselected "Student of the ed a scholarship to at- 50 will meet at 7:30 p.m. clude games at 8 p.m.
Month" for April 1984 by tend the Senior Scholars at Murray Masonic and entertainment by
Student Council, school Program last summer Lodge Hall.
Phil Wallace in lounge
re presentative at to study international
frorrf 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
————
relations at Centre ColAmerican Private
Senior citizens events
————
Hazel and Douglas
will be from 10 a.m. to 2
i Enterprise Seminar, lege, Danville.
p.m. at Hazel and Centers will be open
Douglas Centers and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at for activities by senior
Ellis Center.
citizens.
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• The Rev. and Mrs. M.
Felts Dent, Jr., of
Clarksville. Tenn., announce the approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Teresa
Ahleida, to Wallace
Stone Burchett of
Dickson, Tenn.
Mr. Burchett is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing C. Burchett, Jr., of
Clarksville.
Miss Dent is a Cum
Laude graduate of
Austin Peay State
University, Clarksville.
She was selected for
Who's Who Among
Students in American
Colleges and Universities and was a
member of Chi Omega
women's fraternity.
She is employed by
the Clarksville Montgomery County
Schools.
Grandparents of the
bride-elect are Mrs.
M.L. Stafford and the
late Mac Souther, Mrs.
Maner F. Dent, Sr., and
the late Mr. Dent, all of
Macon, Ga.
Mr. Burchett attended
the University of Tennessee and Austin Peay
State University where
he was a member of
Sigma Chi fraternity.
He is president of the
Greater Dickson
Teresa Ahleida Dent
Jaycees and is a
member of the Dickson
to marry Wallace Stone Burcheti
Rotary Club and active
in the Dickson County E.C. Burchett, Sr., of
Chamber of Commerce. Hopkinsville and the
He Is general manager late Mr. Burchett.
of The Dickson Herald.
The wedding is plannWe are pleased
The groom-elect is the ed for Saturday, June
to announce that
grandson of the late Mr. 30, at 7 p.m. at the First
Lisa Winchester,
and Mrs. Rex Diuguid of Baptist Church,bride-elect of BobMurray and of Mrs. Clarksville, Tenn.
by
Ives,
has
selected per pottery, crystal and
accessories from
Pretty
our
complete
Necklines by
bridal registry.
Lisa and Bobby
will be married
June 27.
Call Patricia

Electrolysis
Mullins
753-8856

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
may increase distention of
your veins.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Can
a man who has phimosis
have intercourse?
DEAR READER — Phirposis has been described as
the most common anomaly
of the penis. It's a redundant
constricted foreskin seen in
uncircumcised males. The
foreskin may not be loose
enough to retract over the
head (glans). As a result it
causes a hygiene problem.
The danger in a child is that
the constricted skin will
slide backward and form a
constriction behind the
glans.
The problems with
hygiene often set up an
infection . under the_ skin.

PAGE 5-A

Dent and Burchett wedding planned

Veins after pregnancy
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
37 years old and our baby is
13 months old; our first after
13 years of marriage. The
problem is varicose veins.
Before my pregnancy I had
no varicose veins. During
the pregnancy I gained
about 50 pounds even though
I was on a balanced diet and
didn't eat sweets or junk
food. I'm back to my prepregnancy weight of about
134. I'm 5 feet 4 inches tall.
I'm extremely upset about
the veins. Instead of getting
better after the pregnancy,
they're worse. They're concentrated around the knee
area and my legs.
I've heard that vitamins
help strengthen the vein
walls. I tried bioflavonoids
and multiple vitamins with
no improvement.
I've been told, especially
by my husband, that I have
pretty legs. Now I wear pantyhose with shorts and would
not think of wearing a bathing suit. I'm more ashamed
of my legs every day. Dr.
Lamb, I want to clear up
these and prevent any worsening of the condition.
DEAR READER — Pregnancy often causes varicose
veins to appear for the first
time. The pressure of the
pregnant uterus on the veins
in the pelvis that drain the
legs is the main reason.
Each pregnancy will then
make them worse. That's
why wearing fitted elastic
stockings with sufficient
pressure during a pregnancy
is a good idea. It's good preventive medicine.
Those varicose veins are
overstretched veins. When
that happens the little
valves inside the veins don't
meet or function properly,
which allows blood to pool in
the legs. You will understand this better after you
have read the Health Letter
5-8, Varicose Veins, which
I'm sending you. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
You will need an examination. Superficial veins can be
injected with sciefosing
agents. And those spider-like
veins are sometimes injected with a concentrated salt
solution that elimihates
them.
Of course, you shouldn't
wear anything tight around
your legs such as garters,
and you might help prevent
Future problems by wearing
some surgical hose that Kevent pooling of blood in your
veins and further stretching.
Avoid standing and sitting in
such ways as to put pressure
on the back of your thighs.
This blocks the veins and
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The Shon)case

For Appointment

7534641

121 By-Pass

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
Yol, con I oat this well ot horne for this price.

Entire Stock of
Summer Merchandise

Choose From Our Famous
Name Brands Such As:
•Health-Tex
•Carters
•Izod
'Don moor

'Martha Miniatures
'Ocean Pacific
*Christian Dior
'Ruth
'Much; Much Morel
No Refunds On Sale Merchandise,
Exchanges Where Possible

Sale Starts Thurs., June 14

JEWELERS
9
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

•

Bel Air Center
753-1795
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Where Low P

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

;
1•.

PRICES GOOD WED. JUNE 13TI.

I THN

BEL AIR

SHOPPING

WEEKLY SPECIALS

CENTER

WEEKLY SPECIALS

REG. $1.39
DIET OR REG.

PLUS
DEPOS

99

•

1/2 GAL.

'44

WEEKLY SPECIALS

REG. $1.37
FLAV-0-RICH

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

BUTTERIV

18 OZ.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

REG. $1.17
TEXSUN PINK

aeo. $1.37
FLAV-0 RICH

PEANUT BUTTER

180Z.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

WEEKLY

RIG. $1.75liSTIR-10104

CORN FLAKE

0
kok COKe

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPECIALS

REG. $1.25
KELLOOGS

COKE, SPRITE,
TAB, MELLO YELLO
10
OZ
6PKI1
9

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEKLY SI
REG. $1.

REG. $3.29
KINGSFORD

LIGHT MILKII

99

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER
PUREX

BLEACH

CHARCOAL
1

Clht
(
)
4

'Vas•s
V4.1047

"2 GAL.

SNICKERS, MI
THREE MU

31

ti I Cha(c°1

$269

LOWFAT MILK "

10 LB. BAG

, Briquets

6 PK.

L
\•.
71

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

ORANGE, ROOT BEER. COLA. RED
FAYGO

KRAFT
PHILADELPHIA BRAND

lead\

89c

SUPER INF

Oil

" 11..%

79 vono

GAL.

2 LITER PLASTIC'

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

51

$
8

24 OZ.

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

LA 110

AUNT JANE'S

SUNSHINE
HI-PROTEIN

59c

MON Mat
IMS REAL
.44

$469

DETERGENT.
42 OZ.

HAMBURGER, HOT

COTTONELLE BATHROOM
:
71P

.TISSUE

1 19

10 OZ.

25 LB.

14.1

PUREX LAUNDRY

RELISH

14-- • -•4

--DOG - FOOD

6 ROLL

'NM

9
- '

1 79

DOG, SWEET, DILL

COMPARE OUR LOW PRICES

.4.

VANISH BOWL

CLEANER12 oz. 99c

CASH POT

DEL MONTE

CATSUP.32

THIS WEEK WIN

OZ. $ 1 19

E.T.

$600.00

CEREAL

LAST WEEK'S NAME
CARD NOT PUNCHED

14 OZ.

98

LIPTON FAMILY 24 CT.

TEA BAGS.

THIRST QUENCHER

MUSSELMAN'S APPLE

FINAL TOUCH FABRIC

GATORADE32 oz. 694
HEINZ

JUICE.

SOFTENER330z.7

LILY PAPER

KRAFT BOO

CATSUP.32

PLATES..100 CT. 694

SAUCE

KRAFT STRAWBERRY 18 OZ.

MIX MILDEW

GOOD 'N TUFF 20 CT.

Z 37 511

PRESERVES

REMOVER16oz..$116

TRASH BAGS$ 1 99

UCE.

OZ. $ 1 35

919

KRAFT GRAPE

$179

AUNT JEMIMA 32 OZ.
.l9
PANCAKE MIX..

JELLY

. .32 OZ.894

BR Y ERS

ICE CREA
$249

4,1 natural
r r

IN WV (.441

REG. $1.99

PEPPER1DGE FARM

GLASS PLUS

TEA

CLEANER32 oz.991

4 OZ. $229

COCOA
a oz. 93'
YELLOW CORN.. ..16 OZ. 28'
KIDNEY BEANS is oz. 35'
MIXED VEGETABLES...16 oz. 37'
BLACKEYE PEAS..15 oz. 33
'
.is

oz. 31'

18'
APPLESAUCE
16 OZ.
'396
APPLE MACE
t 32 Or. 696
-TOMATO JUtCE..- 4e öz. 736
FLAVORED GELATIN. ..301.

-vrrov$ 11 59
eat

994

TAI
SUN

HINE SA

KRI

CKER

6
5 LB. 79

FLOUR
CORN

'E

LIQUID •!.12 OZ. 54:r

LIPTON INSTANT

GREAT NORTHERNS

LAYERItAKES

OZ.

OSMAN'

DAWN DISH
09
32 OZ. $11

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC LABEL ITEMS

REG. $3.29

GAL.

MEAL

CORN FLAKES

5 LB. 894
18

oz. 994

2 LS. SAG

CARROTS
LOOSE YELLOW

ONIONS
LARGE BUNCH

BROCCOLI .

FLAKE COCONUT.12 01.996

802. CUP

SHORTENING

MUSHROOMS .

42 OZ. 91 59

oz.
BATHROOM TISSUE....4 ROLL 69'
VEGETABLE OIL

Ass

NAPKINS
!Ago CT. 696
FOAM CUPS
50 CT. 696
SALAD DRESSING3-2:oz. 89 .

GREEN & RED-TIP LEAF

LETTUCE
cown-**ó
LEMONS

..
1

_ 71: -•

_

LA 110

PURE WE:
VEGETA

CREAM CHEESE

SOFT DRINKS

LKY
;KETI

.=

---------r

'AI
'

•44..

N.

•.

1"'"*"1"`

•

••r V.
4
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NO COUPON OR STAMPS NECESSARY
REG. 2/$1.19
WONDER COUNTRY

24 OZ. SANDWICH LOAVES

13TF

THRU TUES. JUNE 19th

2F0R49`
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

PECIALS

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

WEEKLY SPECIALS

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

WEEKLY SPECIALS

FAMILY PACK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

GROUN
BEEF

99!
WEEKLY SPECIALS

ibECIALS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS SIRLOIN

LATION FIGHTER

WEEKLY SPECIALS

RE W
'EGET

01

FRYERS

.

49c1.8

LATION FIGHTER

AB!
IFTE

- BONUS PACK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

REELFOOT OLD FASHION

ROUND STEAK

CHICKEN LESS

PLO,

SUN

ROUND STEAK

HINE SALTINE KRISPY

KRI

CKERS.16 oz. 713c

LB

99

BONELESS HAM

BONUS PACK

REELFOOT SLICED

BONUS PACK

FIELD FAMILY PACK

LB. $239

LB. $ 1 99

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

PRODUCE

PRODUCE

DELI SPECIALS
DELI MADE DELUXE

FRESH GREEN

JUICY-SWEET

CABBAGE

CANTALOUPES

PIZZAS

5

23 SIZE

• ••

BAKERY SPECIALS

•._

,
•

;I•Lf

•

=

••
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•
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WESTU
OX
QUARTZ

LeS$

Pa

DRUGS

,

a

le'
G.E.

1205 CHESTNUT
MURRAY, KY

AMIFM
STEREO HEADSET
RADIO
Lightweight Stereo

El.-345

SOLAR POWERED
8 DIGIT THIN CALCULATOR
CREDIT CARD SIZE

In Attractive Case

WHITE RAIN HAIR SPRAYS1 19

7.5 Oz. Aerosol
8 Oz. Non-Aerosol

misimimag

YOUR CHOICE

/
1
2PRICE

HERE SHOW TO GET VOUP WHITE RAIN* CASH REFUND
• Arose
-• op., • a..
"A ••q• Na •

-• "•

•—• — OVEPEEPIRESOCTOREI I INEk

•

•

TRIPLE HEADER ROTARY

No.

HP1135

$2695

Attractively Gift Boxed

ELECTRIC

SHOE POLISHER

•

Keeps Shoes Wilting Like New,
A Complete Shoe Core Kit.

AMIN
A.ALL ST
TQHERMBOS,
1 With
Permanently
Attached
Handle.

n

tiAN

I

$195

3.2 Oz.

"Flex

3.2 Oz. d,

$349 •

•••
„

•

Soothe"

• Regular
• Orange

kle•a•ferstLain

No. 094004

Free. Solid Wood And
Brass.

$1

Portable Vacuum With t
Extra Power. lightweight.

PERMA SOFT

EVEREADY

Bath
Size

5

HEAVY DUTY
BATTERY SIZE c
No. 1250

2 PACK
YOUR
CHOICE

GILLETTE ATRA

Raid
41;rigInte,1

SHAVING CARTRIDGES
Pack of 10 $297

ILLETTE

RIGHT
GUARD
DEODORANT
. 10 Oz. Original
ANTIPERSPIRANT
• Scented
Unscenlsd
6 Os

Bath Soap

INSECT
KILLER
1 1/4 01 Aerosol

•8.11.•
,,"••
•••• 'sot

NEW GILLETTE
--a.

Happy Father's Day

PD MAGNETICS
VIDEO CASSETTE
Pure Chrome - High Grade

TAMPAX

Fo50

No. T-120

TAMPAX TAMPONS

Slender Regular $
Original Regular
Super Plus

Super Box of 40

...mnotr"

wriecr

tggivig*te.
Lo
Wit
isf

010
41.
°
raw

woe
,
.
WW1
_

Conned

deIsTarTsirn

CORTAID
/
1
2"Yo Hydrocortisone

GL
HANDLE-TIE

70z.

RUBBERMAID 4 PIECE

,SIRAPI„IgEl$121T9 No 8063

AT PAY L

1

a

EACH

96

Coitaimers With Almond lids.
AY L

$279

• Regular

29

$4)29

$149

7
Performance
Bxo
$ 88
0
o

• Lime
friear
j • Sensitive
oamy
4
4 11.71

FOR MEN
4 Oz.

Fon/

FOAMY GEL

YOUR CHOICE

7Aan Asawig*4 •

2

R I7C

LIQUID

• Dry
SOt.
YOUR CHOICE

c4
‘
. 0(.0
surit.. I

RAID
FLYING

_ ims No. 1235

SIZED

rak
SHIELD SOA

•

Pgit • Regular

$ 48

99

CARE S SOAP
Gillette

No. HV1000

41111., GRECIAN
Grecian"
Formula,, FORMULA 16

SHAMPOO
OR
CONDITIONER

$49
5

rA

140RELCO

CLEAN UP MACHINE

Large Selection

21 Oz.

Happy Father's Day

GHT
GUARD

A,Natural
Fiber
Laxative

2-Speed
9 Inch Fan,
Quiet Motor.

No C4336

$499

I
mow

TIMEX WATCHES
0% OFFList Price

, OSCILLATING
FAN

AUTOMATIC
TIE RACK
Holds 36 Ties Wrinkle

40.F

3

EDISON

0

Shuffles One Or Two Decks
Of Cards. Mode For All
Standard Size Cords
Uses 2"C" Size Batteries

ELECTRIC "HYDRO-LAX"

Infrared Head,si697,
Big 24" long.
No. 769-06

-4
t.

0.
CARD
SH-10FLER
AUTOMATIC CORDLESS

-te

r

MASSAGER
BACK MASSAGER FOOT
Refresh
With
Your
Feet And Legs.Tired .fr .788
No. 752-01

COLOGNE

41.

•

sfo op'
t.'..*

OSTER

OSTER
'N

HAWK "BY MENNEN"
AFTER
SHAVE

147

rn
VT
VT

-

I 11 MI,

HAW\

$119

orrf--

No. 08700.-:,$

•

No 944

I

•

PRESTO

•

-1r

401..

NO. HP1605 536"
No. HP1606 54295
No. HP1328 $5395

ROTATRACT TRIPLEHEADER
DELUXE ROTATRACT TRIPLEHEADER
DELUXE ROTATRACT RECHARGEABLE

`
,•-A-11

Mfg. Suggested
Retail Price

ICook T.,Okr, bock ZIP

ELECTRIC RAZOR
FLOATING HEADS

Closeness Settings,
Pop-Out Trimmer

A

Nice Selection

SAE

-

NORELCO

BILLFOLDS

hair spray

Nloose

ca

$ 29

AMITY
TOP-GRAIN LEATHER

$1.00CASH REFUND

:11. white rain

e

Happy Father's Day

Mail in Certificate

ra(cke • Lime
-rl.cfrc • Musk

$

110..
$159

Mfg. Suggested
Retail Price

No E L865$1 1 95

•

STICK
DEODORANT
• Regular

ri

4/
1
4 Oz.

• Regular
• Menthol
• MuSk

PIPES
30% OFF

OLD SPICE

SHAVE
LOTION

SHAVE
CREAM

ii—

DR. GRABOW

With Any
Purchase Of
Monsieur Houbigant.

OLD SPICE
4P1 AFTER

OLD SPICE

$595

FREE

No. 7-1600

200

Adjustable.

Easy To Use Key Layout
With Attractive Wallet.
No.

Reg. S6.50
No.

Groin Nish
Model SM-2 $ 795

SHARP
SOLAR POWERED
8-DIGIT CALCULATOR

_11

Moisturizing
For Hands
And Body

Belt Clip.

Brush Finish $375

By Teledyne Water Pik

MONSIEUR
HOUBIGANT
A Man's

Headphones. Convenient

ZIPPO LIGHTER
SHOWER MASSAGE

VT
VT
•

$ 39

DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS

SALE
THRU SUN.
JUNE 17TH

111

_

STERLING
2 Oz. Soothing
After Shave
With Free
1 Oz. Stick
Deodorant.
$6.00 Value

No. 35917Style'

Mon -Sat. 9-8
Sun. 12-6

••••
iags00"

-!?1,

OCKET WATCH
Elegant Dress
Id Color.

BRITISH

_ •

A

•

IRAS!! RAGS

5

• CREAM
• OINTMENT
/
1
2Oz.lioW•-•
YOUR CHOICE

•

• 1,l'"•"

"."

EXTRA STRENGTH

DEXATRIM

12 Hour Fennel@
•Reguiar
•treiae Tree
40 CAPSULES

• 1.1.21
511•711
.
7---

.•

•

•

-

,•";
•

Fits Up To 30 Gel. Can $
Box of 10
— No 843
• PAY ESS A PAY £55 • PAY ESS AT PAY
iSMIX

-

••

•.1, "

z•„'
4
"

rcS • PAY

1.:•0
••••
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.71.•
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WHERE SHOPPING

COSTS LESS!
EVERYDAY!
NATURE'S PICK

69c
BREAKFAST MIX
159
FRESH
PINEAPPLE
59c GROUND
SLICED CARROTS: t
CAN 31c
BEEF
STEWED TOMATOES
49c

TOMATO JUICE..

46 oz
CAN

OVEN BEST SELF RISING

27 oz
• SIZE

SLICED, CHUNK, CRUSHED

SUNFLOWER OIL.

HARVEST FARE FANCY

LB

16 oz
CAN

ROBB ROSS REAL

MAYONNAISE ..
LOIS RAE DILL

HvAMB. SLICES .. •
LOIS RAE

32 oz
JAR

1 29

79c
79c
79c
10 0,
169
32 oz

JAR

BLUE
RIDGE

LOIS RAE
•

A-1

STEAK SAUCE .. •

16 oz
JAR

811.

KIDD MARSHMALLOW

c

PURE-CANESUGAR

79c
9

Seri_

MEAT WIENERS

12 ox
PKG

PICKLE LOAF

1 lb
PKG

COOKED SALAMI

1 lb
PKG

VARIETY PACK

1 lb
PKG

JUMBO FRANKS

1 lb
PKG

REG OR DIET

10 az
BTL.

1

59

LEMONADE

SAUCE
CHICKEN N RIBS

HOT BAR-B-Q SAUCE.
NATURALLY

swat

1

1

1

BORDEN'S
LITE LINE

SINGLES

12.oz.1
PKG.

HONEY
ICE CREAM

1

CHEEZ LOAF

2 lb. 11
LOAF

MOZZARELLA

SAFARI COFFEE..

59
29

PEACHES

NOODLE OR

ARMOUR

VIENNA SAUSAGE
HORMEL

3 oz

DEVILED HAM

CAN

CANNED

MACKEREL

TALL CAN

ASST. FLAVORS

TOASTER TARTS
RALSTON

CORN CHEX
RALSTON

WHEAT CHEX

19

8 oz
PKG

11 oz
BOX
12 oz
BOX

J09

PIZZAS
A.oefttrPIZZA
CIOD
z- ROLLS
-

41
.
11 li•••d•

RIPE & SWEET

CANTALOUPES

79ci h

SACO

•

6 oz
Each

HAWAIIAN PUNCH RED
WESTPAC
ROAST
or
REEF
0
-

CORN • PEAS
BROCCOLI

99c
79c

12 oz
CAN

100
CT.

BON TON NACHOS, CORN CHIPS Or

12
OZ

CHEESE CURLS

7-1 2 oz
BAG

2 OT. UNSWEETENED

100

KOOL-AID

OPKGS.

GUEST RANCH 1 PLY

6 Roll
PKG

BATH TISSUE
COMPARE AND SAVE

69c

16 oi
CAN

100 ct.
PKG

PAPER PLATES
BATH SIZE

landshire SANDWICHES41 69

JERGEN SOAP
SNO BOL

it liTi!IVan de Kamp's
0
1
/ 11
14
1
FISH FILLETS
or

e

FISH STICKS

189

14 oz.
BOX

15 oz

TOILET CLEANER

99c
89C

Each
BAR

25c

28 oz
SIZE

119

50
0l

129

GAL

59c

PARK

DISHWASHING POWDER

•

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

BOX

99c 69c
-99c
59c

COFFEE CREAMER.... '
,
AI;

POTATO CHIPS

•

69c
69c
109
139
299

-4,

ASST. VARIETIES DELITE

JENO S

2 Pk
PAK

ONION SOUP MIX

13 ox
CAN

LIQUID BLEACH
"Our Name Says It All"

Mon.-Thurs.
9-7
Fri. 9
P.M.
Sat 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Son I P.M.-6 P.M.

1984 SAVE. A. LOT 1:tcl
JUNE 1$, 1984

19

9

99

TOTINO'S

79

89c
59c
49c
45c
59'
65c
1 29
1 29

SIZE

COFFEE FILTERS

48
BOX

CUPS

24 oz.

TEA MIX

59

79

18 oz.
BT1 •

2 lb.
JAR

24 az
CAN

DRINK MIX

1

FRESH GEORGIA

BORDEN'S

79c
63c

2 Or
BT 1.

DR. SCHNEE

SUGAR and LEMON

SLICED SWISS or
WORCESTERSHIRE

2 LTR

TICKET SODA • . • •

MARGARINE QUARTERS ,,b49C
.

1 59

12 oz
BOX

ASST. FLAVORS

PKG
1"

CORN OIL

Made With Real Buttermilk

5 LB. BAG

RAISINS

BISCUITS

Per Doz.

-

DRIP, REG ELEC PERK

Country Hearth
Old Time

59c

7 oz
JAR

CREAM

99c
1 59
59c

SUNGIANT SEEDLESS

SAVORY SLICED BACON

24 or
JAR

DILL SPEARS

-

32 oz
BTL

20 oz

CAN

i
ft

BAG

100% PURE

._ --

SWEET RELISH .

5 lb.

CORN MEAL

ORANGE

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE,
We rieterve the
right to limit quantities

. •

- • era -.ay.

'I

•••••••••••

'

IOW *Aro.,
Ta-
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Every day is Dad's and Mother's day
It's nice to have
special days of honor
given to people, who
deserve it. Who is more
special to, a child than
mother or dad? On my
calendar June 17 is
listed as "Father's
Day." And in that

thought, this column is
written not only for Dad
but for Mom, too.
Everyday should be
their day.
There must be a Mom
and a Dad for everyone.
What one does not contribute to the child's life,

form her duty. Father
was the kind, adoring
one who could find no

the other does.

the good feeling she exA tribute to
periences by making
her parents
In my thoughts 1
Her face lighted like others feel better.
remember that Mother
an electric glow when
The list is too long to
Observations
was the disciplinarian fault and quietly told me
we talked about her use here, but I'll menand kept me headed in my punishment was for
parents, both deceased. tion a few that I know:
the right direction. And my own good. It took
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Dill. Miss Maud Nance, Mrs..
if I got out of line, she both of them to make a
They lived what is now Nanny McCoy, Mrs.
By Lochie Hart
didn't hesitate to per- whole.
the Land Between The Minnie Poyner, Miss
Lakes. Her father was a Erin Montgomery, Mrs.
merchant and had Flossie Mercer, Mrs.
stores in Stewart Coun- Mary Farmer, Mrs.
with, she didn't seem to ty, Dover and in
Today's
later Rella Farmer, Mrs.
hear me. But the next years at Hazel."We had Ruby Poole, Mrs.
Honored Parent
Today this column is time I was with her she to work — all eight of us Maude Riley, Dr. Lisa
matter what time of day or night, at Jerry's
about a father and handed me the list that children. But we were a Spann, Mrs. Lucille
you can order any meal on our menu and know
mother and the included 42 families and happy family. We didn't Ross, Miss Mary Monit will be cooked and served just right. That's
babies she used to sit know that we were poor, tgomery, Mrs. Ruth
mother's parents.
' because we believe you deserve an All-Day Menu
An appreciative with. The list did not in- but we knew that we had Filbeck and Mrs. Reba
to satisfy your appetite, no matter what time it is
daughter, Mrs. Jean clude her 10 plenty of love. And that Mae Overbey.
McMillian, (Mrs. Sam) grandchildren."
Is what matters."
I mentioned earlier
So, if you want dinner in the morning...a
Found her
of Heath, wrote me: "In
And like a flood light, the names of Mrs. Marsandwich at night.. or breakfast anytime, Jerry's
In the garden
reading your Observaher eyes glowed when tha Carter, Mrs.
is ready for you with an All-Day Menu at
I have known Jean's she talked
tions column I notice
about her Elizabettalale and Mrs.
affordable prices. It's just one more way that,
that you like to write mother, Mrs. Thelma children and the 10 H.B. Bailey. Mrs-.
at
Jerry's
.
•
about unusual people — McDougal and her grandchildren. Their Bailey is in the hospital
what they have done,- chip/Ten for years_ I pict-ures are again.
and for instance the col- knew her when she everywhere. No wonder
Mrs. McDougal was in
umn you wrote about worked in the Murray she is proud of them. a Paducah hospital last
Mrs. Bessie Parks last High School lunch Bruce, the eldest, lives week for tests. Fler
August — I saved it. I room; when she worked in Lone Oak and is with report was , good, she
-ant tlitniting- of my at the snack bar-In Hart the Gas Diffusion said. Besides her sitting
mother's life, how ac- Hall; and at Holiday Inn Department; Jeane career, she is devoted to
tive she is at 75 years, where she was the salad lives in Heath and is her church, The Grace
"(She'll be 76 Aug. 5.)" expert.
employed in the cancer Baptist. She is a regular
RESTAURANTS
Since her retirement, research center, member in attendance
She continues to sit with
'Old Folks' she calls it. I have visited with her Paducah; and Johnny and work.
S. 12th St., Murray
When I asked her how in the homes 90 Mrs. works in Murray State
A Father dies
many people she had set W.Z. Carter, /&s. Ver- University as financial
too young
non Hale and Mrs. H.B. aid director.
Too young to die, it
Bailey with whom she
seems, but Donald HarNo more
,es,• Wai '.13, 1 elis fur Less • wai Mart Se' I) Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Les:. • Wal-Mar
was sitting in their ildy, a father in his early
baby-sitting
lness. She didn't begin
"No more baby- 30's •succumbed to
her caring for the sick sitting" Mrs. McDougal cancer last week.
theXuxutif
until after her husband, (Thelma) says. "I
He was employed as a
did
Euin McDougal died.
that when I was younger professor in Murray
and when my husband State University. After
I found her Monday
Shop Our New Customer Order
morning sitting in her was working at night. long months of illness,
Catalog For Prestige Fine Jewelry Gifts
backyard eating a piece But I've out lived that he was able to resume
his work there the last
of watermelon. She was occupation.
There
have
semester.
been
It was his
extaking a break from
gardening and having citing happenings when hope that he would get a
breakfast, she said, I was trusted with the communication from
"Just to cool off. I've babies. There was the the University saying he
po,
time when sitting for the had been reelected.
been working since 5
I,;
o'clock this morning children of Mr. and Mrs. That hope was realized
Karl Hussung. Their when a note from Dr.
while it's cool." I could
ASN
.
two locked themselves Kala, president, came
not reach her by phone
in the bathroom.
that very day informing
to ask if I might visit
Among those who him of his continued
with her. No wonder.
gave Thelma high employment.
She couldn't hear the
moments of adventure
Although he did- not
ringing that far away.
include the following:
get to be a father long,
•
The A.B. Crass famitime spent with his
Before going into her ly; Eurie Garland's ?g
On
s and two stepAir-conditioned three- children that included daughters will be
'bedroom home which the twins; Jo Crass's cherished.
Advance
she and Mr. McDougal children — Gary and
Don and Pam were in
built after they left the Gay who gave. use of the "Make Today
farm near Elm Grove, baby sitters; Mr. and Count" counseling
we looked at her garden. Mrs. Tom portowlett group that meets
She tends it herself. whose Kathie is a stu- regularly for .the terThere are rows of pole dent in Louisville `Med minally ill.
Low Price Every Day
beans, bunch beans, School (She remembers
In covering the
Water Resistant
raspberries, potatoes, that Kathie and Julie meeting for an article, I
Sport Watch
tomatoes, (the plants Settle left the school met the Hardys. In this
•....,a•12 la,
. XII late •Sweep second
were given by Solon lunch room, in the se- group one learns to live
nano •Water-resistant 300 feet 'Shock
resistant antimagnetic •No 153522
Hale) squash, cond grade, and were everyday to its fullest.
cucumbers, (they are lost, but who had taken The Hardys live at 1415
being trained to climb the freedom to visit the Dudley Dr.
•
and save space)lettuce: Dairy Queen for a
the turnip greens had dessert); Mr. and Mrs.
been allowed to go to Mike Ryan's two
seed and were drying in children; Bobby and Federal Stale Market News Service
the utility house, for Verona Grogan's June 13. 1994
next fall's crop; children; and she Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
hollyhocks, lilies, remembers ,sq_fondly Receipts- Avt 497 Kst-- HEN Barrow*
dahlias, elephant ears, "Little Lou Lu" the & Gilts 1 00-I 25 higher Sows I 00
tower
cannas, leeks, (the lovely daughter nf Mr._ US 1-2 210-240Ibs $51 00-51 75 fa,5200
• $so 25-51 25
inS-Iiirii;11
tower 100'k -11/te frogs)- and Mrs.'Alfred Young,
2 210-250 lbs
$50 75-51 25
and flowers, dotted who died soon after high IS
2-3
250-270 lbs
US
$49 75-5075
Sows
around for coat est and school graduation.
•No. 20-3205
1'5 1-2 270-350 lbs
$37 00 39 00
beauty. Two maple
Thelma keeps a IS 1-3 300-450 lbs
$3S 00-3900
trees shade the area record of all she has US 1-3 450-500 lbs
STa netAn so
IS
1-3
500-650
00-42 50
lbs
$40
where a wooden swing helped when they were
IS 2-3 300-500 lbs
$37 00-3900
invited one to leisure.
ill and she remembers Boars mostly 33 00-35 00
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Hog market

Low Price Every Day
Jogging Watch
•50 Meter water
resistant
*Sweep second hand
•Alarm •No. W-27

Low Price Every Day
Sport Quartz
•Water resistant /Black resin case
•Luminescent 'sand/markers 'Step
motion second hand *Precision
Quartz accuracy

Low Price Every Day
All Sport Watch
•5 ATM water resistant •Diyer ANA-digit
*Grin:in° alarm/hourly Chime *Brass case
'Mineral glass *Luminous dial *Stainless steel
band 'No LA-92543
•

TOTAL
WEIGHT OF
DIAMONDS

Arm I Von'
WALTHAM
Low Price Every Day
All Sport Watch
•Water resistant two-lone
anatOg quartz *Luminous markers
on silvertone dial *Elapsed
time bezel ring .No 20/3377

All Sport Watch
'Two tone black 8 yellow case writ)
matching bracelet .Water-resistant 3
ATM •Ouartz accuracy with sweep
second and date •Adiustable closed
link stainless steereciltal—

Low Price Every Day
Water Resistant Sport Watch
•Vyaler res-stant to 60U feet •Sriew-gown crown,
mineral crystal for -Scratch resamance 'All steel ease
with adiustabie link bracelet *Day/date quartz
moverrrent sweep second hand luminous hour
• markers ,4 nanCe •Nr, 87274
1

*NO IA100188

WALEMART

Prkos Good Wed. thrv Sun. Juno 13-17
Hwy. 641 N. Control Confer
Mon.-Sot. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
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4
BIG
DAYS
Wed., Thurs.,
Fri. and Sat.
June 13th to 16th

NEW PRESIDENT Don Rogers of Murray,
left, regional director
for the Area Jaycees
and eMIrman of the
board for the MurrayCalloway County
Jaycees, congratulates
John Davidson, right,
for being elected president of the MayfieldGraves County Jaycees.
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STOREWIDE SALE

20%

OFF

EVERYTHING IROUR
STORES BUY NOW
Sale at all three GWEN'S Locations

2302 Kentucky
Paducah, Ky.

LBL patrol officers
complete EMT training
Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) Patrol Officers Kenneth R. Dix,
Jerry W. Dortch, and
Jimmy R. Garland, all
of Murray, recently
completed a 120-hour
Tennessee Valley
Authority Emergency
Medical Technician
(EMT) training
program.
Presented by instructors from TVA's Division of Medical Services
at Cleveland Community College, Cleveland,
Tennessee, the course
was given to pgrade
the medical assistance
training of LBL patrol
officers.
Patrol officers must
often be able to assist injured or ill visitors until
the arrival of an

ambulance.
Dortch also earned his
EMT certification from
the State of Tennessee.

•ess • Wal Mari Sells for Less • WarMart Sells f or Less Wa'
l M a r t Sells for Less • V.ta44r4 art Se Is to'
x•-•„,

Hwy. 148 So,
Herrin, Ill.

us • Wal-M art

Town Plaza
Cope Girardeau, Mo.
1 Sells for Less • wai•Main
Sells

Save 2.

WAI:MART

Other patrol officers
to complete the course
include David L.
Frantz, David A.
Morgan, and Lieutenant
Craig A. Yates, all of
Benton; Steven M. Livingston and Susan P.
Livingston, both of
Gilbertsville; Teddy L.
McNichols, Captain R.
Gene Moore, and J. R.
Smith, all of Cadiz;
Dewey J. Rice, and Ira
W. Scott III, both of
.Paris, Tenn.; Howard
N. Wooden of
Hopkinsville; Herman
L. Wright of Oak Grove;
and Gregory E. Mathis
of Dover, Tenn.

Photo

Men Garan
Knit Shirts
•50% Polyester, 50% cotton
•Short sleeve knit shirt •Garan
Mountain Lion logo embroidered on left chest
•Assorted fashion colors *Sizes
S,M,L, XL •Reg. 10.86

Coupon
Guaranteed
quality at
low prices
every day

Prints from Slides
Save 1.88

Mens Fashion
Denim Jeans

JUNE
17

•100% Cotton indigo denim
•Boot or straight leg •Fashion
stitch back pockets 'Waist sizes

•Have prints made
from your favorite
35mm slides

5.1.97
die Prici. tkIti

28-38 'Reg. 10.88
WAIM no no 6- 7-8=
mons
4 am
---

Stop-smoking program
scheduled at hospital;
registration now open
Registration remains
open for the "Five-Day
Plan to Stop Smoking."
The program will be
held June 18-22, 1984 in
the third floor
classroom at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Two sessions are being offered each day.
Make plans to attend
one regularly at 10 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. or 7 p.m. to
8:30 p.m.
The "Five-Day Plan
to Stop Smoking" is being conducted by Pastor
and Mrs. Luther May of
the Seventh Day Adven- -tist - Church-. Se-tilters"
for the program will include Dr. Dan Miller

and Dr. Richard
Blalock, both internal
medicine specialists at
MCCH and Suzanne
Seeley and Lori Crouch,
registered dietitians at
the hospital. Also,
Kathy Newton, the
hospital's health promotion director will be
speaking.
The program is being
co-sponsdred by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the
Seventh Day Adventist
Church.
The registration fee
for the program is $5..
Call 753-5131, extension
-33.3 today Co enitillin-the
"Five-Day Plan to Stop
Smoking."

'TV
Brief

4.46
3 Pair Pack
Mens 100%
Cotton
Underwofir

Black & Decker Car Vac

by Hones
•T-Shirt sizes: S,M,L,XL
•Brief sizes 30-42 waist
•3 Pack

•12 Volt •Convenient to use in your
car, van, camper or boat •Includes
upholstery brush and crevice tool *No.
9510 •Reg. 19.94

Polaroid
600 LMS
Camera

Save 4.11

-Save -104 - Mons Ties

Save 2 43

•100% Polyester 'Solids
stripes, plaids and prints

Mens Fashion
Knit Shirts
•50% Polyester. 50% cotton
•AssOrled pieced looks
`
'Assorted fashion colors
'Sizes S M L XL *Reg 10 86

•Assorted colors
•Reg. 5.47

4.43
Save 1.05
Aladdin'
Stanley'
Quart
Vacuum Bottle

Underwear
schoose from a varitly
of solids fancies, and

Save 1 50
Mens Short Sleeve
Western Shirt
•Polye 11'1,c,lL,i ii
'Front & buck y to •
41011.t •AS5ffile.(1_ Lir
plaids •Sizes tr, M
eFieg- 9 96

6A6

Mons Short Sleeve
,Dress Shirt

Save 26%
Mens Fashion

•Automatic . electronic
flash and exposure control
'Uses 600 speed film
•Folding cover protects
lens

•65% Polyester 35% cotton
'lop center placket •One
ocket •White, beige or
lue •Neck Wes 14V.- 1 71
/
2
Reg. 6.97

novelties
*Sizes S. M. L
•Reg 2 27

•Carry & pour
side
handle
*Alt steel bottle
• N o.
A944CH/DH

Save 20%

Mons Crossband
Sandal

NOW Lewis
Manager

•PVC straps

'Cushioned insole
•Ughtweight

What Color Frames?
Did you know that the color of your
eyeglass frames can actually improve
the look of your complexion'Generally
speaking you should never match
your frame color with your complexion color frame colors should tie
somewhat in contrast to your complexion and in marry cases can give
the effect of cosmetically correcting
certain complexion problems
All skin tones have some yellow pink
Or brown coloring in them Here is a
Quick reference guide which shows
characteristics of various complexions
indicates frame color to avoid and
suggests frame colors to pick
'Ivory or fair skin avoid very dark
frame colorS SuCh as black or brown
choose pastels such as pink blue
green or mixed pastel colors
*Pink or rosy Skin avoid pink red

EVA

crepe sole
'Sizes 7-12
'Reg 287

orange choose COW colors ot blue
green or agua
'Ruddy or brownish mixed with red
tones in the skin avoid pink red rusty..
brown tones choose cool colors
'Olive skin avoid yellow green
yellow ,gold choose bright colors such
such as blue plum pink no muddy
tones
'Clark or black skin tones avoid very
dark frames and light pastels such as
while yellow choose bright colors
with rector pink tones MC MainiT
etc
•Tan or beige skin very versatile in
frame color consideration
Seek advice on frame colors for
your complexion from the styling
experts at Southern Optical located
at Olympic Plaza Stropping Center
Highway 641 North 753-0422

1 1. Ton Hydraulic
Floor Jack
1r anist onto,cect wittt •otio,1
edges tot slienytt

%haws

'No F

Big Boys & Mens
Decathlon Joggers
'The all-sport high
performance loggel
'Sizes big boys 3' 2to

rt. •

mens 12

b.•

.Rey 14 H4 I'04

144/,jahitt DUSAN''40 !I MA 11111*1111111111611111111iiimmeousiA

Weir
Mans Orlon
Crow Sock
•75% Orlon, 25% nylon
•4 Colors to Choose tiOT
tSizec 10-13

Olympia Plus!hopping Canis.. 1410.wessa41 North I.753-0122

nH

Priors Good Wad. thru Sun. June 13:17
Hwy.641 N. Centrist Center
Mon.-Set. 1-9, Sun. Noon-6

WAL:MART

Hammock
'Steel stand with vinyl chip leg,stan,
pain!.3 Color stripe hammock
'No 6016V

AVAL4AARTS-Aufg-nt'•rikAtINA.1421.4.t.OPPC.t.7.4.t.'5,9Vr. r"tent•on lc •
have every advertised tern in stock However it clue to any unto(eierazi riasion-. —
an actvertised item is not available tor purchase Wal-Mart sval issue a Rain Check
On request for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price wherries Pr
available or will sell you a similar item at a comparable reduction in price We
reserve tl.e r.iiht to 1,m,t Quantities Limitations yoid .in New Mexice,
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Winners in Pot Pourri Show announced

SHOW WINNERS - Prize winners in the third annual art contest of the
Pot Pourri at ('alloway ('ounty Public Library were, top photo, Marcus
('avitt, left, and Lee Ann Babb, and bottom photo, Barbara Kilby and
Charles H. Williams. Sadie-Cooper was not v.t- ritt for the pictures.

zeur—err-2-0—A

•

The Pot Pourri Art
Show committee has announced the winners of
the third annual art contest held recently at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Prizes of $25 were
awarded to the
following:
.-- Two-dimensional
student - La Petite
Maison - Watercolor Lee Ann Babb.
fro Three-dimensional
student - The Triumph
- Construction - Marcus Cavitt;
Three-dimensional
non-student - King
Solomon's Puzzle Quilt - Sadie Cooper;
v. Two-dimensional
non-student - Fall Corn
- pencil and colored
pencil - Barbara Kilby.
....The work receiving
the most votes from the
viewing public was an
acrylic named "Serenity Scene" by Charles H.
Williams for which he
won two dinners at De
Vanti's.
Entries from both
Calloway County High
School and Murray High
and Middle Schools
were viewed. Several
non-student entries
ranged from
needlework pillows by a
90-year-old grea'rgrandmother to a sketch
by a 4-year-old.
Babb-'s watercolor
had previously won The
Murray Woman's Club
Art Contest blue ribbon
and then placed second
at the district competi-

tion of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's
Clubs.
Cavitt, a gifted and
talented student has
always been interested
In drawing and art and
has been encouraged to
develop that talent by
his teacher.
Cooper makes quilts
all the time to supplement her income.
Kilby, a former art
student and graduate of
Murray State, now is
married to Phillip
Kilby, director of Life
House.
Williams who drew
cartoons as a child said
he was influenced by his
father who used to include cartoons in his letters to him. This latent
talent was rekindled
recently when
recuperating from an illness. He began watching the televised art
instruction course by
William Alexander.
Other artists' works
selected by the jurors to
be displayed in the
Library throughout the
month of May were the
following:
Cynthia Peterson,
Marion Fuller, Authur
Wulff_, Charlotte
Foreman, Larry Dunn,
Paula Sills, Mike Hill,
Siebe Wulff, Libby Hart,
Jody Canter, Fran Hutson, Rachel Haar, Iuta
Hutson, Shirley
Winters, Jeanne Geurin,
Mary Furham, Terry
Barrett and Pat

Crawford.
dent from Iran who is
The exhibition of over planning to take her
200 entries was enhanc- strawberry quilt home
ed by musical perfor- as a special memento
mances scheduled from Kentucky.
throughout the event.
Following the presenThe sale of home bak- tation of the quilt wined bread and other ner, a smaller
goodies raised funds for strawberry quilt made
the old photograph col- by Shirley Johnson was
lection housed at the auctioned off by library
library.
board member, Dan
The winner of a quilt, Farris.
Masoomeh
Refreshments sold by
Razaghza.deh is a Mur- Boy Scout Troop 77,
ray State pre-med stu- along with the sale of

'Bill* Scott
dies today
at his home
Calvin (Bill) Scott. 70,
Rt. _ 1, Murray, Lynn
Grove area, died today
at 8:45 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired
farmer and also had
retired from work with
the Kentucky Highway
Department-. He was a
member of the Salem
Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 27, 1913, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of Russell
Scott who died Nov. 19.
1951. arid Cora Arnett
Scott who died Dec. 11.
1978.
He also was preceded
in death by one brother,
Jim Scott. on July 13,
1974.
Mr. Scott is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Addle
Butterworth Scott; one
daughter, Mrs. Darrell
t Dianne) Clark, and one
grandson. Darren
Clark, Rt. 4, Murray.
Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral
and burial
arrangements.

MUSEUM MANIA
NEW YORK (AP) With more than 4,609
museums. the United
States has more public
museums and more
museum visitors than
any other country in the
world. More than 300
million persons visit
American museums
each year.
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care American

7%

105 +
15% -1/8
51% - 1,8
324 + 1,4
284 -4
1178 -18
35 +
60% + 1,s
3014 + 14
No Trade
3378 -%
35% +%
38% +
16% + 3
,
8
8% + ,
14
10.29

I.B.M
Jerrico
J.C.Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's.„_,.
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

1.99
4178
294
15%
26%
24%
13
464
364
18
64%
32%
30%
24%
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1
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OBITUARIES

helium- filled balloons
and clown mug shots by
the Murray-Calloway
Camera Club members,
helped to finance the
project.
The Pot Pourri Committee is pleased to offer the opportunity to
area artists and craftsmen to display such a
rich array of talents. We
look forward to an even
greater selection next
year," a library
spokesman said.
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Computer network planned
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The University of Corp. is granting the lege of engineering.
r-•
Houston has announced University of Houston Computing facilities
--;.
--i•fer----_- -_ _______
C544
plans to build a $70 up to $35 million in hard- should be available to
Call
lig
..
million, 4,500-terminal ware and technical students by 1985.
H'E
:
computer network that assistance for the fourComputers won't be
will move the school to year project. The installed in classroorITS,
the forefront of a com- 44,000-student universi- but will be plabe'd
ty system must come up around the school's four
—•
Services for Mrs. Min- puter revqlution changA•r
'c .with another...$35 million campuses as "work sta• .al ,
nie Oliver will be Thurs- ing life on college cam410
.
t, .
ptises across the through fund raising, tions." Students who
I
day at 11 a.m. in the
I . ;•-•---..
'
-.4
.•••
legislative
country.
appropriaown computers will be
chapel of Blalock -Nearly all colleges tions or other sources.
able to use a telephone
. litt
Coleman Funeral
.
Students and staff will link to gain access to the
l
Home. David Bass will have at least some computers, and many have also be able to buy school network.
I
officiate.
established computer Digital home computers
•
Among the other
Burial will follow in centers or offer courses at a 50 percent discount.
the Murray City in programming. But
"The goal of the pro- leaders in the school
For great savings on the greatest overall selection of custorri window wear, look no
/'further than your Del Mar dealers. You'll save a bundle on Del Mar Metal Blinds,
Cemetery.
roughly a score of ject is that if computers computer revolution is
Del Mar Woven Woods, Softlight Shades, kvlood Blinds and Vertical Blinds.
Friends .may call universities have gone a are to be useful, you Carnegie-Mellon
These custom window fashions are easy on the eye,easy on the fuel bills, too,
from 3 to 9 p.m. today step further by requir- don't have to be a com- University, which began
as they insulate against summer heat and winter chill.
( Wednesday ) and on ing students to buy ter- puter expert to use using computers in ,the
Thursday morning at minals. teaching them," said Richard 1950s, opened the first
the funeral home.
students to build them Van Horn, chancellor of formal computer
window coverings
or encouraging use of the school's University science department in
Mrs. Oliver, 82, died
'
1965 and now intends to
computers even in Park campus.
Monday at 1:10 p.m. in
liberararts courses.
Plans call for the first provide all of its 4,000
Long Term Care Unit of
Under the arrange- installations to go to undergraduates with
Murray-Calloway Counment outlined this week, faculty involved in their own computers by
701 S. 4th Street
ty- Hospital. Her hus753-0839
Digital Equipment research and to the col- 1986.
band, Earl Lee Oliver,
died Oct. 30, 1983.
A member of New
ProvidenceiChurch of
Christ, she was a former.
Prices Good Thurs., June 14th
teacher and had
Through Sat. June 23rd
operated a restaurant.
Born Aug. 13. 1901, in
Deerfield, Mich., she
was the daughter of the
•'
1.7:11114
late Charles ,Redlin and
Louise Redlin.
She is survived by one
son, Jerry Smith and
wife, Fay, and two
LAY AWAY
grandchildren, Sharron
ALL MEN'S
;-•
NOW FOR FATHER'S DAY
Smith and Lisa Smith,
DOUGLAS & FORTUNE
DRESS SHOES
OFF
Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and one sister-in-law,
ALL
LADIES
LADIES
ALL
ALL LADIES
ONE RACK
Mrs. Bernadine Adams.
JR., MISSES
JR. & MISSES
Murray.
AND HALF SIZES

Funeral rites
Thursday for
Mrs. OliN er
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Black's Decorating Center

20th ANNIVERSARY SALE
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20%

LADIES
1/2
SPORTSWEAR PRICE

Kilt STUMP REMOVAL
I

stump. up
We can temove
ground
to 24 below the
•319
435
or
435 4343
PtGrovel
We Now Haul
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SHORTS
& TOPS

ALL LADIES
SHORT SLEEVED

ALL LADIES
AND GIRLS

BLOUSES

SWIM WEAR

20%

2 °O

200/
OFF

DRESS SHOES
& SANDALS

20%

ONE GROUP OF
LADIES WHITE
DUCK HEAD

ALL GIRLS

SANDALS

V OFF

SIZE 2T-14 YRS.
ALL MEN'S

z'etS

20%

2T Through 18 Yrs. OFF

20%

JUM
SAP
LESU ITS

By WRANGLER,
POLY-COTTON
REG. 18.99

14'

20 )

OFF

20%

ALL LADIES
POLYESTER

SLACKS

OFF

ALL GIRLS

SHIRTS

/
1 2 PRICE

ALL GIRLS

0.'
‘
)N -

OFF

ALL BOYS
SHORT SLEEVED

PAINTER
JEANS
SHORTS &
SHORT SLEfVED
TOPS

DRESSES

ALL LADIES

OFF

20%
200/

PURSES

0

DRESSES
MONTH SIZES
THROUGH AGE
14 YRS.

20%
OFF

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVED
SHORT LEG

BY BVD
$999

MEN'S DRESS

ALL SIZES
GOOD SELECTION

SLACKS

UNDERWEAR

20°/0

OFF

ALL MEN'S

DRESS
SHIRTS

OFF

SPORT
SHIRTS
WRANGLER
MUNSINGWEA
AND

•

DEErCJEE
SIZE SMALL
THRU 4X

20°c

BY HANES I.
MUNSING WEAR

OFF

•,
r

.0)
wtar".

.0.1k.wertryrn Across From The Bank Of Murray
' Where You Get Quality Merchandise At
Reasonable Prices And Where Your Business Is
Always Appreciated. You May Shop Your
fiFittie-Workman Charge, Viscstsr M01110, Charge

20%

SIZE 14' 2 through 20

ALL MEN'S

PAJAMAS
OFF

OFF

SHOP
rIrtw
'

Arr.%•

SETTLE-WORKMAN

OSTATOWN

L

stiorriLm
CIAMED

ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGESNO REFUNDSNO ALTERATIONS
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Boardwork counters Celtics poor shooting;
Boston wins unprecedented 15th NBA title
BOSTON (AP) — If
one weapon is misfiring,
the Boston Celtics reach
into their potent and
varied arsenal and pull
out another. Somehow,
they find a way to win.
Plagued by miserable
shooting, players on the
National Basketball
Association's most successful franchise pounded the boards, paraded
to the foul line and
claimed an unprecedented 15th championship Tuesday night.
The Celtics capped a
surge from a 2-1 deficit
with a 111-102 victory
over the Los Angeles
Lakers in the seventh
and deciding game to
with the series, 4-3.
"There's no way we
were going to lose this
game," said Boston
hero Cedric Maxwell,
who matched his
season-high with a
team-leading 24 points.
"'We have leadership,
courage, poise,
charisma. We have it
all."
'Their aggressiveness won it,"
said Los Angeles Coach
Pat Riley.
The Celtics, who were
to visit President
Reagan at the White
House today, hit only
39.5 percent of their
field-goal attempts,
their second poorest
performance in 23
playoff games, while
Los Angeles connected
at a 48.8 clip. But the
Celtics' 52-33 rebounding margin was its se-

HOW TO
SAVE MONEY
ON YOUR
AUTO AND
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE.
Insure both your ear and
home through us with
th6State Auto Insurance
Companies. You can get
a substantial reductiorrin
your premiums with our
Auto/Horne Discount
Package.
Call us for a moneysaving quote.

cond largest of the
playoffs and marked the
fifth time in the series
that they outrebounded
the Lakers.
Trailing by two points
in Game 2, Boston found
a way to win on a steal
and game-tying layup
by, Gerald Henderson
with 13 seconds left in
regulation. Boston won
in overtime, 124-121.
In Game 4, the Celtics
trailed by five points
with less than a minute
left in the fourth
quarter, but a threepoint play by Robert
Parish and two free
throws by Larry Bird
forced the game into
overtimg and they won
129-125.
In Game 7, the team
that . couldn't shoot
straight won with rebounding and foul
shooting, in which it enjoyed a 43-18 scoring
advantage.
"What has been our
Achilles heel has been
rebounding and countering their aggressive
play," said Riley.
"Their strength is size
and power inside. That

was the difference.
They are a great rebounding team."
Nowhere was it more
evident than late in the
third quarter when
Boston seized control of
a tight game.
With Maxwell scoring
17 points, Boston took a
58-52 halftime lead.
Los Angeles crept to
within 73-72 with 5:17 remaining in the period.
But a jumper by Bird,
the unanimous choice as
the series' most
valuable player, launched an 18-6 spurt that put
the Celtics on top 91-78
heading into the final
quarter.
Boston ended the third
quarter by scoring nine
consecutive points.
Kevin McHale and Dan-

••••

LONDON (AP) —
Success and fame can
be fleeting, Ivan Lendl
has quickly learned.
Less than two days
after winning the
French Open, Lendl was
knocked out of the
Queen's Club grass
court tennis championships Tuesday by
unheralded American
Leif Shiras.
Lend!, who lOoked
strong on French clay in
defeating John
McEnroe for his first
Grand Slam triumph,
had trouble with the
grass courts in this
south England resort in

Murray, Ky., native Mel Purcell won his first
match by beating Chris Qunk of Santa Ana.
Calif., 6-4, 6-4.
Purcell is seeded No.10.

falling 7-5, b-d to Shims.
Shiras, 2 4 , of
Milwaukee, used a big
serve-and-volley game
to beat the secondseeded Lendl on the second day of play in this
$203,000 Wimbledon
tuneup.
Two other seeds also
lost, the 1983 French
Open 'champion, Yannick Noah, seeded
fourth here, and 12th-

MONROE V.I.P.
SHOCK SALE

$7
.9
5
ilt
Purdom,
Thurman
& -McNutt

or

Each

D&W Auto
Supply

Dan McNutt

SOutfiside
Court Sq.
753-4451
State Auto
Insurance Companies

the contests. In the
finale, their aggressiveness on the offensive boards, where
they enjoyed a 20-9 advantage, led to Los
Angeles fouls and the
25-point bulge from the
free-throw line.
The,Lakers'
fastbreak, responsible
for a 33-point rout of
Boston in Game 3, was
absent. Earvin "Magic"
Johnson, who controls
it, had 16 points and 13
rebounds but sank only
five of his 14 shots.
James Worthy added
21 points for Los
Angeles, and Michael
Cooper had 16.
Boston's victory
keeps intact a number
of trends. The Celtics
have now won their last
14 championship series
after suffering their only setback in 1958, and
are 7-0 in seventh games
of final rounds. Los
Angeles is 0-5 in sevengame finals and the
Lakers, dating back to
their days in Minneapolis, are 0-8 in
championship series
against Boston.

Lendl ousted early; Purcell wins opener

Laid

.1

ny Ainge hit jumpers,
then Parish sank one of
two free throws after being fouled while hustling
for an offensive rebound
with 59 seconds to go.
He was fouled again
30 seconds later while
fighting for another offensive rebound and
made both shots. Finally, with two seconds left,
McHale was fouled on a
fastbreak and hit two
free throws.
But the Lakers, whose
last lead was 32-30,
weren't dead yet. A 17-6
rally brought them to
within 105-102 with 1:15
remaining in the game.
Boston, which had just
three field goals in the
fourth quarter, finished
the scoring with two
free throws by Dennis
Johnson, who had 22
points, and four by Bird,
who scored 20.
The Lakers outshot
Boston from the field in
six of the seven games,
but the Celtics, only the
third team in 12 years to
win the title after getting the best regularseason record, had
more foul shots in five of

512 S. 12th Murray
753-4563
I
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seeded Frenchman
Henri Leconte. Noah
gave up on an injured
right leg and withdrew
from his match with
Robert Van't Hoff and

The last two Murray
youth in the Creason
Junior Tennis Tournament in Louisville's
Central Park were
eliminated Tuesday.
Mike Wilkins was
beaten by seventh
seeded Rex Ecarma of
LouisvWe, 6-1, 6-0, in
boys 18s division in
quarterfinal play. .
Ellen H9gancam.p_
bowed out of the girls
14s division when she
was stopped by fourthseeded Stephanie Dixon
of Henderson, 6-3, 6-1,
also in quarterfinal
action.

Certificate No

LITTLE LEAGUE
Pagliai's out-hit and consequently out-scored
FOP,6-2, in the only Little League game scheduled Tuesday night. Bruce Thurmond and Kent
Dodd pitched the win allowing only four hits.
Pagliai's led by Thurmond, Dodd and Joey
Waller with two hits apiece, had seven hits
altogether.
Cling Hutson hit a double in the losing effort.
PARK LEAGUE
Rogers State Farm and Wildcats fought toothand-nail in an 1816 contest Tuesday night. Fortune smiled on State Farm, however, as Jeremy
Latimer laced a home run and Nathan Lamb hit
two triples to give the insurance team the win.
The victory nullified the efforts of Devin Banks
and Brad Erwin of Wildcats. Banks had two
homers an.d Erwin.added anather.
Caldwell Cars won by 10 runs over Footrints,
19-9, in the second game Tuesday. Wesley
Cogdell knocked one over the fence and Steven
Watkins, Jason Grogan and Richie Clendenen
each had a triple for the winners. Ryan Vanover
and Jason Rouse each hit a pair of doubles in the
losing effort.
1,11:11 110 k111,11111,1,itiPworbilillItli111,1411+1i illit1lli111111111111111111
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Girls Softball
Lower Division action began Tuesday with
Aztecs and Sluggers posting the first wins of the
season.
Aztecs survived a late comeback by PYT's to
win 19-18. Connie Steely led the victors with two
home runs while teammates Jennifer Parker,
Catherine Hurt and Tammy Chester each hit One
homer apiece. Luciana Ray smashed a three-run
homer to drive in the last runs for PYT's, but the
rally fell one out short in the last inning.
Sluggers had a breezer over Go-Getters. 18-3.
as Jada Coker clubbed three home runs and
Stephtnie Vanover added another in the
runaway. Go-Getters, although short on the
scoreboard, managed two home runs by Allison
Burton and Gina Aldridge.
_softball. uppernight with Breakers taking the Royals. 13-9. in
he opening game. Amy Wallace and P.J. Chadwick led the winners with a home run apiece.
For the Royals, Tanya Murdock homered and
tripled and Karen Rains addedTh triple and a
double to the losing effort.
Continued on Pg.2B
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Limited Warranty on Roofing Shingles

Linifted Warranty
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
rants to the original c
that its roofing shingles
factunng defects that
Shingles. This warranty
ranty penod commence
gle application and expo
period applicable to the
Remedy
Should the Shingles be o
ing the warranty period,
the prorated reasonable c
the Shingles. up to these
Maximum repair or replac
replacement costa( the
labor(exclusive of metal
work), if the Shingles have
twelve months If the Shi
twelve months or more. t
cost will be reduced by a.
the number of months elap
divided by the original warr.
repair Of replacement fequif
of'such repair or repiac
Lion of OCF.
A monetary settlement as d
only remedy available to the
shingles.
Wind Resistance
Shingles classified as "Wind
tant to wind damage at wind
hour (Beaufort Scale No. 9)
years after installation.
All Shingles containing a stn
asphalt must be subpected to
days beforefullsealing will occu
fall or winter may not seal until t
glee which do not receive direct
exposed to adequate surface t
seal. This is the nature of Shi
under such circumstances is not

in cases
whereOwens/Corning-Shingles

5
•
$22

Sale

Per Square

0

Carry
Cash &Avail
able
Delivery

Warranty/
Year
Purchase
Classic Plus/20Card With Your
Warranty
Get

orsworthy
ickmans•
stal
Lumber Co. Ivatryfromic.

8

753e,
Sat. 7-2
.Mon.-Fri. 7-6;
-6450

Murray
4th St.
South
500

lYpe of Shingle Check appropriate box.
30 year warranty (360 months)
CI Chaparral'
Crestwood'
25 year,warranty. (300 months)
Supreme Plus 25 year warranty (300 months)
25 year warranty (300 months)
[1 Cumberland`
swoon,•c.ortioctii or Now
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Local Summer League Baseball
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FIBERGLAS

Auto problems prevented basketball ballhandling star Greg White of Marshall University from appearing at the Racer Basketball CampTuesday, hos,
camp staff member Bill Peterson picked up the slack with gusto. Peterson.
head (-oath at Kentucky's Union College, is also a ballhandling and drills expert who tours the summer camp circuit throughout the south. He has per..
formed at Dale Brown's camp at Louisiana State University and has Vanderbilt and Kentucky on his performance schedule this summer.
Here he dazzles the Racer campers by juggling two basketballs with one
hand. Peterson, who graduated from Eckerd College in St. Petersburg. Fla.,
said he had to compensate for his lack of height by becoming the best
ballhandler on the team.
Today the Racer Camp features a visit from Indiana Pacer rookie, and
former Missouri All-American, Steve Stipanovich.

Leconte lost to Lloyd
Bourne of the United
States 6-4, 1-6, 11-9.
McEnroe, the top
seed, advanced by
defeating countryman
Marty Davis 7-6, 6-2 and
defending champion
Jimmy Connors, seeded
third, beat South
African Bernie Mitton
6-3, 4-6, 6-3.

Wilkins and
Hogancamp
eliminated

111., ,11,11 11.1;;:i,11,11: I IH'1111;r1,1

EYES FifONT.AND CENTER

slate
•

us • as a rooting base
FIBERGLAS
El

mic Plus' •
stock-

20 year warranty
20 year warranty
year yarranty

e.

(240 months)
(240 months)
months)

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORATION
Residential Roofing Division
• Fiberglas lbwer. Toledo. Ohio 43659
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U.S. Olympic baseball team
hampered by experience void

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR a HEALTH • LIFE

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)-The coach of the
U.S. Olympic baseball
team predicts that his
team's lack of experience will be its mdst
serious test when they
go to the Summer Olympic Games in Los
Angeles.
"Not only do most of
the other teams have an
advantage in terms of
age, they have six or
seven years experience
playing together," said
Rod Dedeaux.
"We'll have 33 games
together. That's not
quite the same as six
years."
Dedeaux, who has
been involved in
baseball for 43 years at
Southern Cal, was
selected to tutor the
Olympic squad through
a 45-day, 33-city,
40-game tour of the
United States on it sway
to the 1984 games at Los
Angeles. The players arrived Monday at Cardinal Stadium for a five
days of workouts.
Baseball will make its
Olympic debut there as
a "demonstration"
sport with an eight-team
tournament in Dodger
Stadium July 31-Aug. 7.
Dedeaux noted that
South Korea is the
reigning international
amateur baseball champion and added, "No
matter what the morning line says, the
baseball world will say

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

LINDY SUTER

901 S AMORE

753-8355

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
W
I. Pct. Glit
W
L Pd. GB
Detroit
44
15
746 cruces,
33 25
.51119 Toronto
37
22
127 7
New York
30 25 .545 1%
Baltimore
35 28
574 10
PMladelphia 31
27 .534 2
Boston
St Louis
23
326 73
37
32 30 .516 3
New York
25 33
431 18% Montreal
.483 5
29 31
Milwaukee
34 .414 124 Pittsburgh
24
23 34 .404 .8%
Cleveland
22 34
.3103 20%
WEST DIVISION
WEST DIVISION
San Diego
36 23 .410 California
33 28
541 Loe Angeles
36 28
_558 3
Chicago
22 30
422 3
Atlanta
34 28 .648 3%
Seattle
23 33
488 414 C1nctnnaU
28 34 .452 9%
Minnesota
28
32
Sr 4% emoonton
28 34 .433 10%
Kansas City.
* --tn
464 4% San Francisco 20 38
345 Ilk%
Orkland 28 -a
426 7
Tuesday's Games
Texas
26 35 .426 7
Chicago 11, Montreal 4
Tuesday's Gunn
Pittsburgh 6. New York 3
Toronto 12. Detroit 3
St. Louis 7. Philadelphia 2
Boston 9. New, York 8
Houston 7, Cincinnati 0
Baltimore 5. Milwaukee 4
TEXHI A, Minnesota 2 . .
Seattle 3. Kansas City 2, 10
innings
California 3. Chicago 2. 10 innings
Cleveland 11, Oakland 5
NBA Playoff Glance
Wednesday's Genoa
CHAMPIONSHIP
Cleveland I Blyleven 4-2.1 at
(Best or seven)
Oakland 4Burns 5-31
Boston vs. Los Ang4•111
Detroit I Wilcox 7-3' at Toronto
Sunday. May 27.
, Stieb 7-21, I fl
Los Angeles 115, Boston 109
New York (Niekro 8.31 at Boston
Thursday, May 31
, Boyd 1-3'. 4 n ,
Boston 124, Loa Angeles 121. OT
Baltimore I Flanagan 5.44 at
Sunday, June 3
Milwaukee ( Haas 3=6'. in)
Los Anizeles 117 Etonian rn.
Minnesota (Schrom 0.01 at Tern
, Tanana 8-61. , n
Chicago ( Dotson 7-31 at Catifor.NBA Playoff
nix I John 3.4 ,, kn ,
Most Valuable Players
Kansas City IGura 8-21 at Seattle
1984 - Larry Bird. Boston
, Young 4-31. I n4
1983 - Moses Malone.
Philadelphia
Thursday's Gaines
Baltimore at Milwaukee
1982 - Earvin ''Magic.- Johnson,
Cleveland at Oakland
Los Angeles
Kansas City at Seattle .
New.York at Boston. I n 4
1981 -4. Cedric Maxwell, Boston
Minnesota at Texas, In'
1980 - Earvin "Magic" Johnson.
Chicago at California, In'
Los Angeles
Only games scheduled
1979 - Dennis Johnson, Seattle

San Diego 7. Atlanta 6. 12 Innings
Loa Angeles 8, San Francisco 7
Weehresday's Canoes
Montreal (Rogers 2.5) at Chicago
i Trout 7-3)
San Francisco ((Wrens 1-1) at
Los Angeles (Welch 5-6)
Pittsburgh (Ttuutell 1.2) at New
York (Lynch 6-11. In)
St. Louis (LaPoint 5-6) at
Philadelphia (Koosman 5-61. Ins
Cincinnati (Price 2-4) at Houston
(Knepper 6-6). In)
Only games scheduled '
Thursday's Gaines
.. ,. San Francipco at Sap Maim
Philadelphia at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Montreal, (nr
Cincinnati at Atlanta. In)
New York at St. Louis, tni
Los Angeles at Houston.(n)

NBA Title Series
Wednesday, June 6
Boston 129, Los Angeles 125. OT
Friday, Jutted
Boston 121. Los Angeles 103
Sunday. June 10
Los Angeles 119. Boston 108
Tuesday, June 12
Boston III, Los Angeles 102,
Boston wins series 4-3

1978 - Wes Unaeld, Baltimore
1277 - Bill Walton. Portland
1976 - Jo Jo White. Boston
1975 - Rick Barry, Golden State
1974 - John Havlicek, Boston
1473 - Willis Reed, New York
1972 - Wilt Chamberlain, Los
Angeles
1971 - Lew Alcindor (Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar I. Milwaukee
IWO - Willis Reed, New York
1989 - Jerry West. Los Angeles

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

the U.S. should win. Obviously, the eyes of the
world are on us."
Others in the field are
Italy, Nicaiagua.
Taiwan, the Dominican
Republic and Japan.
Dedeaux, the winningest coach of all time,
has picked up 11 NCAA
titles along the way and
earns $1 a year.
"I'm tied tooth and
nail to the game," said
Dedeaux.
"Every day,it's growing in interest and enthusiasm," said
Dedeaux as he watched
his college stars begin
workouts. "It started
with four countries, then
it went up to six countries, now we're going to
get medals and march
In the parade."
Dedeaux said he was
happy that the games
will be played under the
official rules of
baseball.
"Some of us have
been concerned with the
college rules because
they conflict with the official rules of baseball,"
he said.
"The wonderful thing
about the game of
baseball is the rules, if
you don't change 'em. In
international competition, people might not be
able to speak the
language, but
everybody understands
the rules. It's
unbelievable how few
controversies we've had

753-8355

<0101 3,6A.

A
( -.•-•

Twelve of the first 17
players picked in last
week's major league
draft are on the 30-man
Olympic roster.
The one-night stands
begin Saturday in St.
Louis when the Olympic
team plays the Metro
League All-Stars in
Busch Stadium. The
team returns to
Louisville for an afternoon game Sunday
against the Louisville
Redbirds.
"We're hoping to be
an artistic success and
to have crowd appeal,"
Dedeaux said.
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in the game because of
the rules."
There is 'One departure from the official
rules, which raises
Dedeaux's ire.
"Aluminum bats are
permissible. I hate it
with a passion. It
changes the game, and
it's dangerous."
Some of those working
out here are NevadaLas Vegas pitcher Mel
Stottlemyre Jr., son of
the former New York
Yankee pitcher; NCAA
home-run leader and
first baseman Mark
McGwire of Southern
Cal; Mississippi State
first baseman Will
Clark, second in home
runs; and Morehead
State left-bander Drew
Hall, who was 9-1 this
year with a 2.30 earned
run average.
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Master
Cylinders

Clutches

Remanufactured for most GM cars
Price with exchange

Ouality replacements. Easy to install.
Do it yourself and save.

Remanufactured for most domestic
cars. Price with exchange.

FATHER'S DAY GIFTS AT "TRUE DISCOUNT PRICES'.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Former Murray
High baseball player, Bruce Taylor, recently
finished his first season at Vanderbilt University and his season totals tell a story of budding success.
Taylor, who transferred to Vandy from
West Los Angeles Junior College a year ago,
was the Commodores designated hitter for
most of the season.
He finished with a .333 batting average including five home runs and 25 RBI. In his last
26 at-bats, Taylor managed 14 hits for a .538
average.
His season highlight came against Kentucky in Lexington when he went 5-for-5 in
Vandy's doubleheader sweep of the Wildcats.
According to the latest press release from
Vanderbilt, Taylor had a "fine on-base
.percentage of .400 and showed an ability to get
the clutch hit."
Taylor, listed as a 6-1, 190-pound infieldet,
plans to play in a California baseball league
this summer.
According to Vanderbilt Assistant Sports Information Director Tony Neely, "We are anticipating a big senior season from Bruce next
year."
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MTA's junior tournament
scheduled for June 22-24
Murray Tennis
Association's annual
Junior Tennis Tournament will be held June
22-24 beginning at 8 a.m.
at Murray State's varsity courts and other sites
around town.
Applications should
be sent to Brenda Marquardt , 2209
Gatesborough Circle,
Murray, Ky., 42071. For

more information call
Marquardt at 753-7878 or
Cheryl Whitaker,
753-0783.
The tournament will
feature four age divisions in both boys and
girls singles and
doubles. The fee for
singles players is $9,
doubles is $6, and the
USTA membership is
$8.
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Summer Baseball
Continued from Pg.1B
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In the closest of the three games Monday,
Rainbows took and early advantage then held off
a late rally by Allison Photography to win 12-11.
For Rainbows, Connie Ross hit a home run and
Mandy Outland and Angie Miller both hit a triple. Kelly Jamison had the big stick for Allison
as she hit a homer and two singles.
Preps knocked off Thrillers, 11-6, in the seasonopening finale as Cindy- Spann led a trio of teammates with three hits apiece. Spann had a homer
among her three hits, Julie Bazzell had two
doubles and Brenda Cooper had a double too.
April Woods led the Thrillers with a home run
and Laney Howell contributed three hits.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Mickey Futrell's three hits, including a triple,
and the pitching of his mound partner Shane
Knight aided Enix jakeriors in the team's 19-8
win over Artcraft, Mnday.
Chris Norsworthy doubled once for the winners
and Artcraft was led by Brad Nunnally with a triple and a double.
ACT managed to pull off a 17-14 win over
Rotary behind the hitting of Doug Bell (triple)
and John Tubbs (double)
). Brent Keller also went
3-for-4 for ACT.
Chris Garland arid Toby Latimer each had a
triple in the loss.
At the halfway point, including games up to
June 8, Jaycees lead the league with a 5-1 mark
and Enix and ACT are both tied for second with
4-2 records. Dennison-Hunt and Artcraft follow
at 3-3.
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Taylor draws praise
for initial season
on Vanderbilt squad

UNIVERSAL LIFE?
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Jim D. Crick
Field Representative
Rt. 2 Box 144A
Horne.
:489.2322
Office: 753-4382
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MCCH seamstress completes drapery project

Emogene Cope, projects 7 the making
CH's diminutive and hanging of new
seamstress, has just drapes for the front wincompleted another of dows in the hospital's
her major, cost-cutting lobby area.

Emogene, who stands in the lobby. The task of
4' 11
tall and weighs measuring for the
a mere 105 pounds, has drapes as well as fitting
been a familiar figure them and helping with
lately high on a ladder the hanging once they
had been made took her
a week.
She also has made
five new tableclothes
within the past three
cancel such promising weeks for the hospital's
shows as "Domestic private dining room and
Life" and "Suzanne board rooms. Too, she is
Pleshette Is Maggie within one room of comBriggs" and keep pleting an ongoing pro"AfterMASH"?
ject of making new

Fall TV season'reviewed
LOS ANGELES (AP) assassin. The wife is a
— There's this new show test car driver. Notch.
about a talking car,
There's an abundance
named Mr. Model T, of detective shows, most
who says funny things of . th.em with cute
like "Ooga! Ooga!" and twists:
gets into lots of scrapes
—Lynda Carter and
and works on the side as Loni Anderson take over
a private eye with a the detective agency left
handsome but to them by their late
mysterious model nam- husband (for one of the
ed Pierce Arrow.,
two, ex-husband
in
We're only kidding, NBC's "Partners in
folks, but that gives you Crime."
some idea of what the
—Jon-Erik Hexum
fall television season and Jennifer O'Neill
holds in store.
--p-ns-ti as fashion
ABC's got a show call- photographer and
ed "Streetha,wk" about model to put out fires in
a motorcycle that goes the world's hot spots in
400 mph. This crime- CBS' "Cover- Up."
fighting machine is
—NBC's "Hunter" is
almost as smart as about "a pair of unor"Airwolf," although it thodox undercover
doesn't hover as well.
detectives ... trying to
Television is a stay out of hot water
at
medium of 'illusion, and headquarters."
the biggest one of all is
ABC's "Paper Dolls"
that each year's new is about the,"fast-paced,
crop of shows seems to dazzling world
of
be worse than what has fashion." All that's
gold
gone before. It would be is in "Glitter,"
the
hard to equal some of magazine (and show)
the clinkers of the past, that tells all. There's
although this past year, also "Finder of Lost
"Mama Malone" came Loves," in which Tony
close.
Franciosa is a cupid
So, the new shows who tracks down the
from ABC, CBS and love from your past.
NBC probably are no Count on Aaron Spelling
better, and no worse, and Douglas Cramer to
than anything seen make this work..
before. Indeed, a lot of
The show that sounds
them resemble shows the most intriguing is
seen before.
CBS' "Murder, She
NBC's "Highway to _Wrvte." It's about a
Heaven," about a .pro- celebrated mystery
bationary angel trying writer who has a pento win his wings by per- chant for solving
forming good deeds on crimes. It stars Angela
Earth, has a familiar Lansbury as the Agatha
ring. The difference, Christi -like writer. The
and it's a critical dif- creators- behind it are
ference, is Michael Lan- Richard Levinson and
don. If anybody can Willian'
Link .("Colummake sentiment and bo,"
"McCloud") and
schmaltz palatable, it's Peter
S. Fischer
Landon.
''Elle.ry Queen,"
"Hot Pursuit," also "Colurnb
o").
NBC's, is a variation of
Speaking of
"The Fugitive." Here, a mysterie
s, in a season
husband and wife are on where
good situation
the lam, from the cops comedies
were hard to
and a would-be find, why
did CBS

gl

FREE!!
SUPER MARKET
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See A Free Movie On Parkers
\I)

444
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Jell° Asst. Flavors

Mazola Oil
Pillsbury 4.5 oz.

Cheese Slices

Doz.

All. 111414.011

('U Bev•It•I
For 5I 1N4
tiro,

•

•

1

\

Coca Cola, 6 Bottle
la
ortoozn
ha. Tab, Sprite, C
. Diet Coke, With Bottles
16
16°.
Mello Yello or Dep.
$15%.

$284

ea.
Kraft American 12 oz. Singles

774
.

Red Gold Tomato

Juice

Ait

46 oz.

69°

Tv Vilor
White Cloud

Beans

for

$ 100

/
4 oz.
151

69°

•
%11
.1111k.°

Contadina 8 oz. Tomato

Bathroom
Tissue

Vie tti With Beans

Chilli

BIN"

•II•••

Showboat 15 oz. Pork &

Sauce

Cottage Cheese

3for 89(

Hyde Park Prepared

ustard

Prairie Farm 24 oz..

25 oz

69"

60's

$2°9

ffferdent

$ 1 39

Tablets

Kraft 1000 Island

Dressing
8 oz 79°
Milky Way, 3 Musketeers,
Snickers
3 for 89°

Schick Super II 5's Razor

4 Roll Pkg.

Blades

With $10.00 Purchase Or More
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco Products
& Drinks On Special

With Free Razor $ 189

Flay-O-Rich I/2 Gal

Buttermilk

99'
4111!;'" 4.•

Bounty

Martha White
Plain or Self Rising

Bryers Asst. Flavors

Towels'

Ice Cream

.10

NIC.St

4if
gigikeft•

4

IFLOUR

Flour

_

s..Nvas.TC\

}4 Gal.

Jumbo Rolls

•

5 Lb

I

Duncan Hines 18.5 oz.

_ _French ida.ho

Cake Mix-

79

89

e
e

AP*.

Prices Good
pa

32 oz.

Thru 6-20-84
Limit 2

e _

Apple Juice

I.

760z

• Prices Good Thru 6-20-84
Limit 2
Parkers
With Coupor.

Mussel:7Jan

I.

Spud Flakes

79
velete-

Prices Good Thru 6-20-84

,,Parkers

With Coupon

Limit 2

With Coupon

11.=

FROZEN FOODS\
Banquet Asst. Flavors 11 oz.

T.V. Dinners
Birdseye 8 oz.

Cool Whip
Coffee Cake
Pot Pies
Sara Lee 11.5 oz. Pecan

Morton 8 oz

•

MEAT DEPT.

89°
89° Ground Beef
$219
ak Pork Chops
289° Ste
$249
Pure Fresh Family Pack
3 Lbs. or More

lb.

Slab Bacon

$

00

3 Lb

Yellow Sweet

5

for $

00

$ 4 00
▪ for' I
$ 100

A

4 Bunch
•-•

$10o
21b

I

/
1
4 Pork Loin
SLiced In

Pork
Chops
$ 1 39

Reelfoot Sliced

Field's Finest

Bologna Wieners
$1 49
$149

lb.

1 Lb. Pkg.

Fresh Chicken 5 Lb. Bag

Leg
$
Childers

79

$ 1°9

No. 1 Sliced

Bananas
Corn

Picnics

$ 189

lb.

Old Fashion $1.00 Sale

Sunny Land
Smoked Whole

Lean Tender
Center Cut

U.S.D.A. Choice
Sirloin Tip

PRODUCE

Squash

I Vislw•

3for

Biscuits

Onions

,
1 :tt '118.o.• 11,14.1111.11o..
t .o,

3 oz.

100% Corn 011 48 oz.

Eggs

Fresh Yellow

7

Wednesday Only—Anyone Who Buys
$25 Or More Groceries
Will Receive For 24 Hours A VCR Film
Over 350 Selections To Choose From
Film Available Mon.-Thurs.

Gelatin

Fresh Country

Fresh Tender Green

L

F111'1111.1*

Prices Good
Thru Noon
6-20-84

"La. Overhead Means Lo.Pnees""

Carrots

-

Gladly
Accept
Food
Stamps

•

Fresh Crisp 1 Lb. Bag

Every
Friday Evening
6:30 p.m. Formerly Old
Country Store Almo
—Consignments Taken
Fri. 1:004:00 p.m.-

Emogene Cope

-Av., that won't take
long."
•
It is difficult to
estimate just how much
she saves the hospital
with her needles, thimble and sewing machine
if the purchasing
department had to buy
all the things she makes
so routinely, a
spokesperson said.
She has been with the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for 3
years.

NHours: 7 AM-8 PM

Yellow Ripe

10 Murray
fk, • Auction

turning out an order for
180 pieces of linen to be
used in the surgical
suits. These include nine
different designs —
draw sheets, Mayo
covers, eye drapes,
sheets with local small
holes, hip sheets, leggins, OB wrappers, lap
and thyroid sheets.
That sounds like an
awfully big order for
such a tiny little greatgrandmother, but she
just smiles and says,.

Wi'Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

State tobacco grms ers
worried /alumtimports
LOUISVILLE, Ky. cut imports )....p..escent
(AP) — Farmers are before burley falls -6"ito
hoping" for a better the' *ame nontobacco crop this year, -Competitive state as
but a bigger worry is the shoes, stee},-eooper and
- _ef_k4_t_ of.ixnports_Dn./he.
U.S. market.
• Cigarette manufacKentucky's farmers turers shrugged off one
will soon complete the bid after another above
job of transplanting the price-support level
their tobacco, and of- last- season, allowing
ficials predict that the most of the crop to fall
crop will be larger than into the government
last seas 's.
pool.
David
illiamson,
For growers, it meant
chief sta.ti tician for the a minimum price for
Kentucl
Crop & their tobacco. The
Livestock 'Reporting average was $1.75-aService, said state pound for the season, 8
growers are planting 14 cents less than the year
percent more leaf than before, but still 65 to 70
last year, when they cents higher than improduced 186,000 acres. .ported burley would
During that same cost.
time, a record 527
"Everyone is afraid
million pounds of im- that Uncle Sam will get
ported tobacco flowed it'again," said Clifford
into the U.S., an amount Coyle, a Washington
farmers contend has County burley farmer.
done more than
Even with the burley
anything else to erode crop just getting
the market.
started, "people are
The Kentucky Farm starting to worry about
Bureau Federation has It,'' said Fletcher
stated repeatedly that Holderman, a Boyle
import controls are County grower. "It
needed if burley is to re- doesn't look good."
main the state's No. 1
Farmers are also apcash crop.
prehensive about what
The federation recent- they will find at the
ly pushed a letter- marketplace in
writing campajgn im- November, even if they
ploring Washington to have a good crop.

drapes for all the
hospital's patient
rooms. Only a set of
drapes for the playroom
In the pediatrics area
needs to be made to
complete this project.
She also recently corn
pleted the assignment of
making drapes for all
the windows in the
hospital's Child Care
Center on Poplar Street.
Currently, Emogene's
nible fingers and humming sewing machine are

•

1 Lb. Pkg.

Lean Tender 5 Lb.

99 _
Steak

69

..:._
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Prices Good Wed. Thru Sun.
June 13-17
641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6

WAkMAR
T

Swinger II
Smoker
Grill
By Meco

•

1

Sunbeam
Charcoal
Grill

Wal-Mart
Charcoal

•24 Round
•Portoble folding brazier
•Deep bowl
•Beaded rim
•New style chrome plated
spiral grid
•Woocf grip stick shift
•4 Position grid adjuster
•No 2407
•Reg 13 96

Kordite
Foam Plate
.Strong -rigid
unsoakable
•50 Count
•8'4 Inch
•Reg. 1.46

and

•10 Lb.
'Easy lighting and long
burning -

•18.x18 3/. Square
cooking grid 'Adjust to
4 • cooking heights
'Removable fire grate
•Hood and bowl sections pre-assembled
•No. 4400-2 •Reg.
39.96

Charcoal
Lighter
Fluid
By Gulf Oil
•1 Quart
•No Odor, No Soot, No Taste

'Fast Fire
•Reg. 1.36

Kordite
Trash and
Grass Bags
940 Count package

Weber
Charcoal
Chest

'Fits up-to 20 gallon
can
•Dispenser packaging
*Twist ties included
•Reg. 3.94

•Reg. 7.96

•Perfect for picnics or
camping

Foot
Garage
and Tool
Organizer

6.88

A

'Keeps 18 lbs. of briquets
handy

Galvanized
Pressure
Sprayer

Kingsford
Charcoal
•10 Pounds

Trail
Blazer
Sleeping
Bag

•3 Gallon •13
/
4"x10" Galvanized
steel pump •26" Vinyl hose with
18- brass extension and adjustable
nozzle with carry strap •No. 1975
•Reg. 20.68
•

•Lights fast & easy

•Heavy duty galvanized
steel •8 Feet long, two 4
foot sections •Holds up
to 24 tools 'No. TH96
•Reg. 4.64

st Be

Big Kool
Styro Cups

•3 Lb. Nylon
•Soft, Warm Lining
'Heavy Duty Zipper
•Completely
Washable
'Reg. 16.83

capai
'Variable

wart

'Keeps Drinks Hot/Cold

2/1.00
Shasta
Cola,
Rootbeer,
Diet Cola

Ruffles
Trash Bags
•50 Bags & Ties
•30 Gal. Trash
Bags, Ideal For
House To Curb
Disposal
•RW104
•Reg. 3.68

•2 Liter
'Reg. 94c

Splash & Stash Jr. Swimming Pool
•Approx 6 Ft Long, 15 in deep
'Great for apartments, camopi s and anywhere
space is limited
'Stores away in small space
•Simote 3-piece set up

Reg. 11.66

58°

9.87

Weedeater
Electric
Line
Trimmer

WEED
EATER
FABRK
100111/11

'Has 12' of .06f
diameter line on spoo
*Trims an 8" path
'No. 307
'Reg. 18.94

Broadcast Spreader
by Precision- Products

Turtle Wax
Liquid

DOT3
Brake Fluid

•18 Ounce
•High gloss wax
•No. T123
•Reg. 2.37

•12 Ounce
'For discs and drum
brakes
•Reg. 1.36

•75 Pound hopper-structual foam
•8"x1.50 Rubber tires semi-pneumatic
wheels
•4'x8' Spreading width
'Enclosed gear box with nylon
•Blue 'No. SE1-82
•Reg. 29.96

Instant
Car Wax
•18 oz.
'Reg. 3.24-342

2142

Truckbox by Delta D

6 Pack
Candy
Bars
Reg. 1.38

1.00

42 Quart Thick
Wall Chest
with
molded handles
'Leakproof
•31x231
/
2x24 Inches
'No. 71881
•Foam

Sitow Soils tor Loss • Wol-hilarf Soils fog Loss • Wol-Nort Soirs to

•5/8"x60' 'Nylon
reinforced vinyl
'Low
temp
flexibility
'All
brass
couplings
'Reg. 12.96

Reg. 6.44

"Ultra" Dacron II
Bed Pillow

-

Standard
Queen
King

ot Brusl.
eg. 9.82

,

g.

3.97 2.97
4.97 3.97
5.97 4.97

onair

•Polyester & Cotton Cover With
3 Fashion Solid Colors
'Green Label DuPont Hollofil II
Polyester Fiberfill
•4
Yr.
Manufacturer's
Warranty

*Polyester & Cotton Cover
•100% Polyester Fiberfill
•1 Year Manufacturer's
Warranty•

Ltrru4.2.

Snickers, Milky Way, Mars, Twix, Summit,
Heath, 3 Musketeers, Watchamacallit, Reese:,
Hersheys, Mounds, Almond Joy

•Asso
'Light
'Reg.

INSitiNT
CAR WAX

•12 Ounce package
•100% Polyester
'Washable
'No. PF-12
'Reg. 1.44

Polyester
Bed Pillows

Standard
Queen

Tut

1

Poly
Fil
Polyester

•Large deep trays with handles & positive stop
'Rubber sealed lid
'Compact & standard size
•Reg. 74.84

1
1

-Sole

•Strong bleaching action
•Blue cleaners and deodorizers

wy.
rices
on.-S

5.00 4.00
6.00 5.00

8.00 7.00

Mort C•olls tor LAM • WOi Mort Wit tot Loss • Woi Mort Sells tor
Sells to. Lots • Wet

Loss • Wat MOVeS•Ils for Lass • Wol-Mool So J for lois

A

••••••

•
11.

so sous tot lass

• we/ mon soils foe toss

w et moo

Is

'I HE NH. KRA% 11.1.1H.EIC
'11111ES
.• Wet Sells &-• Less •WaiNeleta Sells ter Lass• Weiasaa
• wowia... Soils No Loss •

te. lass

.
0sons
• wi444
Is. Lass.

One Step
Car Seat
•Snap One Buckle
•Meets All Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards
•Baby Is Automatically
Strapped In!
•Reg. 39.86

A Whale Of
A Sale

•14 oz. Can Designed For
Easy Use In All Car A/C
Systems
•IG-LO & Sercon
•Reg. 97(

Nothing Fishy About
It, Wal-Mart Has
Filleted Its Prices

0
Tote
18
Cooler
.•Reg. 13.93
•Includes food tray
and refreeze bottle

•Reg. 1.14

Taki
s

CAN NON.
Santa Cruz
Bath Ensemble

860

_

VI
Jt NE It, 1984
PAGE
We4Ailert Sells to. Lass •Wel-elies Seek
ter Lass• Wolaitort Sae

DON'T
MISS IT!

Freon
Refills

Nacho
Tortilla
Chips
•1 Lb.

Slim Fast
•Ch6C;Or Vanilla
•Choc. Pudding
'Hot Cocoa Mix
•16 oz. Can
•Reg. 6.97

•6 fashion colors to
choose from: Rose,
Melon, Yellow, Blue,
Green, Beige.
Wash Cloth
Reg. 1.36 Sale 1.22
Hand Towel
Reg. 2.24 Sale 1.96
Bath Towel
Reg. 2 94 Sale 2.68

Wise
Potato
Chips

Giant
Sponges

•8 oz.
•Reg., Barbecue
or Cheese Flavor
•Reg. 78'

-St Bend Electric Wok
•6
II

4
'
17
,•

Great For
Washing Cars,
Boats, Trailers
•7"x8"
'Reg. 47(

•Reg., Super,
Deodorant
•Reg. 3.16

luort capacity •Heavy weight aluminum •Non stick inr •Variable temperature setting •No. 79525 •Reg. 24.67

3/1.00
Renuzit
Fresh N' Dry
nn

IESH
DR`'.

Irish Spring

Wal-Mart
Facial
Quality
BathrRom
Tissue

•Spring_ Flowers,
Rain Fresh,
Light Powder
•4.5 oz.
•Reg. 1.36

New Freedom
Maxi &
Super Maxi
Pads

Deodorant
Soap
ed Pack
•Reg. 1.62

Reg. 3.26

•Reg. 87'

68°

Limit 2

Wet Ones

Faberge
Organics
Shampoo

Towelettes

Wal-Mart
Baby Oil

•70 Sheets
'Limit 2
•Reg. 1.27

•15 oz.
'Reg. 1.15

Reg 1.52
•Assorted Colors
'Lightweight Plastic
•Reg. 10/1.00

Automatic
Vanish
•12 oz.
*Toilet Bowl Cleaner
'Blue or green
'Reg. 891, `;`-

Windmere
Gentle Curls
'Flocked Curling Iron
•No. FC-1
•Reg. 6.945

12 Pack

.Wash
Cloths

•88

Shampoo
•15 Ounces
•Normal, dry, extra
*Reg. 1.68
Your Choice

•100% Cotton
011"x11" Size
•Asst. Colors
•Reg. 3.96

Wal-Mart
Alcohol
616 Ounces
•70% Isopropyl
Rubbing Alcohol
Reg. 36'

Dawn
Dishwashing
Liquid
•22 Fl. Oz.
•Reg. 1.24
onair A New Twist Combo

Colgate 2 Pack
Toothpaste

ot Brush And Curling Iron All In One

eg. 9'82 8

88
_

wy
rices -Good Wed. thru Sun. June 13-17
Ion.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
•wo/ Mon Soils to. Less • Wo&-Mort Sons hoe Less • Wol-roort Sells for Lass •

410.- .111,

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—It is girl intention to have every assyt.f
tised item in stock However it due to anv unic'eseen reason an advertised item's not available
tor purchase Wal Mart mu issue a Rain Check on request tor the merchandtse
to be pur•
chased at the sale price whenever avaiiable or will sell you a simitar item at a comparable
reduction rn,price We-reserve Me right to -it quantifies
•Wol

moo Solls to. Lass • Wall-mon Sells to• loss • Woi4Aeat Sells toe Lass•
Wei. Meet Sens tee

•
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Happy Fathers Day
Field Fresh

Family Pack

ADA

Prices good
June 13-19.
We reserve the
right to correct
printing errors.

Chestnut St.
Smoked

We Sell Only

Yellow
Corn

Pork
Steak

39

Lb. 1

USDA Grain Fed "Choice" Beef. We Always Have and We Always Will.

Picnic

New Crop Georgia

Lb •69

Peaches
Family Pack
Center Cut

Family Pack

Bacon

1.49

Lb.

I.

Pork_
Chop

Sliced Slab
-

Lb

Fresh Tender
U.S.D.A. Choice

Fryer Legs

L6..59 L

Country Style

Smoked

Pork Roast

.89

Reelfoot•Old Fashion
Bolo-na

Pork Roast

Lb. 1.79

\Pork Cutlets

Cantaloupes

.59

Each

Lb.

Bostoniutt

Lb..79

New Crop Western

Lb.1.59
Lb.1.69
1..69
I 39
Lb.1.09

Ribs

Loin End

Smoked Picnic
Family Pack

89

Bunch •

1.89Lb 3.99L6
Lb

Broccoli

Boneless

Rib-Eye Steak

Family Pack

Pork Shoulder
.Sliced

.69

Lb

Family Pack •Qtrs.

0.11b

Fryer Breasts

See our "circular" for extra bargains
Kraft

41.1
•

Kraft

Mayonnaise

Whip Topping

•99

80z.

.99 -

Tall Can

Chum Salmon

Pillsbury - Hungry Jack

1.00
120z.

Parkay

1.59
.99
2.99

Lb

___Kfok

Velveeta Plain

2 Lb

IGA • Crinkle Cut

French Fries

cr)
51-b.

Fresh Crisp

2.9

2For 1.00
1.09
1.49
1.99

Chicken & Noodles

Dairy Sweet• 14 Oz.
Condensed Milk

Jell-0• 103
/
4 Oz.
Cheesecake Mix

Kraft•2 Lb.
Strawberry Jam

Krafilk• 3 Lb.
Grape

1.99
.79
.99
1.69

Jelly

Kraft•8 Oz.Dressings

Peter Pan • 12 Oz.
Peanut

Butter

Goo Goo •6 Pk.
Clusters
10 Lb. Wright's

Capri Sun

Drink

10 Pk.

2.69

Lemonade 79

Armour•3' Off

120z.• Ar

Potted Meat

Charcoal

1.99
IGA • Assorted • 140 Ct.

Pet-Ritz•2 - 9"

3 1.00

Pie Shells

.79

3For 1•00 The Jim Adams circular is
filled with bargains to
1.69
make Dad happy on
Father's Day!
.69

Pizza Crust Mix

.99
r1.00

2 Fo

.69

Napkins

For

Martha White •6'/2 Oz.

Oric-ida •2002.
Shoe String Potatoes
Pet-Ritz • Non Dairy •I Oz.

3For.89

Cucumbers

Dinty Moore•70z.

Limeade or

1-lb. Pkgs..89

Fresh

3F.1.00

Minute Maid

Whip Topping

3

Carrots

Vienna Sausage

Singles
Kraft ‘Soft Maxi Cup

. _

Lb

Plums

Armour•5' Off•3 Oz.

Kraft • American,Swiss, Pimento &Pro
;

3For.89
.79

Bell Peppers

Red Juicy

1.59

Biscuits
3for

Limit 1

Mars•6 Bar Pk.
Snickers

Snuggles• 15' Off•33 Oz.
Fabric Softener

k
•1441*•
- ‘

-Jim•Atfamv etrapaire •••

Cottonelle
e

'Tissue

Martha White•5-170014
-ty

Muffin Mix

3 1.00
Oil 3.29
For

Purex • 15' Off

Bleach

G.,..79

Mazola •48 Oz.

Lipton • 1 Oz.

••••

99

420z. •

Lipton Lemon •40z.
Instant Tea

.19
With this coupon and additional $10.00 purchase excluding dairy and
tobacco products and any applicable tax. Limit I per customer.
Elriret..66116114
cia flaV4I
.....

.7.2i7303.77-7•TA1667-14147.15=7
,•

-

Jim Adams Coupon

IGA•Gracto A
-•••••.••• -

Eggs

2 .69

1.09

Detergent

Franks

Large

Instant Tea

Purex • No Phos.•25' Off

Reelfoot•12 Oz.

2.39

With coupon and%10.00 additional purchase excluding dairy S. tobacco
products and any applicable taxes. Limit 2 pm customer.
Expires 6-19-14
No. 636-NV
..0111161111No.11101~4.9-1110NIPISNI*
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These Coupons Are Good June 13
Through June 19 At

J1111

Face Value

ADArns

PdSfi
.

& Double Value
On Friday June 15

bo
iV
o
Civ
t
?
is

Chestnut St. Murray
Mon.-Sat. 7-9
Sun. 11-6

1,
4111444

pip,
/ /104-kik*
tA4
44)
.
,
1,1146

COrPONSAWNGS
dAAAAAJIAA Al

•
•
•

dAAAAAAAAA iman7VAAAAAAA/EAA

20

c

II LIMIT 1 COUPON
11 AV/VPVAIIIr•VAVeV/Vt ,V•VP*•

TIDE

RAKED COME

VVV17719VVVVVVVVI,

I

411 .

COOKIE MIX

20;

$OF
\

P"VA
P
irMAA

42 oz.

LIMIT 1 COUPON

1

c OFF

FF

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984

AVAVPVIV•V‘VPVPIPV•V•VAV/T

'VAre1r
VAV1P

Jr•VIV

1111

Soft Batch

mem

EXPIRES JUNE 15, 1984
1Fr

Duncan Fiines

(Om

COFFEE
1 Lb.
Can

AAA,A.,4•AAAA
VAVAVAVAVA./dAVAVAVAVA.'

Folgers

1

AdAAA,AA AAA

vyyyyyyy.-16,4iow•

1 V V V VVVVVVV

ITAV•VPWWI/PV/1IXV-VAVAVAT
ivv,v ,

7V1M17171717TrilikritzVv

YVV‘

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984

LIMIT 1 COUPON

PITPVVVV-V-V-VVV•V-V•V-VV-

.-VV•VAVPV•V•VAVAVPV,V-VPV-VVVVV. 'JV

./V,

V, V

•

,-V/TrYrY•Vi.,, rIEVAirrVA

LVP*V.VAY•V

T/

IV laCt=
ivvvvvv

V V V VVVV

AAA AA A A A A t.

vvvvv

V

2 LITER COKE &
COKE PRODUCTS

30
LIMIT 1 COUPON

OFF

1

lii

Doz.
LIMIT 1 COUPON

11PV-V•VV•VVP`IFV•V•VPV•V•V

MAY.VAIVAVA

17TVV177377r177

FAVNVAYAVA

VVVV7VVVVVVVVV‘o

VV V V

III

WITH THIS COUPON

II

PIZZA
7-8 oz.2
Size
LIMIT 1 COUPON

OFF
EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984
111/11TV•V•V-VV•V•V•VIV•V-VPV•V-

AVAVATAWAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVA

• tlYVVVVVVVVVVVIZLV17 V

v

50;

25 Lb
Bag
!MIT 1 COUPON

11112

/11TAV•VAIVVPV/VPIPPV•VAVAVY
I

I

OFF

11

LIMIT 1 COUPON

II

AIXV•V^WMPV•VAV•V•V•VPV'T
CPVVV7VVVVVVVTV

V •

„
tag

Vor'' 7mf!'

OFF
EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984 Hi
•ViV-VVAIMAVIIP,V,VAV-ViVA,V. Ill

v

V

WITH THIS COUPON
Extra -Lean-

GROUND BEE
"I' 3-lbs. pkg. or more

ii 11

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984 ni
-V-VMAII-V-V-V-VirvvV-vvir III

TinTVYTITTIrITYVVIIEYIT

5

OFF

IdAll.AAA A AA
P1-SLKID
LUNCH MEAT

..

A/AAA-AAA-A-AA
1111 '

vats/WA-AA-AM

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

•Charmin

Field's Sliced

IGA Frozen Conc.

BOLOGNA

ORANGE JUICE

2

Hi
LIMIT 1 COUPON
1111 Awirviv-v,v-vir.v.vv

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984
irvvvvvvvvvvvvvy
-

VVVVTV1VVVVVV

2

12 oz.
pkg.
LIMIT 1 COUPON

1111 AVPV-V-WV•VM•VM,VAV,V-v
V VVVTVV-VV-VV V VT

OFF

11

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984 it
VII-V.V-V1I-V V-V-V-V-V V
Tyriirvymnrvirvverivrv

WITH THIS COUPON
Shortening

2

3 Lb.
Can
LIMIT 1 COUPON

Assorted
181
/
2 oz.
Box

OiS

OFF
EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984 11,1
•v 1111
-111/M•v_v v vvAirmv•vv•
•mrpirmrommo.
-

lIlt
N.

-

AVE $7.70

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984

WATERMELLONS
im

-V•11/1/•• V V V 11V 1/1/ VV-1/ VMI
Tr"
...

HEM Valt

•VV•V•VPV.V-V-V-V VV V-V-V V

Any Size

1.5c OFF\
VVV-v
_

AV.11-Vir-v1/1/11,,VAVY

WITH THIS COUPON

CAKE MIX

LIMIT 1 COUPON

A A • A

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984

LIMIT 1 COUPON

II

OFF

12 oz.15

II vAvA•A'A•A•AA-A.A•A

V•Av v v

Duncan Hines

II

CRISCO

/

VVVVVVY

WITH THIS COUPON

AVA•Vt*V-V V•V Vi!

AAAAA&AAA/1=01

It

:4111

Each Package
EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984 MI
m LIMIT 1 COUPON
-VV.V-V-V-V-v-vvvvvvvv 1111
"VAVAPV
AVA P
•• • ,^
• ‘7"/TVVVYVV7nrirriM1VV
VV VIrrirVITVVV

A/AAA"AA

BATH TISSUE 1111
pkg.
• OFF

t4t

:

yvvvimi

A A-A-A-A A

/

2OcOFF

1 Lb.

Qtrs.

0•••••#,,,,zo,

_

VV IVVVV %.

1111

net

MARGARINE

11

On Any Size
EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984 HD
Vv•vV•v-vv• 1111
• •V•VV-v•Irtrv,

AAA 44,A AA A A

4-roll

2 v A:41111
eeo 00
.

WITH THIS COUPON_

-Blue -BOnnet

DOG FOOD

1!11

CRISP CRUST
PartY

'AiA•A•A-A AA A A A
1111

Blue -Barri

fin

1P-1111‘.1 os.

•
'

11

vAvAvkilL414AvAlIvIkv.ikv

WITH THIS COUPON
Totino's

A •;

vAIL'A•

A

MED. EGGS

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984

AVAVTAWAVAVAVAITAVAVAVAVAT

V VAV VAV V

WITH THIS COUPON
IGA Grade "A"

Whole
ii LIMIT 1 COUPON
III A•11111.-1/11•TVAVVAVAV-•

OFF

1

11

EXPIRES: JUNE 15, 1984
V-VV‘ 111
""••=1:m11111111=IIIIMINIMINE

!OR STOP-TkitSr

PERS" FOR DOUBLE THEIR VALUE JUNE 15TH.

4
7
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•
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Thurman's

1

IITOlkir•S
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF FURNITURE IN OUR
35 YEAR HISTORY
SALE STARTS THURSDAY MORNING

Solid Cherry Dining Room Suite
6 Chairs, Oval Table, Lighted China
Save 50%

1 ,74500

Reg. $349.00. . . Now $
Contemporary Lighted China,
Round Table With Burl Top,
4 Chairs
.

$75000

Reg. $1,500.00. . . . Now
Nostalgia Oak China
With Bow Glass Front,
Round Clawfoot Table,
6 Chairs

1

,11

High back rattan swivel rocker
con,
fortable and complementary to ans.
room. Covered in a decorator tweed
Cover
Reg $299 Value

Now

siI '609500

1/2

r

Price

$149

Reg. $600.00

I.

SWIVEL
ROCKERS

MISCELLANEOUS
Roll Top Desk
Traditional Style, Pecan Finish
00
Reg. $899.95
Now $450
Large Oak Lane Cedar Chest
Reg. $479.95
'200"
3 Pc. Set Bookcase Wall Units
Reg. $1,399.00
Now $700
Pecan Curio Cabinet
Glass Shelves With Light
Reg. $399.95
Now $20000
Gun Cabinet Anti. Finish
With Lock 10 Gun
Reg. $499.95
Now s200°°

Velvet Cover
Asst. Colors
14 To Sell
Fie-4. $1

50 In Stock
Asst. Styles
& Covers

25%
To 50%

$7700

LAZY BOY I
RECLINERS

SOFAS

Save

tit -4
AANIEF
Over 300
To Choose
From
Starting At

$100°
By
Jamison

Save

6 Colors
To Choose
From
Only 15 Chairs
To Sell

50% to
70%

188"

$88°°

150 To
Choose From
Starting At

Reg. $325.00
sr

$99995

Reg. $1,999.00. . . . Now
4 Pc. Antique Pine Triple
Dresser Hutch Mirror,
Chest On Chest, Spindle Headboard,
2-Drawer Nite Stand

Reg. $1,049.00. . . . Now
Beautiful Carved Large
Chest On Chest 6-Drawers,
Dark Oak

4T.II

SLEEPER
SOFAS

I

Rocker
r1$1,5000°

3 Pc. Solid Cherry
Triple Dresser & Mirror,
Cheston Chest
Tall Poster Bed

Reg. $1,589.00. . . .Now
4 Pc. Honey Pine
Dresser Hutch Mirror
Chest Panel Headboard,
Nite Stand

High Back Rattan Swivel

Reg. $3,000.00 . Now na
8 Pc. Traditional Oak
Trestle Table, 6 Cane
Back Chairs, Large Chi
Reg. $2,795 . . . .Now

June 30th Is The End Of Our
Fiscal Year. We Have Gone
Through Our Enormous Inventory And We Found OneOf-A-Kind, Discontinued
Floor Samples We Are GOtrig To Move These Before
June 30th. Get Here Early
— Selections & Bargains
Won't Last Long.

Each Piece

4 Piece Conversation Set
38" settee, a straight chair, a spring chair and a round cof
fee table, all 4 pieces

$29900

One Low Price

$18800

Save

50%

ALL SALES FINAL* ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE*

101 N. 3rd

Now

$79500
$52500

$30000

OUTDOOR
Largest
Selection
In West Ky.
Meadowcraft
Homecrest

25% to
35% off
Remnants
& Ends
Of Rolls
Assorted Colors
& Sizes
Up To 22'
In Length
Save Up To

70%

NO LAYAWAYS

Thurman's

208 Main
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Professor works to preserve vanishing cottontail breed
STORRS, Conn. (AP)
— Robert McDowell's
curiosity is piqued when
he sees a glimpse of a
rabbit's white
cottontail.
He is disappointed,
though, when he spots a
pink tail. What
McDowell is really looking for is a bright yellow
tail.
McDowell, director of
the wildlife program at
the University of Connecticut, has spent
much of his life studying
cottontail rabbits. But
not just any cottontails
— McDowell is hunting
for the elusive and
vanishing breed of New
England cottontails.
His studies have taken
him throughout the
region, where, he finds
the stronger Eastern
cottontail literally has
pushed the New
England cottontail to
the brink of extinction,
especially in Connecticut Rhode Island and
Massachusetts.
"After we catch 'em,
we eartag 'em, weigh

'em, sex 'em and hind- eagle."
foot measure 'em," says
The New England cotthe burly professor, tontail was first idendressed casually for tified in the 1890s, when
class in a red flannel a naturalist, Outram
shirt that sets off his Bangs, caught more
silver hair. "Then we than a dozen in
dye their tails — pink Lebanon, Conn., and
for Eastern cottontails determined they were a
and yellow for New subspecies. Later
England — and we let, research classified the
'em go."
New England cottontail
The tale of two rab- as a separate species.
bits' tails is a classic
But the tough Eastern
evolutionary theory of cottontail — which ac"survival of the fittest," tually "lumps together
McDowell says.
many subspecies of cot"One is going under at tontails from across the
the expense of the United States" — is
other," he says. "But moving into the New
it's the responsibility oi England cottontail's terwildlife agencies to ritory and driving it out.
manage populations
McDowell says the
such as this."
Eastern cottontail is so
Hunters don't see the • much more "tough, envalue of saving separate durable, adaptable"
species, McDowell says. than the New England
In their opinions, the variety because of the
two species taste the many kinds of food and
same.
terrain it can adapt to.
"Sure, you can say it's
"It can do more with
nature's thing and let less" food, he says. The
the New England cot- Eastern cottontail "can
tontail vanish," he says. live in the desert or the
"But it's as much a part swamps and
of nature as the bald persevere."

ATTENTION FARMERS!!
Hutson's Ag. Service, Inc. at
Hazel & Murray, Ky. now
have:
Funks & Dekalb Milo Seed
also
Essex, Forrest and
Asgrow Soybeans "
204 W. Railroad Ave.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Tenn. Toll Free 1-800-626-5464
State Line Rd. West
Hazel, Ky. 42049
498-8142

"The New England
cottontail was never
strong enough to go
anywhere farther than
West Virginia or Pennsylvania," McDowell
says.
The outwa9d differences between the
two species are subtle.
A New England cottontail is more brown and
often bears a black spot
between the ears; the
Eastern cottontail is
slightly bigger, more
gray and often has a
small white streak.
Still, there are exceptions, McDowell says,
and the only way to be
100 percent sure is to
check small variations
in the skull.
But short of killing the
animals, the rare New
England variety can be
identified in an unusual
manner. They have different nervous mannerisms, McDowell explains. The Eastern cottontail "takes off in an
instant" when released
from the trap, whereas
the New England "will

Ted Hale
Owner

Free
Estimates

Hale's Sealing
Driveways & Parking Lots
Phone:
502-753-5258
or
502-753-6501

Rt. 8 Box 516
Murray, Ky.
42071

"Make Your Old Drive Look Like New
Plus Protect It At Less Than /
1
4 Of The
Cost For A New One."

hop about 8 feet, stop for
a while, then take off."
And the number of
droppings left in the bottom of a trap are a good
indication of species.
"Recently, as soon as
one of my students opened a trap with a New
England cottontail in it,
we knew we had one

because of the 70-plus
droppings he found,"
McDowell says. The
Eastern cottontail
"usually averages
about 17."
"I don't know why
that happens. But then I
don't know why some
people sunburn and
some don't," he says.

McDowell first England "where there's
studied cottontails while no danger of 'pollution'
working for the state of from other species."
Pennsylvania in the
1960s. He is retiring this
"We must isolate the
year, but hopes to con- gene pool at least until
tinue working on a plan we can learn more
to protect the New about management," he
England cottontail by says. "It's the artificial
isolating a group on an way, but it's- not so
island in southern New blatant."

movie review
By BOB THOMAS
paint masterpiece on a companying parent or admitted.
Some states
"BEAT STREET" pure-white subway car. adult
guardian.
may have higher age
contains enough energy
Kenny falls for a colX — No one under 17 restrictions.
to light up both the Las lege music major, Rae
Vegas Strip and Times Dawn Chong,
the
Square. It may well be daughter of comedian
the definitive study of Tommy Chong, but their
hip-hop, the Bronx-born two worlds don't seem
cultural explosion com- to mix. Ramon wants to
bining break dancing, share a home with his
rap music and graffiti sweetheart (Saundra
LEXING(
special emphasis
T01c-,art.
Santiago), mother of his (AP) — The Kentucky research programs,
The movie was co- child. The ending of the Tobacc
o Research about $1.3 million on
produced by Harry film will appeal to Board
has approved a program project grants
Belafonte, who also co- lovers of the Mickey budget
of nearly $5 and $1.85 million for adproduced the music, and Rooney-Judy Garland million
for its research ministration and what
both are not what you musicals. The kids center's
1984-85 fiscal Davis termed research
might expect from the manage to put on
a year.
support. He said
king of calypso. Yet show, but it's in a disco,
D. Layten Davis, another nearly $400,000
"Beat Street" in many not a barn.
director of the Tobacco for projects would be
ways reflects
Stan Lathan directed and Health Research In- considered in
Belafonte's sunshiny with firm control, stitute at
the University December.
optimism.%
photographing the of Kentucky, said that
Davis cautioned the
Imagine a New York dance sequences with rev.enues are
shrinking board that the number
ghetto where dope dynamism. Action is as more
and more of people who smoke
doesn't exist and street almost continuous, but Americans
quit will continue to decline
gangs challenge each there is only one .scene -smoking.
"unless major progress
other to — break danc- of real violence. All Cir - The-research
center is is made in research
ing. That's the kind of "Beat Street" is cloaked funded by
a tax on within the next few
world portrayed
,
in In innocence, and that's cigarettes sold in Ken- years."
"Beat Street." The what makes it so tucky, and
that income
Bronx inhabitants seem appealing.
is projected at less than . "For significant proto have no real money
Belafonte and co- $3.2 million for the com- gress to be made in
problems, and their producer David Picker ing year:. The
rest of the reducing the risk for
apartments are free of have assembled a budget, Davis
said, is those who continue to
cockroaches.
highly engaging cast. being funded out of sav- smoke, we must undersSo be it. This is fan- Davis is boyishly ap- ings, which
will be tand the mechanisms intasy time, man, Sb'relax pealing, and Charodiet depleted in
the next two =volved in the developand enjoy it.
ment of the diseases and
comes across as a pro- years.
The main thing is the mising newcomer. Miss
He urged the board to determine the factors in
music and dance, and Chong, who made a look closely
at the the cigarette smoke
they are totally involv- remarkable debut in Tobacco
and Health which result in those
ing. The music was "Quest for Fire," Research
Institute's detrimental changes,"
supervised by Belafonte possesses an inner 'revenue problem
," Davis said.
and Arthur Baker, serenity. Young Robert noting that inflation
has
"For the first time,
operator of Streetwise Taylor is an absolute reduced spending
power we may be close to the
Records and an expert whirlwind as the ap- by more than half
in the mechanism related to
in hip-hop. The breaking prentice breaker.
last 12 years.
the development of emis performed by New
Rated PG because of
Revenue cuts mean physema.... In regard to
York's best: Rock language.
fewer projects can be cancer and heart
Steady Breakers, The
————
funded in 1984-85, Davis disease, medical
Magnificent Force,
Motion Picture of told the board.
science has not provided
Treacherous Three, America rating
The budget calls for strong evidence for
the
Rock Steady Crew, etc. definitions:
spending $922,331 for mechanisms."
The plot? Kenny, winG — General auThe number of small businesses owned by
ningly portrayed by Guy diences. All ages
women has grown faster in recent years thah
Davis, son of Ossie admitted.
those owned, by men. Female-owned small
Davis and ituby Dee,
PG — Parental
businesses rose by 33 percent between 1977 and
has ambitions to be the guidance suggested.
1980, the latest year for which figures are
best disco disc jockey in Some material may not
available from the_S!"99.p.
.New_Yoric.-Ramon -t Jon - -be-suitable forehildren:
eciirarlion, small businesses owned by
Chardiet) has a mystic
R — Restricted.
men increased by only 11 percent in the same
drive to create a spray- Under 17 requires acperiod, according to the SBA.

Tobacco board OKs
$5 million budget

Redeem this

MONEY SAVING COUPON
at any store
selling this product.

Purina

SpecialDnusets
t a

AT F

Taste
Preferred 3 to I
over the leadin
g dry cat foods!

SAVE 500
ON TWO BOXES OR ONE BAG

STORYBOOK AND RECORD SETS
One per purchase of any sandwich,fries,
and soft drink at the regular price.
Steven Spielberg presents Gremlins! And the story is all here in
these beautifully illustrated storyb9ok_s, each with its own authentic
Gremlins record right inside! All five storybooks let you see, hear, and
,road about the aptic,slottbesesAlor-c.44441ous_Greatiffes.......- „,„.-_..—
You can't beat the value or the food...So come to Hardee's and
collect all five!**

Hurry, coupon expires July 31, 1984.
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Num mumImo
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500 I

SAVE 500
WHEN YOU BUY TWO BOXES OR ONE BAG

Special
Drapers

SO 289

I

7800 00050
As each new set becomes available While supplies last Al participating Hardee's restaurants Prices
may vary.
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ompare our,taste.
Compare our price.
Now you have a choice.
If you think your present low-priced cigarette offers satisfying taste,
wait until you try New Doral. It's a rich blend of our quality tobaccos,
so the flavor is consistently smooth — pack after pack, carton after carton.
And best of all, the price is comparable to generic cigarettes! We invite you
to try a pack today. You'll discover why New Doral dares challenge
any and all low-priced cigarettes on the market.

•

•

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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.Available in limited areas only.
14 mg "tar". 09 mg nicotine ay per cigarette by FTC method
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Average wage of U.S. families rises 7.5 percent in year
By MERRILL
HARTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP I
— The weekly earnings
of an estimated 40.3
million American
families with one or
more breadwinners
averaged $488 in the
first quarter, up 7.5 percent from $453 during
the same period in 1983,
the government reports.
Over half of these
families contained at
least two wage-earners.
the Bureau of Labor
Statistics said. It added
that the average wage
and salary earnings of
these multi-earner
families, at $648, were
more than twice those of
single-earner families.
The earnings of

families maintained by
An estimated 62 perwqmen — $280 a week —
cent of the families with
continued to be a little a member officially
more than half the earn- listed as unemploy
ed
ings of married-couple had someone else in the
families, which averag- household working.
ed $530 a week, the
The report, based on a
report said.
survey of 60,000 U.S.
It said the average house/yids, said that
in
weekly earnings for instances where the huswhite families totaled band was unemployed
$503, compared with and the wife was the on$353 for black families ly worker, usual weekly
and $390 for Hispanic earnings averaged $203.
families.
But when the wife was
"These differences jobless and the husband
are much greater than was the lone breadwin
earnings differences for ner, the usual weekly
individuals (whites, earnings averaged $342,
blacks and Hispanics) it said.
because minority
The "usual weekly
families are less likely earnings" of individual
to have more than one full-time wage and
worker (in the salary males averaged
household)," the report between $325 and $400,
said.
while the figure for

women in this category than five weeks as
a
That could mean brisk
was $258.
possible credit crunch borrowing ahead. And
The average weekly later this year fueled analysts
said there were
earnings of people with Wall Street's fears
of widespread expectafull-time jobs rose 5.4 higher interest rates.
tions that the Federal
percent in the first
Adding to the con- Reserve would follow a
quarter, which kept the cerns was a Commerce relativel
y restrictive
approximately 72 Department report
that credit policy in the next
million people ahead of business executives few
months, trying to
the 4.5 percent pace of plan to push their spen- counter
concerns of a
inflation.
ding for expansion and revival of inflation.
The "usual weekly modernization to a
earnings" figure record $309 billion
this
The Dow Jones
reflects gross data year, a yearly gain of
average of 30 industrials
which appeared on 14.8 percent that would
fell 15.64 to 1,115.61, for
workers' paychecks, in- be the biggest in nearly
its biggest single-day
cluding overtime, tips, two decades.
loss since it dropped
commissions and other
compensation, rather
than net earnings, or
‘ake-home pay.
In other economic
news: .
The stock market
Monday suffered its
sharpest drop in more
HASLETT, Mich. properly. Your
(AP) — Red roses mean refrigerkto_r= ,ncot
"I love you," and their freezer — fs an ideal
deep color symbolizes spot.
respect and courage, acWhen you are ready to
Cording to Roses Inc.
here, the association of 'arrange your roses, fill
American rose growers. your vase or container
. To make the magic with barely warm
last, take a few water, and add a floral
moments to give your preservative:(This may
roses the care they need come with your roses; If
to prolong their beauty, not, most florists sell
advise association ex- small packages of the
perts, who offer these I nexpensive
preservative.)
suggestions:
If your roses arrive
One rose at a time,
from the florist already remove the leaves that
arranged in sponge-like will be below the water
foam, immediately add line
of the container.
enough barely warm Hold the stem end under
water to soak the foam. running water or in a
Add fresh water every pan filled with water
day to keep the foam and, using a sharp knife
soaked.
or scissors, trim about
If your roses are
an inch off the stem, cutdelivered loose in box or ting at an angle. Imwrapper, keep them in a mediatel place the rose
y
cool, dark place until in your vase, without
you can arrange them letting the stem dry out.

16.22 on May 4.
ed the 4.2 million Disney
These other shares held by Reliance
developments:
Insurance Co., heading
—Manpower Inc.'s off a takeover battle
Quarterly Employment with New York finanOutlook Survey, con- cier Saul Steinberg.
ducted by the nation's
largest temporary jobs
—First Chicago Corp.
agency, showed 31 per- withdrew
as a potential
cent of more than 11,700 merger
partner for Confirms surveyed in- tinental
Illinois Corp.
dicated plans to in- Continent
al was forced
crease their workforces into
considering a possiIn the third quarter.
ble merger because of a
crisis at its subsidiary,
—Walt Disney Pro- Continental Illinois Naductions said it purchas- tional Bank & Trust Co.

Taking proper care of roses
will help make them last
Remember to remove
enough stem so that the
rose is about one-and-ahalf times as tall as your
vase. Then, arrange the
roses at different
heights to achieve a
staggered effect.
Proper care will help
your roses stay fresher
longer. If one begins to
droop, remove it from
the vase, hold the stem
end under water and cut
about an inch off the bottom. Lay it flat in a pan
of barely warm water.
and gently straighten
the stem. Leave it in the
water for an hour or
two, then return it to
your arrangement. The
stem should be strong
enough to hold the
bloom straight.
If you want to use
your roses as table
decorations (for example, tucked into the
napkins at each place

setting), use a water
tube, a-simple, inexpensive item available from
most florists. The tube's
stopper permits the
stem to poke through into the water, but
prevents spillage.
If you are going to surprise someone with
roses, remember that
their care actually
begins before you buy
them. Choose your roses
from a busy florist.
Roses are perishable,
and florists with the
most business have the
quickest turnover and
the freshest blooms.
Be sure 'to ask for
Americangrown red
roses. Many imported
blooms come from
tropical climates, and
exposure to intense heat
during transit can cause
your roses to grow old
before their time.

U.S. energy department to supply
TVA plants with enriched uranium
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — The Tennessee
Valley Authority has
agreed to a contract
with the Department of
Energy to supply
enriched uranium to the
Sequoyah and Browns
Ferry nuclear plants.
The 30-year, $3.5
billion contract could
mean savings of $250

million to $300 million
for ratepayers, Michael
Patterson, a TVA
spokesman,. has said.
The fuel will also be
supplied to the Watts
Bar and Bellefonte
nuclear plants when
they start operating
next year and in 1988,
respectively.
The contract is part of

increased efforts by the
Department of Energy,
once the world's only
enricher of uranium, to
halt'decreasing sales
and become more competitive in the uranium
market.
Recently the Energy
Department has lost
customers to European
enrichment firms that

sell the service for less.
The department is
developing new ways to
enrich uranium and promised to close one of its
enrichment plants in
Oak Ridge, Paducah,
Ky., or Portsmouth,
Ohio.
The contract was to be
signed Tuesday in Oak
Ridge.

Introducing the Delicious Taste of
Maxwell HouseDecaffeinated Coffee.
New Maxwell Houses Decaffeinated
Coffee tastes so delicious because it's
made from a special blend of high-quality
beans. Yet this ground roast coffee is 97% caffein free, so you can enjoy the

KEEPING IN PRACTICE — Members of the I.S. Air Force flying team
the Thunderbirds leave a trail of smoke against a blue sky as they complete
a "blue-out" maneuver during a recent practice run at the Air Force
Academy. The Thunderbirds performed for the graduation at the Academy.
Al' laserphoto

full-bodied taste of Maxwell House any
time. And it's available in the grind of
your choice—PERCOLATOR for
electric and range top percolators
and AUTO-DRIPS for automatic
drip coffee makers.
Only Maxwell House Decaffeinated
is Maxwell House Delicious.
1984 General Foods t_urporauor
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NM TENDER—BONE IN -

ROM ST
ba
Le.
ptiMe Chide"

HOLLY FARMS—ORA9E A

FRYER THIGHS

"•4'

Soper Tender

CUBED ROUND STENt---tx. 41"

Half Nit IA* Skid 1.1.
PORtelitit

.
I r•

SItor Tinder Boneless
4228 Holly Farms Grade "A" JUMBO PM
SIRLOIN TIP STEAKIS
La. $108
FRYER DRUMSTICKS
Sept,Toner Boneless *oh
Holly Farms Grads "A" JUMBO PAK $
58

Le $218 FRYER BREASTS

RUMP ROAST

Soper Tondor

4428 Whole or Shank Half
JUMBO PAX LB. ea
SMOKED HAM
Sew harlot Boneless
*kw
Boneless
978

MINUTE STEAK

SUPER TENDER—BONE IN

CHUCK STEAK /

PRINCESS HAM
Le. s2"
who
$138
La. $488 SUCED BACON
12w.
Parnell Ohl Folks
LB.$1
•78
ta. $478
s
PORK SAUSAGE (2 I.B. ‘2")

Fresh

GROUND ROUND
Boneless

BEEF STEW MEAT

38

'Naturally Sweet'
Rorida

Usv

01.•

TO OUR'CUSTOMERS
Matt.m_Ari fif 10'40bow old liaPI ii lei•"""
Y—OTA
11 114C1ta NW*
4444/4r44 V oil se, agt es4MA44 relit', per mul Forams
dog.d
s ss register tope 01111a 44 hosts sad se di list
•
1,riled iledb pee potshot' pie.
TIII 144110611111

•

A

•••

CORN DOGS
LB.

$448

Oscar Mayer Non Pog

SUCED BOLOGNA
$179
18.

I

IOIISWHffE
POTATOES
U.S. No. 1 Grade

in

•

98'

LB.

ROUND STEAK

Tyson

LB. 1 °

liat

Bag

„

=v.
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PEPSI,
DIET PEPSI
OR MT. DEV
4c/
WM One Fillod Cheeir-Ovi
keys* PA01002±e

LB.

$-16 02.
Boffin

Van One Filled Check-Ovf
Bone Corlifiegoa

ell
i
r
tMr

RED BARON

13 oz.

WAREHOUSE

#
'
MU 4

CANED

100A l2oz
4
;

pfr.

4

PEPPERONI
OR SAUSAGE

iffh One' Fined Check-Owl
112 Gel.
Bone &dint*

p.-

Pilhbary
$168
I CINNAMON ROLLS 6.z.88e
$148 Neniwq
12 oz. I
CHOCOLATE SYRUP 24 oz. 4144
stow*
18 oz.
GATORADE
32 oz.

ICE CREAM

/
1
2 gal.

Koehler Soft Batch

COOKIES
Billy Conker

88s

CAKE MIX

Betty Crocker Ready-To-Spread

FROSTING

k 148 Kraft Red Rasberry Oir

16.5 oz. Y

Nyde Park

78s

oz.

t.41

STRAWBERRY PRESERVESsl"

atob), P.-

PIE SHELLS

2 pk. 75'
.

Ore Ida

COTTAGE CHEESE

12 oz 88'

VeleI

s LB. $248
e
PAPER TOWELS

CRINKLE CUTS

JUMBO

48e

Van Camp's

BEANEE WERIEE

2788c

Sargent° - Cheddar or

BATH TISSUE

4 roft 68

Cat Box Flier

TACO CHEESE

8oz. $158

KITTY UTTER

10 LB. $228

SHOP BIG JOHN SHELVES &COMPARE
YOU WILL FIND FAR MORE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
OLEO
SPREAD

Generic
DINERS

PEOINUT
BUTTER

Generic Oa &mak 010 Med. or 5
$
49
44:

2 LB. 4..W -

lAUNDRY
DETERGENT

18 oz."
41 .
11
, 143.
Generic
Generic

TEA BAGS

SODA

Generic $149
$1
g
49
64 oz. I
2 liter790 100 Ct.

GENERIC
SPAGHETTI

SALTINE
CRACKERS

!NSW
COFFEE

Dinner Box
3 Piece Chicken
2 Potato Logs
1
- Slaw

Maxwell q ag
211L.' 68
# ."
Gi-LB,CV 10H°""
a.

LUNCHEON
MEAT
spun $ 79
12. at.

-$26ft

Sweepstake

STEAK
SAUCE

MACKERAL

- Epson
11°I)
10 oz. 1159

16

650

u and
Match

.

SPECIAL

Generic-

12

AMERICAN SINGLES

re

$1 29
az

" 41991681$
he
-116

Potato

DINNER
ROLLS

...AM

79t

I,
-

•
•

6
•••••••••••-• - -
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Repair shops increase as owners keep cars longer
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Americans holding on
to their automobiles for
an extra year or two are
giving a boost to the
x auto repair industry,
while putting a sizable
dent in both new and used car sales.
The number of
automotive repair shops
increased by nearly 10
percent between 1977
and 1982, Census Bureau
reports show. During
the same period, used
car dealers declined by
13 percent and new car
sales operations fell 16
percent.
_Responding to high
prices and interest rates
in recent years.
Americans have tehded
to keep their autos
longer than in the past,
according to figures collected by the American
Automobile Association

and the R.L. Polk Co.
Polk, which compiles
statistics on motor
vehicles, estimated the
age•of the average auto
In the United States at
6.5 years. The firm says
that's the longest
Americans have held
onto their cars since
1950.
And at AAA, Richard
White estimated that
the average age of the
cars on U.S. highways
increased from 5.7
years in 1972 to 7.2 years
in 1982.
"That's quite an increase," White commented. ".Anclas people
keep cars,longer, they
need more frequent
care, parts wear out.
Some KO-ple do routine
maintenance
themselves, while
others rely on service
facilities," he said.

The need to keep the
growing fleet of older
cars running saw the
number of auto repair
shops jump from 80,741
in 1977 to 88,568 in 1982.
And with Americans
trading in their cars less
often, the number of used car lots dealing in
those autos declined
from 13,287 in 1977 to
11,551 five years later,
according to the Census
Bureau report. That
was the smallest
number of independent
used car dealers since
1967, when 11,502 were
counted.
- New -ear-dealers- frll
from 30,793 in 1977 to
25,641 in 1982.
Used 'car dealers
employed 36,244 persons
in 1982, • down from
42,276 five years earlier.
Anil employment by
new car dealers fell

NATIONAL MANUFACTURER & LOCAL BUILDER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY
TWO RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR

DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING POOLS
10141111711111

HAI

60-

_

0.1111".
-o

ot.

-

- Call For Free Estimates

Murray Pool & Spa Shop
Industrial Rd. Murray
753-0369

THE

from 790,013 to 687,135 in to 40,475 in 1982.. Body
the same period
shops were the No. 2
Auto repair shops category at 23,750 in
made up only part of the 1982, up from 22,584.
drop in jobs, increasing
from 316,302 employees
During the five-year
In 1977 to 366,853 in 1982. period, transmission
General repair shops shops went against the
were the largest trend by declining from
category in both years, 5,527 to 5,349.
rising from 37,240 in 1977
But muffler and ex-

THE ACES®
"Ali. but a mans reach
should exceed his grasp, or
what's a heaven for' —
Robert Browning.

high club punched dummy
once again.
Dummy's top trumps
were cashed, but even
A heart game was quite a though East's queen fell,
stretch with today's cards, South was in no position to
but there was some chance. draw the last trump. Instead
Here's how Jim Musumeci he played dummy's diaof Austin, Texas, brought in mond jack, throwing a
10 winners after careful spade. When West's diamond
10
appeared,
play.
South took his club ace dummy's diamond nine was
and led a diamond to led, South discarding his last
dummy's eight.(This finesse club while West ruffed. Jim
is a good play because was now in complete conentries to the South hand trol and the defenders were
are scarce.) East took his held to only two diamonds
diamond king and led a high and one trump.
Note that Jim's line of
forcing dummy to ruff.
The diamond queen was led play would have worked had
to East's ace and another the trump queen not
dropped. Exchange West's
trump 10 for the trump
queen and -the-play
have gone the same way
Nonni
6-13-A

haust shops jumped
from 1,697 to 3,003, and
brake repair businesses
grew from 2,349 to 2,807:
There was also growth
in the number of shops
specializing in electrical
work, fuel systems
fixes, glass replacement, radiator repair
and tire retreading.

Moyers looks at autos in U.S.
DETROIT (AP) — At illustrated history book
a time when the auto in- that we have read
dustry faces an uncer- before. But Moyers
tain future, it pays to pulls this off with urfleet-en- hew-the ear; -bane- eemments tying
perhaps as much as any together the program
other invention, chang- well as he takes us from
ed the people, the land- one automotive era to
scape and the soul of another.
America.
We see Ranson Olds
In the latest program and the first auto
in his series "A Walk assembly plant and
Through the 20th Cen- Henry Ford, his Tin Liztury," Bill Moyers ex- zie and the effects of his
plores the car, from its revolutionary $5 daily
birth as a coughing, wage.
kicking horseless car"In one stroke, Ford
riage to a dream doubled manufacturing
machine of suburbia.
wages and turned his
The installment, en- workers into consumers
titled "America on the of their very own proRoad," will be broad- duct.. You have to
cast tonight on most wonder what Karl Marx
public television would have thought
stations.
about the mobility of the
Moyers, a commen- masses."
Moyers adds, "In just
tator on the "CBS Evening News" and co- a few years, the car was
anchor with Charles changing society. No
Kuralt on CBS' other invention had so
"American Parade," shaken up traditional
looks at the car and living patterns in so
America••as an in- short a time — moving
separable unit and from the old boundaries, talc."
a broad perspective. ing the city to the counThere are no in-depth try tijd the country to
examinations of any the city and giving
single event or women access to a
character from much larger world."
We get a glimpse of
automotive history.
Instead, the produc- Charles Kettering who
tion is like flipping could be credited as a
through the pages of an sort of women's
liberator. His invention,
the self-starter,
eliminated the crank
and made the driver's
seat accessible to all.
The carriage became
a real car and a toy of

the Roaring '20s and
Hollywood. Later, it was
a machine that allowed
the empty-bellied
TanItheb "Cif the plains
states to escape the
Dust Bowl.
In the 1950s, Moyers
points out, highway
cloverleafs bloomed,
acres of concrete were
poured across the land
and the automobile, by
then "a; living room on
wheels" married to the
mass advertising
media, grew -fins and
garish chrome. It
assumed a darker side,
a vehicle of air pollution
and white flight to the
suburbs.. .
Perhaps the biggest
achievement of Moyers'
show is his depiction of
the auto industry as
America's industrial
furnace.
"The automobile industry itself fed the nation's growth," he says,
showing how Detroit
became the nation's biggest consumer — of
steel, rubber, glass,
textiles.
Auto executives are
fond of mentioning that
today's technological
products, such as computer microchips, also
have an important
customer in the auto
industry. '
It was not the auto
alone that became .part
of the American fabric,
Moyers tells us. It was
the making of autos as
well.

TVA hopes to
stall building
of new plants

•A K 5 2
•A K 4 3
•Q J 9 8
•5

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
EAST
(AP — Through con- WEST
•Q 1087
•6 3
servation and develop- •1097
•Q2
in g renewable •105 3
•A W64
+764
•KQJ 101
resources, the TenSOUTH
nessee Valley Authority
•J 94
hopes to stall building
10J 8 6 5
'new power plants, an
.0 7 2
*A 9 3 2
agency official said.
Dr. Michael D. High,
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:
of TVA's division of
North. The bidding:
Energy Technologies
and Design, presented a North East South West
141
2+
*Pass
Pass
future energy strategy Dbl.
Pass
211
Pass
for the utility's directors
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
at Monday's board 4011
meeting.
Opening lead: Club seven
But High told the
board that no new
with no difference in the
technology within the result.
next decade wo.til_ft,
lower electricity rates.
Bid ivi-th The Aces
"I don't see anything
in the future that's South holds: 6-13-B
revolutionary enough to
4)63
... (put) rates at any
V Q2
•AK64
cheaper cost than we
•KQJ108
have now," High said.
"I think what we'd hope
to do is at least not let North Staub
111
the costs go up much 211
30
more than they have."
4+
In an interview Sun- ANSWER: Four hearts.
day, High told the Partner is most likely to
Associated Press, hold a six-card heart suit
"We're not,going to lose since there was no immedisight of the generation ate club raise. The heart
option, although we will game should be best.
--do what we can so we Send bridge gentians
to The Aces,
P.0
Box
12143,
Daliss, Texas 7532S,
won't have to build new
with sell-addrewed. Ramped envelope
plants."
I .reply.
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TICKET

BOBBY WOLFF

ALL
131
1M
•
#0 0
•

AUTO PARTS

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
DUPLICATE WINDOW
HANDLES

•

Ralik

SAVE ON ONE-STEP
POLYMER PROTECTION

11101)"..

$395
.-. HELP!

LIQUID
OR
N.
PASTE

HANDLES FIT MOST CARS AND TRUCKSI

PART NO
0580N
0582N

.......•••••••••.•••=•••
•••••••••••...."
o••c•

GUARANTEED TO OUTLAST THE LEADING
PROFESSIONALLY APPLIED POLYMER
SEALANT AND SAVE YOU MONEY/

PRO TIPS
12 USEFUL
DO-IT-YOUR
SELFER FOLDERS
ON CAR REPAIR
JOBS

047`
THOMAS

ROBERTO

AVAILABLE IN ALL-PRO PARTS STORES

HEARNS VS DURAN
DURAN HEARNS

AUtOlites
Spark Plug

VVBC SUPER WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

84t

12 ROUNDS

FRIDAY NIGHT,JUNE 15

EACH

RESISTOR 99t

Get "THE TICKET" For This Special One-Time
Presentation. Call Today To Place Your Order.
All Orders Must Be Received By Thursday, June 14th.
•

•

Q.
AJis
BLE
vits

VISE-GRIP'
Locking Pliers

USE GENUINE
AUTOLITE SPARK
PLUGS-DESIGNED
TO DELIVER TOP
POWER AND
PERFORMANCE
IN ANY CAR.

ii

$

EACH

Curved Jaws
with Wire-Cutter

PART NO 5WR

504 Maplo
Murray, Ky.
Pheao: 753.4461

753-5005

Tucker Automotive
Hwy.641 N. RR 2
Murray, Ky.
Pleases 7534593 ,

, wEEALT DRAWING FOR T WO(2)TICKETS
LOUIS CARDINALS SASE eau. ustmE,_
AvAiLAIILE AT PARTICIPATOR° ALL11110 skims WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
WE RESEIWE THE MONT TO LOWY OUANTITIESI SALE ENDS JUNE
ION

Tp A ST

MURRAY
TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING'

.

mos( ocAtioto

••••••

.-e

•
•

ALL
PRO
AUTO PARTS

At

en• •••••••••y1110.010e AO.

.-..en.—...••••••••••••••••

99

Service, Value, Selection...Your ALL-PRO Guarantee.
I.K.T. Auto Parts

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

GIVE DAD THE ORIGINAL!

•

f
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UNCLE LEE'S DISCOUNT CENTER

ZIP WAX
By Turtlewax
Reg. 11.99

Automotive
Hardware IL
Sporting Good.

642-3895

DISCOUNT CENTER

Health & Beauty Aids
Toys Housewares
Records Books

AKEWA \IMAGE SHOPPING CENTE
R
HIGHWA'r 79 EAST
PARIS, TN

Clothing

Sunday
I OOP M
6:00 P.M

Monday-Saturday
9 A.M. — 9 P.M.
We Reserve The
Right To
Limit Quantities

3.59

644-9520
644-1062

Some Items May
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured

Now

259

less mfg. mail-in rebate

While
Quantities
Last

Your final cost

Prices effective June 12-17, 1984

Father's Day
Specials

By Rubbermaid
A Quality Leader
No. 8541-49
All rubber twin mats
Reg. 14.99

399
Now

L 'NCLE LEE'S DISCOUNT ENTE

Dial Direct 642-3895

40 pc. socket set, 1/4" and
3/8" drive metric-SAE combination. Rustproof, triple chrome
plated. Drop forged ratchet,
extension arms.

L NCLE LEE'S DISCOUNT ENTE

Automotive
Hardware
IportitteGoods

5.
it
rt

a.
p.

100% American Made
Single Action Revolver

FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS

Model No. Tex 22
•100% American made single
action revolver
•4/
1
4"barrel length
All .22 S./L.R. Rimfire ammunition standard velocity, high velocity, hyper-velocity or shells.

Sale 4999

SPIN IT SR210
REEL

Buy Dad A Complete
4' Oak

PORCH SWING

Made in USA
*Silent selective anti-reverse
*Star actuated drag
*Approximately 90 yards of 10
pound premium line

Reg. 29.99
Save 5.00
41.•41i•AP.
,
1114210111114 VII"14.11,4
••
•*4.
•
•
•.1,
•
•IP

11,
•iluf•11•
•
•
•4,
•

So You Can Go Swanginl
**IP 111L.•
•
•
.0
•
•
•
••
•
•
*SU .II1••4
,
4*4
•
•
•.11

•

Now 2499

•
•IF•IF 4,
•
••

All hardware included.

UNCLE LEE'S DISCOuNT FINTER

'1

Reg. 69.99
Save 20.00

Dry chemical for grease, oil, gasoline,
electrical.
Reg. 9.99

Now IV

UNCI F ',EPS DISCOUNT CFNTER

•C

0199

Reg. 12.99

LemttiAng116111111

•PSE Viper compound bow
*Arrow quiver
*4 pin sight
*Peep sight
*6 arrows
*6 field points
Complete outfit

UNCLE LEE'S DISCO INT CENTER
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•

g
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•
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4
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1.

4
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Dirty Ohio River worries business owners
,LOUISVILLE. Ky. President's Boat Park,
(API - Health officials about the reports of
have warned swimmers health risks.
"We're in business so
and skiiers that bacteria
in the Ohio River can people have a good time
pOse a danger. and those in the river. But if the
warnings could be river is dangerous, I
harmful to river don't know what good it
is doing anybody," Mrs.
business owners.
"It makes me a little Albu said. Her business
uneasy," said Sugar is west of Cincinnati and
Albu, an owner of the downstream from the

,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Y.:

•

ACROSS
DOWN
1 Dine
1 Lamprey
Answer to Previous Puzzle
4 Wise persons 2 MohamLEND
TRAP
BA D'
9 Cooling
medan name
A
E
A
E
A,
device ,
3 Minute part
T
12 Actor
4 Piece for one
0
S
N
E
E O
A A N
A D
Wallach
5 Encourages
R
E
13 Fat
O Nall
6 Earth
1" II A A
T
A
14 Mature
goddess
15 Small
S
0 N
C.,
7 Worm
hi
17 ReddishN
8 Juncture
yellow color
RE
9 Stammer
0
S
19 Jogs 10 Time gone by
E N
21 Encountered 11 Recent
R
P4
Pi LI
22 Transaction
16 Lock of hair
A
O
E 3
E
A
N
2.4 Music is..
18-Peu:nat
written
20 Pigpen
26 Temporary
22 Quarrels
shelter
23 Fairy in
38 Plague
55 Devoured
29 Importune
' The
41 Precludes
56 Hurried
31 Sweet potato
Tempest
43 Dry, as wine 57 Chinese
33 Fish eggs
25 Swiss river
45 Dismay
pagoda
34 Three-toed
27 Loop
47 Armed
59 Golf mound
sloth
28 Trials
conflict
60 Turf
35 Declare
30 Weaken
49 Change '
63 Chinese
37 Rodent
32 Prefix badly 52 Grate
distance
39 Bone
36 Still
54 Weapons
measure
40 Spread tor
5
.7- .1
0- 10 -11• --dr-Ong-- •-• - • •'
42 Footlike part
2
44 Smallest
14
number
17
46 Killed
19
21
48 Beverage
50 Imitates
22 23
21
26
51 Prohibit
29
31
33
53 Embrace
34
55 Biblical
35
37
39
mountain
40
58 Handles
42
44
61 Sailor collog
46
as
so
62 Capital of
Oregon
53
4.Sign of
sa
59 80
zodiac
65 Abstract
being
66 Couples
165
67 Conducted

city's sewage treatment
plant.
The Ohio River Valley
Water Sanitation Commission has warned that
river pollution is worse
60 miles below Cincinnati and 60 miles below
Louisville.
A commission study
said half the time, the
river water is too dirty
for swimming.'
Mrs. Albu said people
were aware of the pollution warnings, although
business hasn't yet
suffered.
"A lot of people mentioned it to us, but most
of them went ahead and
swam in the river or
went out on the boats,"

she said. "But if the
situation keeps getting
worse, I don't think people will want to take the
chance.

but there's a way to go."

Peter Tennant, acornmission engineer, also
sees a danger in swimming in the Ohio, but he
suggests that the risk is
reduced when the water
level is low.

"All that will do is put
us out of business."
The study recommended that sewage
"It's not a bad
treatment be improved
and runoff from streets, guideline to give the
farms and storm water river 24 hours after a
rainfall to wash itself
collectors eventually be
out." he said.
eliminated.
He also advises swim"We cannot be mers to stay away from
assured that there is no sewer outfalls, adding
risk" from swimming in that the worst spots are
the river, said Richard 10 miles below CincinShogren, head of the nati's Mill Creek treatKentukcy Division of ment plant and 20 miles
Water. "There's been a downstream from
lot of improvement - McAlpine Dam.

NMI

NOLP ON TO YOUR LEG
WARMERS ,MARCIE! HAVE
GOT -NEWS! I'VE BEEN
rEPRESSEP ABOUT FAILING
ALL Wt CLASSES, RIGHT7

Bea
Quitter!
Enroll now
in the

Five-Day
Plan to
Stop Smoking
at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
June 18-22
10:00 a.m.11:30 •.m. or
7:00 p.m.8:30 p.m.
Coll 753-5131
- Ext. 3381

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

SPELLING BEE - Winners of the Annual Spelling Bee of the Third Grade
at Carter Elementary School were, from left, John Galloway. first, Mary
Ann Carter, teacher; Kara Armstrong, second, Judy Baucum, teacher;
Nick Jones, third, and Melissa Muscio. fourth, Lee Pinkston, teacher; and
Thomas Daniels, fifth, Barbara Wildey. teacher.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

50 THE SCHOOL
P5YCHOL0615T ADVISED MY
PAP TO TAKE ME WITH
AIM TO EUROPE THIS
SUMMER!HOW ABOUT THAT?

YEARS A60 THERE
USED TO BE A RADIO
6
PROGRAM CALLED ,IT
PAYS TO BE IGNORANT" E

JEALOUSY DOES NOT
...)
BECOME YOU,
n MARCIE!

BIRTHDAY Parties a(
489.0'4, A _clown 14 Pla.Y
games with. Balloon
prizes, Ice cream cake
and the mess stays here.
Call Memories 753-9555 or
1890's. 753-3804.
If AND G Complete
Glass Co. All types of
glass repair and replacement work. For
car home or business,
auto glass, plate glass,
window glass, glass
table tops, 2 mirrors,
stdre fronts, storm
doors and windows.
patio door glass and
screen. Also store fixtures: stand, racks,
displace cases, shelving. Made to spec. M
and G Glass. 753-0180.

L.P. Gas
Now Available at

Murray
Bait Co.

trigs,

Hwy. 94 East

White Rock,
Sand And
Gravel.
492-8469

6-13
TIME TO WAKE
UP, NANCY!

Notice

AT

1

1:47

2

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE

Milli

vor

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

THAT'S A ROTTEN THING
TO 5? TO SOMEBODY

Th
s'

BEFORE THEY HAVE A
CHANCE TO I BRUSH
THEIR TEETH

3. Card of Thanks

CARD OF
THANKS
Words can't express how much
we appreciate the
love and kindness
shown us by all
our friends and
neighbors while
Brenda has been
-theand now at home.
It has meant so
much.
Brenda, Frank,
Myrtlene &

I See Jntled tettkire Syndicate Inc

OH,YUK!

IT'S NOT OFTEN
YOU 5EE A YOLK
_WITH A DEAK

Steve Towery

5. Lost and Found

HE MUST HAVE
HAP A TERRIBLE
7A'I (:)
*t^i T

LOST
CAR
KEYS

HE
'
S SHREDDING
HIS SCORE CARD

&OLP COURSE

In
Fox
Meadows. If
found talk to
Dee at B-12.

SuPER
SW KEPI:0ER

6. Help Wanted

GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$18,559-$50.553/year.
Now Hiring. Your area.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-8165.
MONEYMAKING
books. Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord,
Ky. 42076.
NEED A SUMMER
JOB? Our company
hires students! Last
summer we employed
1.000 students in our
college program. Last
summer, students in
our college program
averaged $260 per week.
Interested? Call 4436460 between 8-10a.m.
for interview
r
i4..rE
ntment.
D lady to live in
and take care of elderly
lady. Room,-- board and
salary. Call 753-2582 or
753-3681.
WANTED non-smoker
mature sitter for infant.
Mon. -Fri.
7a.m.-3:30p.m. in my
home. References. Call
Linda Purcell, 753-8233.
WANTED sitter for 6
month old Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 2:30. Call Jimmy
753-9411 or 759-1083.
9. Situation Wanted
21 YEARS Experience
purchasing agent and
other supervisory
positions. Will - eonsider
anything related or
'unrelated. Resume
furnished. Farmington,
502-345-2036.
TEACHER will tutor
students after school or
in the summer. For
details call 753-7129.
EXPERIENCED
„teacher will tutor
students. 762-2751.
TEACHER will tutor
students after school or
in the summer. For
details call 753-7129.
WANT Job caring for
anyone hospitalized or
homebound. flave
transportation and references. 3 years experience. Willing to
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
Mond& through Friday. Arid will do house
cleaning. Call 753-7129
aAVLL
ne.
cr
_
ean your house.
Have excellent references. 759-1762.
WOULD like to clean
houses. Have references and transportation, also son
wants yards to mow.
Call 436-2920.

10. Business Opportunity
7,000 SQ. Ft. Commercial block building on 1
acre pave parking lot.
Located 5 miles west of
Murray on Hwy. 94.
$30,000 with financing
available. 435-4526.
OWN a 'beautiful Children's Shop. Offering
the latest in fashions.
Health Tex, Izod, Levi,
Lee, Jordache, Chic,
Buster Brown and
many, more. Furniture
and accessories by
Gerber and Nod-A-Way.
$14,900 includes beginning inventory, training, fixtures and grand
opening promotions.
Prestige Fashions 501329-8327.
111-All business for sale.
Profitable and well es-.
tablished. Interested
persons call 753-3604.
1 1 . Instruction

SPECIAL Ed. teacher
Interested in tutoring
students for summer.
753-8834 after 5p.m.

14. Want to Buy
NICE, low mileage 4
DR, large Buick, Olds
or Cadillac with all
options (prefer Buick).
Call 492-8504.
WANTED to buy: Hardwood timber. Call
753-0338.
15. Articles for Sale

23 CU. Ft. Sears ChesI
Freezer, 30 pt. Dehumidifier, Water Distiller. 753-5817.

15. Articles for Sale
3 RIDING -Miiwer, 2-7
h.p. and 1-12 h.p. 4 Push
Mowers, one sell propelled. 8 h.p. electric
start motor. Call 4892166.
SPEED bicycle, $40.
10 speed, $45. Like new.
Call 753-0030.
BOO SCHOOL Chairs,
each also desk, antiques, collectibles. Open
8a.m.-8p.m., 7 days a
week, Hwy. 119, Paris
Landing Country Store.
Look for helicopter.
901-642-8119.
DESIGNER Quality
carpeting. 3 huge rooms
and stairway. Includes
padding. Dark green
Sculptured. Great condition. 753-3913 after
6p,m.

24.
=am

ALP

field

5368.

ErA

a

Scan
gran
after

errs

aqua
2697.

rar

Coloi
chan
full
extri
melt
Call

232-7:

TEAKWOOD Desk and

m00

chair, $175. Sears Shop
Vacnum, $50. Sears.
children's gym set,
-$100'- T-win- Wicker
Headboard, $10. Round
glass table and 4 chairs,
$350. Brass fire screen,
$25. Grate, $5. Brass
glass fire screen, $40.
Call 753-0408.
USED GE Washing
Machine. Also used 2
seater Go Cart. 489-2241.

$250.
corns
and
Main

TX'

firev
Liver
MIT
Reg'

12t14

per
perk
t m
medi
self-s
enve
Box
33495

16. Home Furnishings

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

and
486-4,1

1Q16 Jefferson' .
Paducah 442-4302
Desks. chairs and film.
We
balm .
•lectric
typ•writ•rs,
adding
machines, folding tables,
bookcases, print files,
two drawer and four
drawer cabinets. New
items, small wood desks.

Rear
limit
while
Brig
engi
spees
HP,
$499.

-Ware
rX1V
Shot
CO.,
NICK.

2 FULL Size Complete
Beds, both maple. 1450,
1-$75. Call after 6p.m.
435-4354 or 435-4369.
BABY changing table,
high chair, baby back
carrier, double bed.
753-5817.
,
PORTABLE Dishwasher, $35. Full Size
mattress, $15. 3 pc.
bedroom set (needs
refinishing), $OO. Call
753-8226.

577".
SAT]

syste
ups,
sale.
Sales
Pant
anyi

gas
Bait I

17. Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY Vacuum Cleaner Hertiage Edition
with all attachments.
Only'6 months old. Paid
$645. Will sell for $300.
Call 851-3679.
19. Farm

tric,
elem
line(
guar
$109.1
gal.
Hard

Equipment

wm

h.p. 1
ft. I(
saw
Ste'
Alun
Ladd
paint
Paint
Loai
Welc
Linc
Flom
Rat.
stand
Stani
tons,
inch
two
Steel
hooks
win
ditto:
Call

1 ROLL cultivator, 3 pt
hookup, $100. 436-2884.
22. Musical
ANTIQUE dark oak
upright piano, $140.
489-2699.
SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE.
Responsible party to
take over piano. Write
Mr. Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois 62231
(618-594-4242).

23. Exterminating
Call Your
Local Professionals

Fia7
car]
can
Cold
Roa(
Tha
110x
Elei

753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service.
Free Inspection and

Estimates

753-43

24. Miscellaneous
1972 F-100 302 MANUAL
Trans. 14 ft. Runabout,
40 horse Johnson. Will
sell separate or
together. 14 ft. Jon
Boat, trolling motor, 31,4
horse Eska outboard.
30" Magic Chef gas
range. 759-1219,
4 MODERN Koken
Barber chairs, .excellent condition. Paris
Landing Country Store.
901-612-8119.

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE

POUND Boxer Puppy,
753-1593.
LOST, 2 small diamond

rings, yellow gold. Wildcat beach area. Reward,
Call 489-22e.8.

THEN CALL FRED
ANC) EDITH!

6. Help Wanted

A FUN JOB. Supervisors needed for USA
No. 1 Toy Party Plan to
hire and manage demostrators. Free training and supplies. Free
8300 sample kit. Great
pay and earn Hawaii
trip. Work' from your
home. Ladies over 23
call for details. Call
Debbie collect at
502-853-4704 or 502-6534742.
EXCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work. For
Info, call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8047.
FEDERAL. State and

Civic Service jobs now
available in your area.
Call 1-16191 566-8304 for

•

Info. 24 hrs.
LOVE Wicker? Looking
for people who enjoy
sales, party plan, exciting product line, super
salary. Established
company looking to
expand in
Ky. Call
Patty Wilson, 247-6206.

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for
sale two tracts of standing, marked hardwood timber containing an estimated
1,614,375 board feet of sawtimber (International Rule) and 1,740 cords of poletimber.
The two timber sale areas are in Land Between The Lakes (LBL) located as follows:
Work Area 50 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated at
931,896 board feet of sawtimber and 983 cords
of poletimber and is located approximately
13 miles northwest of Dover, Tennessee, and
15 miles south of Golden Pond. Kentucky, in
Stewart County, Tennessee.
Work Area 61 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated at
682,479 board feet of sawtimber and 757 cords
of poletimber and is located approximately
5 miles northwest of Dover, Tennessee, near
the LBL South Welcome Station in Stewart
County, Tennessee.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest
and Open Land Management Section, Land
Between The Lakes, Tenne4see Valley
Authority, Golden Pond,Kentucky 42231. until 10 a.m., Central Daylight Tithe, July 10,
1984.
Parties interestp ,Unileettrm the
Eiforeintioned- tini or receiving bid'
forms and detailed information should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
:Monday through Friday
(telephone number 502/924-56021.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
24

Miscellaneous

ALFALFA Hay, also
Timothy Clover Hay in
field or delivery. 7535358.
100 Pockef
Scanner, 16 band programmer. Call 753-5421
after 5p.m.
CUSTOM Hay Baling.
square bales. Call 4362997.
FOR Sale Honeybee
Colonies with 1% Brood
chamber and 3 supers
full of honey. S.S.
extractor S.S. capping
melter and other equip.
Call 615-232-7602 or 615232-7274.
GOOD used riding
mowers, starting at
$250. Call 753-8201 or
come by Murray Rental
and Sales, 200 East
Main,'Murray.
OAK and Hickory
firewood, $25/rick delivered. 436-2778.
PINBALL machine,
Registered Show quality Himelayah._7M-4.365.
PROCESS MAIL! in
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start im•
mediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
33495.
RAILROAD Ties, $3.00
and up. Call 753-2906 or
435-4343 or 455-4319.
CLEARANCE SALE.
Rear tine tillers. Supply
limited. Prices good
while they last. All have
Briggs and Stratton
engines, 3 forward
speeds and reverse. 5
HP, $399.99; 8 HP,
$499.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
SAWDUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber
Co., Hwy. 22 North,
McKenzie, TN. 901-3525777.
SATELLITE Service,
system repairs, tuneups, upgrades and new
sale. Tri-State Satellite
Sales, 315 Tyson Ave.
Paris, TN. We repair
anyone's satellite
system. 901-642-5361.
USED double burner
gas grill, $95. Murray
Bait Co., 94 East.
WATER Heaters. Electric, double heating
elements, round glass
lined tanks. 5 year
guarantee. 30 gal.,
1109.99; 40 gal. $119; 50
gal. $139.99. Wallin
Hardware.
WHEELBARROW, 10
h.p. Lawn Mower, 4x4 8
ft. long lumber, chain
saw 16 inch, Aluminum
Stepladder 6 ft.,
Aluminum Extension
Ladder 16 ft., House
paint (white) 4 gal.,
Paint (green) 4 gal.,
Load Binders, Arc
Welders (225 amp I
Lincoln, Heavy duty
Floor Jack 1 1,4i ton,
Ratchet type Jack
stand, Pin Lock Jack
Stand, Axle Jack, 12
tons, Bench Vise, 3/8
Inch Steel Chain with
two hooks, 1/4 inch
Steel Chain with two
hooks, Bench Grinder, 2
window Air Conditioners, Wood Stove.
Call 753-7157.

nEARCAT

te,

27. Mobile Homes re4. Sale
10x50, CONCRETE drive,
carport and porch,
carpeted. 121 out of
Coldwater on Sandlack
Road. 436-2828.
12x65 2 BR, 2 bath, with
110x108 lot, near East
Elementary. $14,000.
753-9540 after 7p.m.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

32. Apts for

Rent

12x65 NICE Condition, 2
BR, 2 baths $5,000.
Located E-11 Fox
Meadows. 753-3975 between 12 noon-p.m.
1975 ALL eIeciric, 3 BR,
2 bath, $7,500. Call after
5p.m. 437-4257.
1078 DAWN 12x60, 2 BR,
2 full baths, all electric,
kitchen appliances,
very nice condition.
$6,200. 437-4797.
1980 LIBERTY 14x52,
BR, front kitchen,
partly furnished, underpinning, w/air, 18,
200. Call 527-9884 from 9
to 5.

2 BR brick duplex,
clean, no pets, couples,
off street parking,
$225/month. 753 6931
after 530p.m.
2 BR duplex with car
port on Stadium View
Drive, central heat and
air, all appliances,
carpeted, deposit re
quired, no pets. Married
couples preferred. Call
753-1799 after 530p.m.
2 BR duplex, washer
and dryer hookup, den,
kitchen, storage room.
Call 753-9240.
2 BR duplex with carport, utility room,
washer/dryer hookup,
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
central heat and air,
2 BR, fully furnished,
stove, refrigerator and
central air, carpeted,
garbage disposal furnew furniture. Call
nished $200 deposit,
753-5209. Shady Oaks.
$275 month. Call -753NICE 2 BR trailer near 5400.
Murray. No pets. 489FURNISHED apts. ef2611.
ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
NICE 3 BR trailer, $156 sleeping
rms. Zim
month. Call 759-4592 or merman
Apts., S. 16th
after 4p.m. 7.53 8560._
St. 753.6609.
TRAILER for Rent. See
Two BR apt. near
Brandon Dill, Dill's
University. 489-2244.
Trailer et, Murray.
33. Rooms for Rent
29. Heating and Cooling
For Sale Used Air
Conditioners 34,000
BTU to 5,000 BTU
Guaranteed

DILL'S ELECTRIC
753-9104
FOR Sale King Wood
Burning Stove. Call
753-6587.
30. Business Rentals

Mini
1111
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rept
753-1492
31. Want to Rent
MATURE female Nursing Student wants
room to rent. Mon. thru
Fri. Starting Sept. 1st.
Prefers quite atmosphere. Close to
Murray State Campus.
Exchange references.
Phone 502-554-4195.
RELIABLE working
couple with one child
looking to rent 2 BR
house in city limits.
References available.
753-6211 after 5p.m.
WOULD like to rent small
office space in Murray,
reasonable rent, 901-6421311 before 5 PM or 901247-3379 after 5 PM.
32

Apts for

Rent

1 BLOCK from University. Call 753-1812 or
759-9580.
ROOMS for college
students. Boys or girls.
753-5561.
ROOM for rent.
Washer, dryer, kitchen
facilities. $95 per month
including utilities. 7535842 or 436-2411.
34. Houses for

Rent

2 BR house at Panorama Shores. Available now. Adults
preferred. Deposit required. Call 436-2755.
EXTRA nice 2 BR
unfurnished home. Deposit required. $200 per
month rent. Call 7539829.
LARGE furnished 2 BR
units. Located near
hospital. Call 753-8731.
LARGE house for rent.
Available July 1st. 10
rooms, 4 BR, 142 bath,
built-in range
refrigerator, dishwasher.
References required.
511 South llth St. Call
901-247-5749.
- TWO BR house near
University. 489-2244.
TWO young ladies will
share a house with
another lady near MSU
and downtown. Available immediately. Call
753-6577.
VERY nice two BR
home, large yard, garden, stove, refrig., 8
miles SE of Murray.
References and deposit.
Call 492-8594.

38. Pets-Supplies
AND 2 BR apts. near
ALL breed grooming
downtown Murray. 753
and boarding. Free
4109, 762 6650 or 436-2844.
1 BR furnished, lease pickup and delivery.
and deposit.. Adults Reasonable rates. Sue
only. No pets. Call after Lovell, 489-2856.
4p.m., 759 4756 or 753- BEAUTIFUL gentle 10
month old male Collie.
9208.
1 BR furnished apt and 3 $60. Call 759-1099 before
BR furnished apt. Close 4:30 PM.
to University. Call 753- PEG'S Dog Parlor. All
breed dog, grooming.
3134.
RESIDENCE, furnished 7 5 3 - 2915 , -Peggy
2 BR, 2 baths, air con- Gardner.
ditioned, across street SIX year old appalousa
_ from Campus, Summer Gelding, $550 _Call 7531
only, no pets, no children. 1736.
SPECIAL pets TO
Call 753-1602.
1 BR unfurnished, 2 BR GOOD HOMES furnished. Lease and reasonably priced AKC
deposit. Adults only. No registered German
pets. Call 753 9208 after Shepherd pups from
gentle, loyal, obedient
4p.m.
parents. Good with
2 BR apt. unfurnished,
children. Mon., Wed.,
$170. 207 S 11th. Call Fri.
753-0123. Everyday
753-3415._
after 7p.m. 759-1893.
41. Public Sales

PIONEER"
. , ("

CAR STEREO

V.

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

.r

•st

Econom Motors, Inc.

4

1(21 Forrest
Dyersburg, TN.
(901) 285-2925

Engine
Rebuilders
Professionally built
90 day-3,000 miles
guarantee

Check Our Prices!
We Will Deliver!
FOR SALE

•

YARD
SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
108 Hickory Dr.
Huge selection of
romance paperbacks,
misc.
household items.

3PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Starts Thursday,
June 14
100 yds. off 94 West on
783 South
For
more
info.
753-6603
4 new 17 inch wide tires.
used 4 wheel drive tires.
garden tools appliances.
clothes. antiques furniture
bicycle. auto accessories
carpenter tools

38. Pets -Supplies
Frozen Brine
Shrimp
Hand Tamed
Cockatlels

PET PEN
1101 Story Ave
759-1322
41

Public Sales

YARD SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
Rain or Shine
Out 121 South,
about 2 miles to
Overbey
Rd
Follow signs.
2 bicycles, lots of
good toys, clothes
all sizes, shoes,
lots of misc.

YARD
SALE
Thursday
and Friday
8-5

111 S. 10th St.

WARD SALE
June 15th
Murray Paris

Fri.,

Old
Road

across from
Green Plain Church of
Christ.
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
Lamps, fruit jars, lots of
other items. Something
for everyone. Won't be
held in case of rain
Phone 492-8622

46

Sale

49

3 BR frame home,
located at 1008 Olive St ,
large lot with garden
space. 120.000. 753-9775,
ABOUT 1 mile south of
New Providence, in.
cluded is a good electric
cook stove, refrigerator, air conditioner and
gas heater. Call
492-8316.
roR Full Time Real
Estate Service, contact
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We currently have
over 160 properties for
sale.
HOUSE, about 1 mile
South of New Providence
included is a good cook
stove, refrigerator, air
conditioner and gas hea.
ter. Call 492-8316.
TTIREE bedroom Brick
home, 2 baths. Located
813 Bagwell, Mid 140's.
Call after 4 PM, 753-7238.

Used

Cars

1984 FORD Tempo, 5
speed, excellent condition, low miles, no
down. take over
payments.
T su
surplus1798
cars and
trucks under 1100 Now
available in your area
Call 1-1619) 589-0241 24
hrs.
LOCAL 1979 Monza
Chevy, excellent
physical and mechanical condition. V-6, 4
speed, air. Priced
wholesale 1803 College
Farm Rd
50

Used Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET V-S
automatic, power and
air, good condition.
753-8124.
972 FORD Pickup
Truck, runs good, need
body work. $400 cash.
436-2477.
1973 DATSUN pickup,
4 7 . Motorcycles
automatic, with topper,
1971 KAWASKI 500, good condition. $1,200.
needs work, --$15Cr. - 753- Call 753-1736 evenings.
1978 DATSUN, king cab
3769
1980 750XS Yamaha, pickup, 5 speed, real good
low mileage, excellent condition. Call 753-2708.
condition, loaded, far. 1980 MAZDA Pickup,
ring, saddle bags, $3,195. 1970 Ranchero,
trunk, matching $495. 759-1801.
helmets, cruise Call
51
Campers
753-0856
1980 Yamaha, 850, shaft
drive, fully dressed, excellent condition $2,350_
also 1983 Yamaha 3
wheeler, electric start,
drive shaft, excellent
condition. $1,050. Call 3288137.
1984 YAMAHA 125 3Wheeler, 6 months old,
1650. Call 753-3643 or
753-6848.
YAMAHA 250 MX Dirt
Bike, 1 owner, adult
ridden, good shape.
$475. 437-4797.
48

Auto Services

1970 SHASTA 14 ft.
trailer, sleeps 6, stave,
refrigerator, $850. Also
1978 XL 175 Honda Dirt
Bike, $150. Call after
6p.m. 436-2455.
1072 FORD Van Mini
Home Popup top, 6 ft.
clearance, carpeted.
cabinets, refrigerator.
Port-a-potte, bed, eating, cooking utensils go
with van, $700. Call
753-6674. Leave name
and number for Laura.
1976 MODEL Us, recreational Camper, approx 21 feet long, with air.
Call 753-2289.
1977 SHASTA Mini Motor Home, 23 ft., rear
full bath, sleeps 6
double air. Dodge 360
motor. Phone 753-3234
days. 753-0114 nights
and week ends.
22 FT. Motor Home, air
and gen., extra clean,
22.xxx, one owner.
Phone 753-1353.

CAR Batteries, 24
series, 36 month
guarantee, $27.99; 60
month guarantee,
$37.99; 27 series, 36
month guarantee.
$32.99; 60 month
guarantee, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
STROUT
GOOD Reconditioned
REALTY
•Auto Batteries,
guaranteed! $15 exLou Ann Pfillpot 753-6843
change. Call 753-3711.
Wayne WNson 753-5086
Jos L. Kennon 436-5676
49. Used Cars
1912 Coldwater Road
1 9 6 6 CHRYSLER
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Newport, 4 new steel
(502) 753-0186
belted radials. Also one
Anytime
for parts. Call 492-8594.
JOE L KENNON
Broker
1967 JAGUAR XKE
Licensed & Bonded
Coupe, rebuilt engine,
new tires, excellent
condition. $9,000.- Phone
100 ACRES, all in 753-6323 after 5p.m. -timber, with 3000 feet of 1969 FORD galaxy 500,
Ky. Highway 121 front- excellent condition,
age near Cypress Bay. 69,xxx miles. 474-2744.
Owner wants offers. 1973 CENTURY Buick, 2
C.O. Bondurant Realty, door, $500. Call 753-3923
753-3460.
ask for Vickie 8:30 AM to
FOR Real Service in 5:00 PM.
Real Estate, Contact 1974 DATSUN 610 Wa- 52 Boats-Motors
Kopperud Realty. 711 gen, $925. 753-9371.
14 FOOT aluminum I,
Main. We work at your
1974 MAVERICK.
bottom boat, 35 HP Motor
convenience. Phone 753cylinder, automatic, and trailer. Call 753-2708.
1222.
ac., good condition, 14
FT. Fiberglass Bass
LISTING; Residential, $850. 753-7398.
Boat with trailer and 20
Investment...,FmHA, 1977
MERCURY Mon- h.p. Mercury motor,
Land, Lake, Commercial,
arch 4 dr., brown, $1,650. 247-5541.
Farms. Murray
76,xxx ,miles. sharp. 14
FT. Sea Nymph, 211
Calloway Co. Realty,
$2,250. 489-2547.
h.p. Johnson, trolling
753-8148 or Ron Talent,
1978
FORD
Granada,
motor and Marine bat753-9894.
p.b,, air, -4- de., 6 tery.1850,- 762-4798.
cylinder, good condi- 15
44. Lots for Sale
FT. Runabout with 415
tion. 1947 Ford Fergu- ..h.p.
Evinrude motor, no
AURORA one to 10 son Tractor, plows
and trailer. Call 436-2997.
acres wooded Kentucky disk, good condition.
1976 POLARCRAFT 35
Lake area, from $3,995, 492-8622.
Evinrude foot control
nothing down, from $39
1979 BUICK Park
trolling motor, live well.
month, for home,
Avenue, $5,900. Call bass
seats. carpeting,
mobile home, free in753-9414.
Moody trailer. 437-4254
formation phone Mr.
1970 CUTLASS after 5p.m.
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
"
Supreme, loaded with 1976 TRI
Hull, walk
LOT in Kerilana Lake
extras. Call 759-1361 through windshield.
85
Shore Heights on
after 4p.m.
h.p. Mercury outboard.
Marguerite Parkway.
1079
MEBIRD,
Call
753Lots of extras. Call
75x145 ft., water, elec.
474-2374.
available. By owner. 0492.
$750. 759-4637.
20 FT. boat with 165 h.p.
Mercury Cruiser motor,
45. Farms for Sale
1979 AMC
$5,500. Call 753-7333.
25 FT. Chris Craft
17 ACRES, Ideal building
Spirit, 2door,
Cruiser, cooking and
location, 6 miles out on
sleeping quarters, $2,
automatic,
121 North over 1000 feet
000. 753-9775.
highway frontage, also 2
need paint
bedroom house with gooe
DEPTH Finder, Trollwell. 9 acres new pasture
ing Motor repairs. Fac$1200.00.
Call 753-3604.
tory authorized 'parts
Call
and warranty service.
46. Homes for Sale
Lowrance, Minn-Kota,
753-0588.
Motor Guide. ECHO
2 BR house on large lof
After
5
p.m.
ELECTRONICS,
near downtown. Large
Paducah, Ky. 442-7673.
storage room. Reduced.
$17,000. Call 753-5477.
3 BR brick ranch. 2 car
attached garage with
opener. Beautiful corner lot. Living room,
dining L. eat-in kitchen,
dishwasher, stove.
pantry. Family room,
fireplace, 2 full baths,
stereo system, patio,
heat pump, central air.
759-1005.
ROOMS, 1 4 baths,
gas heat in town. Good
location. Possible owner financing. Make
offer 753-2798 or 7530180.

For Sale
Camper For
Small Pick-up
Call
753-6098
After 6 p.m.
Best Offer

Prime
Office Space
Available
Close To Downtown
Shopping Area,
Both Banks and
Courthouse.
Excellent Location
For Professional
Offices.

Ginger's Antiques and Refinishing
We do Furniture Stripping, Refinishing,
Repair, Chair Bottoms, Fix Tin for Pie
Safes, Nickel Strip.
Stripping Prices
20 00 up
Chairs
5 00 up Kit Tables
Small Tables. 10.00 up Kit Cabinets 35 00, up
35 00 up
25.00 up Pie Safes
Dressers
Wash Stands 20 00 up Beds
20 00 up
Trunks
20 00 up Doors
20 00 up
25.00 up 4-.., Vinerte,...... ”4.00 up-We also strip metal items in-

Ky. Lake Waterfront overlooking
main lake near Paradise Resort.
Large lot, good frontage and deep
water. Call 753-3213 days andai
753-2660 nights.

Homes for

753-8302
_
Or
753-5870

cluding car parts. Specializing in
stripping (1) Hot Tank (2) Flow over (3) Hand Strip.
Hwy 121 Cipldwater, Ky.
,
489.2125
Mon.-Sat. 10:00-5:00

52

Boats Motors

HOBIE CAT, 16 sailboat,
blue with tequila sunrise
sail, with jib and trimmer. Call 901-642-6025
OLD Lightning
Sailboat, no trailer,
cheap. After 8p m 3545561

53. Services Offered

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.
APPLIANCE SERVICE,
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 'years experience. Parts and service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service,
202 S. 5th St 753-4872,
753-8886 (home I.
BLOCK Building,
basements. gar!dges,
Tooting, floors, driveways. Also brick work,
large or small jobs. 24
years experience. 7535476.
CARPENTER work,
painting, roto tilling. By
hour or job. 753-0790.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
ccencrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For all your
out building needs
759-1099
Corner of Industrial Rd.

53

Services Offered

For Tobacco
Irrigation
Call 759-1941
or 753-9220
after 8 p.m.

53

Services Offered

ROOFING!
15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimate

*LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
MASONARY Work,
brick, block and stucco,
foundation repair. No ODD job specialist.
job too big or too small. ceiling fans, electrical,
Call 901.243 4104 ask for plumbing, fencing You
Dinny. Free estimates.
name it, I do it. You
MBILE home roof and buy, I install. You
repair Carpentry work. break, I fix. Call _ 436Roofing small building. 2868.
and garages. 753-2260 or OVERCAST'S Re
753-4746.
frigeration and Air
Condition Service.
Cleaned and repaired.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Hwy. 280. 753 7275.
siding and Aluminum
PAINTING, interior
trien-Wr ol-houses It
and exterior By the lob
stops painting
or by the hour. Re
Jack Glover
ferences by request
Call 437-4221 or 437.4534.
753-1873
TREEWORK, complete
removal, topping or tri
MURRAY Satellite mming.
Experienced.
Sales. Prices start at Reasonable
rates. 753
$1,650 and up Installa- 0211.
tion included. 753 9263
WILL do painting and
or 753 3875. Also do
reMcideling__. Very rerepair work.
-asonble. 20 years exNEED work on your perience. Call
Bill, 4.36trees? Topping, prun- 2326.
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessiona4 .tree care
753-0338.

436-2999

7
:If k\
r
/.. Hy C Channew
. . Covers Bed
. • Screens

I
'

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

56 Free Column
'Ser3 PUPPIES to be given
1
: 10%
vice. 30 years exaway. Mother Reperience. Also bucket
DISCOVIlt
On Any
gistered Blood Hound.
truck for hire Call
Chimney Sweeping
489-2711.
753-0366
During May
ROOFING, Hot Work.
FREE kittens Call
Shingles, All Kinds. Call
after 6p.m. 753-3769.
for free estimate. 502FTtEE to good home. 14
328-8934.
Persian, 4 Calico
LAWN Mower and tiller
mother cat. 2 kittens
repair. 3 miles south on
and young male cat.
759-9511 after 5p m.
121. See Wayne and Kim
Wilson, 753-5086.
Mon.-Fri.
LEE 's CARPET
•
••
•it
•
•
•
•0•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
0
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car•
pet Cleaning Company •
with over 12 years •
9
continuous local service •
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS •
using the most powerful •
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
cleaning system made.
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
Hundreds of satisfied • SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
•
repeat customers. •
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
•
Licensed and Insured •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
We move the furniture •KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
free. Free estimates, 24 •CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
FURNITURE REFINISHING
hour service, 753-5827.
•

JOINeft'S Tree

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps
753-3445
762-4792

'S

We do Passports
Riwsume. I D s and
black & whites for
publication
CARTER STUDIO
300 Maw 753 8298

MOODY'S Welding,
Fabrication, Lawn
Mower, Tiller Repair
and Sharpening. Or
namental Iron. 753-5668.
livigetion-Reeidental
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
• McKenzie. Tn.
Cell
- Collect.
or
901-352-3871
001-352-5704
Free Estivate.

COMPETITIVE PRICES
Drop •y & Sae
•
Our Display

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 382.75
Opened
Today
374.50
Down
8.25

SILVER PRICES
Silver
ClOsed
Yesterday
9 02
Opened
_.,
8.72
Today
Down
30

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMP1C PLAZA
753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

LARGE 3 DAY PUBLIC AUCTION
Antique Furniture - Office Furniture - Quilts Chandeliers Lamps Primitives
Pictures - Cut Glass - China and Glassware Clocks Tools
Fri June 15th 600 p.m.Sat June 16th 600 p m.Sun June 17th 1 00 m
Location. On Highway 45, 5 miles south of Mayfield, Ky 3 miles north of Wingo.
Ky. Watch for Auction Sign.
Partial Listing:
Furniture: Fine Mid 19th Century Chest of Drawers, with crotch
mahogany - set of six, carved oak chairs - fine walnut washstand, withchocolate marble top & back - N'ictorian oak settee on old double rolfer.
casters - several quality old chests- several dressers - nice 2 door mahogany
wardrobe with beautiful oval mirrors - set of 6 outstanding oak high baek
Jacobean chairs - several sets of. chairs - odd chairs - several tables in
walnut, oak draw leaf pub tables - nice etagere - oak Queen Anne table &-.
4 chairs - -several old benches, one oak with column legs, others in pine &
mahogany - queen sideboard. highback with columns & oval mirror - 2
pianos • servers 8z sideboards • wash stand - night stands - coffee tables
- library tables - oak quilt racks - oak fern stands - wicker chairs - cedar
chest - stools - oak wardrobe - oak hall stand - nice old floor model radio
- There will be 300 or more pieces of furniture in this sale.
Office Furniture: Oak. mahogany & pine desk - several desk chairs typewriter tables • secretary tables - bookcases, both wood and metal shelving - outstanding-Mahogany 4 stack wall bookcase with solid wood doors
- several-8-drawer-file- cabinets from-the old railroad depot-in--New -York
- a beautiful nickle, brass & glass counter or standing desk from the Chase
Manhatan Bank in New York - 2 oak show cases - other bins, boxes. etc
that has to do with office or store fixtures - a few advertising pieces and
signs. Lots more.
Primitives: 2 spinning wheels - several yarn winders, windwinders, flax
graters, eel gigs, horn planes - hundreds of antique and collectible tools
- 35-40 pieces of the most unusual blue & white graniteware that I have ever
seen -old wooden buckets - dough bowls - shovels - spoons -paddles. churns
- old Danish bread knives - old wine press - 1914 model air compressor old pine trunks - very rare Scandinavian hope chest dated 1835 - other fine
8r rare hope chest - several early pine pieces from Denmark. including a
rare one door farmers cabinet. circa 1820 very rare sleeping bench splat
back with trundle type bed -2 unusual beds - a double which can be separated
into singles - desk - dressers - chests.- drop leaf table - all the pine has been
stripped, waxed and buffed to a soft honey colored finish you must see.
Clocks, Chandeliers, Lamps: 10 to 20 nice clocks, including a nice 2/weight
Vinnia - RA wall clock - OG weight clocks - mantles - an oustand 12 light
bronze chandelier, burnished - several other chandeliers- 200r more lamps
including tnini lamps,fine brass wicranberry shade - several unusual and
beaUtiffil lamps
Cut Glass, China. Glassware: 20 or more pieces cut glass including vases
- bowls, trays, perfume bottles, decanters. etc. - several pieces candlewick.
festia - several boxes still unpacked.
Quilts, Rugs, Fancy Work: 10 fine handmade quilts - 9 old hand loomed
rugs (runner type 1: very old, multi-colored, beautiful ,several pieces fancy crocheted work, one_ fancy round tablecloth.
Pictures: including 4 oils on canvas - framed prints - a lot that needs work.
Showing Friday 12:00 until Sale Lime.
Order of Sale. Items from each category all three days.
eashrtiftei4( 4(0414-K-M--s- re öTh benT- tifrinir.VIrV"'
Auctioneer or owner
Owner: Hobert Keen
Auctioneer: Berry Dickerson
•
Sale Conducted By storms Antiques
Rt. 3 Box 174 A Dawson springs. Kentucky 42408
Ph. (502)797.2312
Auctioneer Sole Dealers. Collectors Don't miss this sale itz Keen has 2 hutUngs and one 40 ft
grunt trailer stuffed full. He has commissioned us to sell it all Said -Clean it out I need the spare
Firing your Inuits. come early and May late
,
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County adds teachers because of new law
MOREHEAD, Ky. to levy a tax of at least twice the school tax
(AP — Tight budgets 15 cents per $100 assess- levied last year.
have many school ed valuation to receive
The tax on property
districts struggling to_ state power equalization valued at $50,000, for exkeep the teachers they funds.
ample, will be $75 this
have. But because of a
For Rowan County, year, up from $34.50.
new state law, Rowan that means raising its
"We've had some
County will be hiring 6.9 cent rate by 8.1 cents pretty good articles in
more.
or losing at least the paper about it, and
Rowan County will $250,000 a year in power some hearings where it
hire at least seven new equalization funds. It was discussed." Brock
teachers for its elemen- was, Brock said, no said. But there have
tary schools, according choice at all."
been very few
to Superintendent John
Brock said there has complaints."
Brock.
The increase will
been virtually no
The law passed by the adverse reaction, mean an estimated
1984 General Assembly though property owners $150,000 in additional
requires school districts will pay more than local tax revenue, and

Scientists say galaxy^s energy
equals that of two trillion suns

Brock said adding new
teachers will let the
district, reduce class
sizes.
"Seven years ago, we
had 54 students in one
fifth grade at Tilden
Hogg Elementary. Five
years ago we had 15
classes which had more
than 40 students in
them," he said.
"Last year we had only one class which exceeded 35 students," he
said. "With the extra
teachers, we'll be able
to get every class in
kindergarten through
fifth grade below 30
students."
Brock said he is not

dazzled by the prospect
of an extra $150,000,
however.
"We are fortunate
now being in a position
where we are able to increase our revenue," he
said. "We were unfortunate all those years
when we had an inadequate staff, which probably meant we were
doing an inadequate job.
"That means we have
a lot of catching up to
do," Brock said. "This
extra money won't
mean we're going
beyond these other
districts, we'll just be
getting to where they
are."

Your Individual
Horoscope

frared galaxies) are
rare objects."
An infrared galaxy
emits more energy as
.7
'
1+
heat-than as tight. -The
Frances Drake
Milky Way, which emits
FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1984
equal amounts of heat
kind
of day will tomor- to save some money, as you
What
and light, is not conrow be? To find out what the could become extravagant.
sidered an infrared stars say, read the forecast
CAPRICORN
galaxy.
given for your birth sign.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Id
You haven't felt this good
Low and Soifer, along ARIES
for a long time. You gain a
1
with seven other scien- (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr04
A job offer involving reloca- renewed sense of ambition.
tists, manage the Intion should be considered. Enjoy both old and new friendfrared Astronomical Luck is with you now in all ships.
Satellite project, a joint career related matters. In- AQUARIUS
effort by the National vestigate options.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Secret backing comes from
Aeronautics and Space TAURUS
a friend. Play your hand
Apr. 20to May 20)
Administration, the
Don't miss a lovely chance cautiously careenvise and
Netherlands Space
to
get away. You'll certainly you'll come out on top. Work
Agency and the United
have a grand time. Open the from behind the scenes.
Kingdom's Science and doors yourself regarding PISCES
Engineering Research creative interests.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Your social life picks up
Council.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20) n$
9
. dramatjpdfly, Both friends in
The satellite was launwn desire your
It's the perfect time for in- and o
receive
ched into a polar 'orbit vestment decisions,especially company. So
by NASA in January those involving joint-funds. An ipecial recognition.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
opportunity drops into your
1983.
adventurous soul who's liable
lap.
to have more than one occupaCANCER
tion. You have a talent for
(June21 toJuly 22)
Couples are making happy politics, banking and
plans today. Singles may opt' diplomacy and work well in
for a closer relationship. It's a partnership. Though you're of
good evening for celebrations. a roving disposition, a partnership seems to settle you
LEO
July 23 to Aug.22) 6124t4 down. Your income is lid6le to
If out of work, new employ- fluctuate, but this doesn't stop
ment opportunities arise. A you from taking chances. You
new assignment excites you do your best work when
now and you may work over- motivated by a cause that you
believe in. Birth date of: Burl
time on it.
Ives, folk singer; Harriet
VIRGO
I Aug.23 to Sept. 22) 11P%, Beecher Stowe, novelist; Gene
A child experiences luck. Barry,actor.
You may receive a nice dinner
invitation. The accent is
definitely on fun-filled activities.
LIBRA
.CLEI
Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
Some plan a family reunion.
Shopping for the home leads to
good value. Guests from out of
town bring a note of cheer.
SCORPIO
( Oct.23toNav.21)
You're in a more optimistic
frame of mind and are ready
1St N I N TANKER — A Saudi Arabian oil tanker, the Safinc al ra I), is
to tackle any task before you.
shown burning in the Persian Gulf after a recent attack. One crewman was
Travel leads to financial gain.
reported killed in this attack. Fighting in the region continues, with no
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ceasefire expected soon.
You're likely to experience
Al' Laserphoto
an increase in income. Besure

BALTIMORE ( AP — telescope launched in
A distant galaxy glow- - 1983 shows it is a rare
ing with the power of 2 formation, Dr. B.
trillion Suns but only Thomas Soifer of the
15-a r e-ty vlslbte tr y -ealifornia- insittite of
telescope from Earth is Technology told the
a
most remarkable" convention.
Most of ARP 220's
celestial body because
99 percent of its energy energy output is visible
is emitted as heat in- only in the infrared part
stead of light, scientists of the spectrum, and IL
is one of the most
say.
lumin.ous
infrared
The galaxy, known as
galaxies ever
million
ARP'220:1s- 300discovered, Soifer said.
light years from Earth
Scientists still aren't
discovered
and was first
sure where the galaxy
in 1966, according to
gets its tremendous
the
scientists attending
power, he said.
annual convention of the
•
"ARP 220 is a most
Astronomical
American
remarkable infrared
Society here.
galaxy because its inAlthough earlier frared emission is 100
Earth-bound observers times more than the
had called the galaxy Milky Way galaxy,"
merely ,'interesting," said Dr. Frank J. Low of
new.da/a provided by an the University of
orbiting infrared
izona. "These (in-

By Abigail
Van Buren
•

Nosy Minister Tries to Make
Couple's Session a Confession
DEAR ABBY: I would like your
opinion of a minister who would say
to a bride,"I have to know if you are
a virgin or not." I was asked this
question during a premarital counseling session. My fiance was present and was as stiocked as I was.
When -I teld the minister it was a
private matter, he replied, "Then I
will have to jump to conclusions." I
said, "That is your privilege." The
minister then insinuated that I had
to get married. Abby, we announced
our engagement-in August-of 1982and set our wedding date at that
time. The minister was aware of
this, so he had to know that we
didn't have to get married.
He then said he had to know if we
were living together, because if we
were, it would reflect badly on him
and the church. My fiance and I are
not living together, never did, nor do
we-intend to until we are married.
Neither my fiance nor I is Catholic, and confession to a clergyman is
not required by our faith. We are
both over 21. I have been very upset
since this meeting, and I don't want
to have this minister officiate at our
wedding. Am I wrong?
BOTHERED BRIDE

DEAR PERPLEXED: Maybe
she's looking for a father figure.
Or he's looking for a daughter
figure. Or his income figures in
the millions. I can't figure it out.
But then, it's really none of my
business.
Cs.

DEAR ABBY: You said,"There is
no way a man can demand to be
called 'Mister' without coming
-and'
across as arrogani
self-important."
Wrong! Perhaps you've been
eating in too many restaurants that
require the staff to say, "Hi, I'm
Bruce, I'll fill your water glass," and
"Hi, I'm Nancy. I'll be your breadbasket girl." Have you ever asked
some intelligent restaurant employees how they feel about saying that'?
They hate it.
That kind of cheap familiarity
spills over into the rest of life,
demeaning everyone who is victimized by it, usually the young and
women. Sit in a doctor's office and
listen to the staff call the patients:
"Sally, Dr. Fletcher will see you
now. Mr. Jones, Dr. Smith will see
you now." If informality is so terDEAR BRIDE: You are not rific, what's wrong with, "Sally,
wrong. Ask your minister's Sam will see you now"?
superior if the questions you . Formality is terrific stuff. It allows
were asked were appropriate in for room to become more familiar.
your situation. I certainly un- But when you start out on the
derstand your wanting another chummiest plateau, there's nowhere
minister to marry you. "Seek to go.
and ye shall find."
CONSERVATIVE IN DAYTON
CC.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: Can you explain
why a 57-year-old Christian woman
would want to spend all her time
with an 83-year-old Jewish widower'?
He calls her every day, and she
takes every opportunity to go to his.
home. Every time they meet, they
embrace like lovers.
What is the motive? His and hers?
PERPLEXED IN SUN CITY, ARIZ.

(Every teen-ager should know
the truth about drugs/sex and
how to be happy. For Abby's
booklet, send your name and
address clearly printed with a
check or money order for $2.50
(this includes postage) to: Abby,
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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Fixtures For Sale!
Marcel

Gift Bows

•

Facial Tissues

Asst. Colors

Save 50°

6

on your next purchoso of Sundrop
In co 6 pit. cons. I
pit. roturnabht or
2-2 Mors.

4

32;

Box

New Ultra Sense

Wipe Out $347
Sandal Foot All Purpose
Pdnty Hose
Cleaner Rog. 4.95
$172

when you buy Sun- o
TO THE DEALER- Our so

:300

Socks

All Drug 30%
Sundries
Csff
All Office &
School Supplies

30%

man will redeem

,::::.:1
. "_-,:=-,,,A,,,,,• 4-.2446,4
teiate
thietasepriin ocandabiessweilklbe terms of of. ,
-- -- ' piui-ksik;oli3O- ,furrarrg .• &701 3;7,, ---110 S. 5th
good only on the brand specified and 111VOICeS
PADUCAH. KY.
proving I chows of suffers, stock to cover

All

Jewelry &
Cameras

coupons tfst be shown upon request
Customer ust pay any soles totes and
deposits. Cash redemption value 1/20 of 1
Offer Expires Aug. IL MI

30%o

Off

•

HUTS
DRUGS
In Aurora

354.
6352

Timex
Watches

30%
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PIM 200,000 happy winners agree!
Over $700,000 in prizes have been
awarded to over 200,000 customers
in our previous three games!
Get in on the excitmeni!
You,too,could be a big winner!

41441::

•

ii-

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY: Each of
these items is required to be readily available for sale in each Kroger
store except as specifically noted
in this ad. If we do run Out of an
advertised item, we will offer you
your choice of a comparable item,
when available reflecting the same
savings, or a Raincheck which will
entitle you to purchase the-advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days. Limit one vendor
coupon per item.
No purchase necessary.See complete details at participating
Kroger stores_

TER
items and prices in this ad effective
June 13th thru June 19th in

Murray,Ky.
Quantity right reserved. None sold to
dealers. Copyright 1984. The Kroger Co.

MORE THAN 240,000 INSTANT WINNERS!

RE THAN

000 INIASH..PRIZESA
ODDS CHART
otrusctimu i uit,1 IN/i k./1111
-,74Uta919 ODDS(OR ODDSto• ODDSf011-Odds vary depending on
PRIZE
Of
ONE &AWE
I 3 GAME
2.3 GAME
the number of Game
V81. Ulf
3,DKFTS
PRIZES
TICKET
TICKETS
rtickets you obtain_ The
57 000
44
I on 303 216
,•r• 23 33
-,r• 11 666
more tickets you collect,
1 000
1.6 Is3 391
07
I.,. I, 780
• •r• 5 900
the better your chances of
200
160
I.' 83101
'.n f 416
'•^ 3 709
winning. Odds to obtain a
329
'a.. 41334
100
r.• 32341
*.r. 2 609
Free Grocery Dram ing
20
I.., '207
798
N 4.
, 16 774
644
• .•
Oualifier are 1 in 53.
Itt
3.6
I 5%
644
r rn 8 367
I .••
372
However, odds to win a
775
I•
S
I.
27733
60
I.•-•
Free Grocery Drawing de- ..
30
I
1 •r.
247 082
Pend on the number of
s
I •r•
SS
I •n
3
.
so
,,,
"D'At
entries received. Kroger
In
267 310
43
24
I.,
Cost Cutter Bingo Series
No. TD17 is being played in 74 participating Kroger stores located in Arkansas, Kentucky, southeast Missouri, west Tennessee )excluding Memphis),
Mississippi and Tuscaloosa g Northport, Al Scheduled termination od this
promotion is September 4, 1984, however game officialy ends when all
Game tickets have been distributed

OR
TA
Look for the new Green Cost Cutter Shelf Tags
throughout the store. They mean more savings for you!

With green tag items.....
We pass special savings from
our suppliers directly on toypu!
Go Krogering for the best of everything - including the Cost Cutter Price!
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AT KROGER

CuttersSavelfou Mo
Sprite, Tab,
Diet Coke or

Kroger/
1
2%

Cost Cutter

Low-Fat
Mil
k
plastic gallon

Sandwich
Bread

$

.

Coca
Col
a
16 oz btls

24 oz.-loaf

Plus
Dep.
6 12cans02 5179

for

Coca Cola

Nabisco Stack Pack

400 Ct., 220 Sq. Ft., 1 Ply

Ritz
Crackers

Charmin
Tissue

16 oz.
box 5i49

4 roll
pkg.

Kroger

For

Eit.3

I

Personal Size
Ivory

Soap
$107

12
.

Sandwich
Cook
ies
24 oz. pkg.

89'

99,

1 IVORY

4xt.
pkg.

ie

Vienna
Saus
age
s oz cans

Assorted Flavors

Kraft

Hi-C
Drin
ks
46 oz. can

Barbecue
Sauc
e
2802.btl

$159

Chunk Light Tuna

10 Ct. Hot Dog or
12 Ct. Jr. Sandwich

Pure Vegetable

Breast 01
Chic
ken
61/2 oz.

Automatic
Dish Detergent

Kroger
Buns
12 oz pkg

Wesson
Oil
48 oz. btl.

Lemon Scented
Casc
ade
SO oz. box

can

89'

[3;

Kroger
Bis
cui
ts
10 Ct. cans

4
9
8

79

Sprite, Tab Diet COW Or

2

Homestyle or
Buttermilk

79

Home Pride Tall

pkgs.Kitchen

Bags

$300

32 oz

$239

Kraft Salad Dressing

instant

Embassy

Miracle
Whip

Sunshine

Lipton
Tea

Tea
Bags

Vanilla
Wafers

$169

3:

jar

$285

$1149

100ct.
box

11 oz.
pkg.

$1129

1

SPECIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STORE!
r•C*110-24 Exposure

Rubberma.c1

Kodak
Film

Shelf
Liner

-Ftei+ 99cSALE
Normal or Extra Body
Wheat & Honey 15 oz.

Aqua Net Hair Spray

Faberge' Shampoo
or Conditioner

31/1 oz.Splash-On

Brut Cologne
Anti-Perspirant
2.5 oz. Stick or 5 oz. Spray

•

114.1)11
NET
Ma,TM
,

each-

9 Oz.Can Reg.,Super
Hold Or Unscented

Deodorant
2 5 oz Stick or 5 507 Spray

a

KOdOCCOCW40()

Ro

•

• r ana•

••••,..•

roll

99c

C6135-24 Exposure

Lee Pet 2 Pack

Kodak
Film

Pup Size
Bone
$144

3
17

Babe
Anti-Perspirant
2 oz. btl. Roll-On
2 oz.Stick Solid
4.5 oz. can Spray

$297
each

1.1•11.
MEW

each

Enterprise 02-E01

With Free Pen

Look & See
Cake Pan

Scripto
Lighter
$127

YOUR CHOICE - ONLY 99.c
each

$297

MO

2 pack

LET'S GO KROGIERING FOR THE BEST
PAGE TWO -500
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NOW AT KROGER!

Diamonds?
Not Even YourJeweler
May Know For Sure
s3000
$999
Value
NOW!

All Items
Set In 14k
Electroplate
Setting's

Cubic Zirconia
Rings—Earrings—Necklaces

U.S.DA.Grade W Kroger

Avondale Frozen

Totino's Assorted Frozen

Medium
Eg
gs
dozen

Orange
Ju
ic
e
12 ozi can -

Party
Pi
zz
as
10.8 oz. pkg

1

•

Heavy Duty

Purex
Detergent
42 oz.

ctt.

box

59 89 99'
Mild Dishwashing Detergent

Ivory

%

CO71'461(10
12
.OZ.
j

.Good To The Last Drop
Assorted Grinds-Coffee

240z.
pkg.

tub

Husband Pleasin

Maxwell
House

$2°

88
1407 can

15 OZ can

Keebler

Nabisco

Zesta
Saltines

Double Stuf
Oreo20ozCookies

160z. box

S

Si

Tomato
Sauce
-

55'

Eagle Brand 6. Milk

7-3

Juice
Orio

46 oz can

Sweetened Condensed

24 oz. bnx

unt'
tomato

2
for

Kellogg.s
Corn
Flakes

Hunt's

-Tomato
Juice

15 oz cans
..ch.::4the ISO
(

$119

Hunts

Ranch Style
Beans

1 lb can

Breaded
Okra

Cheese

•

$0135

Stilwell

Cottage

kilk:COTTAGE

Liquid
220z
bottle

"Our Dairy Best" - Kroger

$199

*4.
Assorted Flavors

--- Pillsbury

Weight Watchers Big Country
Yogurt
Biscuits

2 $100
8 oz
tubs

cans

$100

"Nolommoomomoile

4.0r

16 OZ.

pkg.

Kroger Frozen

Enriched

Onion
Rings

Ronco
Spaghetti

89c 71
12 oz.
pkg.

Kroger Assorted

'MOMCM=

Shredded
Cheeses

`•••••••S

;51;9
I

pkgs.

Kroger Random Weight

Swiss
Cheese

c
p.
•••

lb.

)

$289

.,_
Nice 11 !
.
Cheesy !
1!9°N.Ph.esY

[
Kroger Process Cheese

5179

NDERFUL WORLD

Norodom Weight Kroger Wiscossla Stick

Sharp Cheddar

lb.

Kroger OM Failzion Random Welent Redfern

$249 Hoop Cheese

ornencon
*sTIzUPIM c
,
1/41111(1114 I'Mlf

lb

Kroger Cheese

Monterey Jack

100!.
lab

9149 Parm
FN ;r1(uttesan
easan Cheese :140
Chunk or Sliced
Kroger Mild

ches
Che
dda
er

Jo

Kroger Pimento

Kroger Indhr. Wrapped

Cheese
Spread

41111111
1
11470
11;116:
111104.11111*CI

Cheese Food
Slices

pkp 51129
69C
OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
16 oz.
pkg.

oz
pkg

5149

7.502.
tub

12 oz

14
,
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Go Krogering for...
U.S.D.A. Choice

GRAIN TED BEEF
U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

To
Sir oin
Steak:.:

ARIA CI

Silver Platter
Sliced
Assorted

• Guaranteed
Flavor
• Guaranteed
Tender
• Guaranteed
Fresh

Pork Chops

ZBoneless

9to 11
lb. avg.

.lb.
5 to6 lb. avg.
Sliced Assorted

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Center-Cut

Cube Steaks

Chuck Steak
lb.

5138

$248
Faintly Pak

ma

Ground Chuck
crosici
5188

BiBleg;Prily Center Cut
Chops
Rib
$299 Pork Chops

Pork
Chops

88
isisisis

$179

lb $11

lb.99e

Whole Pork Loin
Iver Platter

Breakfast

Boston
Roll Roast

lb.

lb.

lb.

11.11.11LA.ChOke Grain Fed Beef

lb.

irc;rek
Riblets
$148

Pork
Chops
$109

U.S.D.A. Choke Grain Fed Beef

lb.

IN

lb.

lb

1 1111111.111W 311F
11111111111114111,
Grade"A" Holly Farms Split

Pryer
Breast
AnY Size

Sirloin Chops-

lb

Prying
Chicken

12 oz $119
pkg

oz
12
Pk.$1
19

Hot Dogs

John Morrell(lb. $1.79)

U.S.D.A. Choice

Meaty Turkey Drumsticks or

Sliced
Bacon
13(
120z
pkg

Leg-0
Lamb

Turkey

Wings
4,4

lb

Calf Liver

Meat,Beef or Jumbo Beef

lb.

lb

Discover

Pork
Steaks

leg

zit
BaM7
89'
amilyPaclL:"
(

(AP Varieties

Fox Deluxe
Pizzas
"pk7

Sliced Slab

Oly The
Pleta

Moen la

lb.

-s.4.4iiiresilfii3411,111,1645114

Available only at
Deli Bakeries
?OF—

;ale_ ers

Oft 40!)44 aAadio,

the'''

69t
89c
5149

Family Pak

Pork
Roast

015
I

$

lb

I99
Fresh Picnic

lb

Boneless Osar Mayer
Hot Dogs
Ham
lb.'

lb

Sliced

Country Sausage

John Morrell Golden Smoked
Whole 7'9 lb. Avg.

•!•

lb.

MI Neat GlIced...1b. S1.291

lb

Beef Liver

$239

Smoked Sausage
Williams(2 lb. 9.97)

Armour Star Beef

Kroger
Bologna

lb

Smoker hollow Regular, klelbasa or Cheese

All Meat Bologna

tam $179
phi

Braunschweiger

$299

Boiled Ham

Moe Certified

$248

Kroger Whole or Half Stkk

Gourmet

Italian Sausage

Mao

Corn Dogs

Shank-Half
Ham

.

Kroger Not or WM

79c

U.S.D.A. Choke Lamb

Beef
Brisket

Fully Cooked Water Added

trim 994: 49C portBut ionb.88c

lb

Neck Bones

U.S.D.A. Grade "A" Holly Farms
Family Pak of Mixed Parts

packer

11
9

Not

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless Cry-O-Vac

'Row after row of freshness at down to earth prices'

•

-

Florida Yellow or White

Sweet
Corn

In the
Husk

11

6-Size Ripe

Sweet Melons

H
oneydews
each $139

C
3

ear

99

lb

Sandwich
Buns

9,Summer

Fathers Parente "Sprisodaio Farms"
M ilsof Mole or Half Stick

for

Glazed
Donuts

Sausage

6
ter

Strawberries

I69 Cherry
Tomatoes

lb

11 ;16
189;Squash

9W

$
tali
morn

Mild Medium

Yellow
Onions

U.S. No.1 AN Purpose

Red
PotatOes

I.
Fresh Cucumbers or

Bell
Peppers

$349.13511
bag

PAGE FOUR A

a,

99,

Potato
Salad

a.

t'
:
Na

plot

lb

Kitcill Frost lUeericao or Mintani

$1158

$

$

99C (Lesser DuantitieS....lb.

"HOT FOODS"

Said Mirth

California With

Seedless
Grapes
lid Rip
Watermelon

(Aged in it's own rind)

Fmk Baked

,
ciatemia godsco

Caltforela Red

I

French
Bread

Fresh

5 ears...89c

Beaut
Plums

soop Old Fasbloo
d asi Fmorth
_ Am Fhattf
2$las Cheddar
loaves
RI $32
Cheese

Fresh baked

urge 24Orel.,
woe*
Mg'

• Floral
Shoppe •
28.10.•
Flowering
$599

Kalanchoes‘tat

Foliage Plants
PPM Cat

CarnatiOns
aVaHae

"i;ecti *399
sr, 34, $100
...asshop..

only,

25c

with the purchase of any
Plate lunch!
—3e
Grade"A"Wishbone
Golden Fried

Piece

r • Bakery
a 0,
stP

Worth

Chicken ttes50 $14343 OPP
• Decorated catice,...„

399

2 Masts, $
loos
2F
2 olio's I
2 Tidoirs
111
Mailable 11 a m tfl I am. MO

any quarter sheet or 8 inch round

sellatie
—.—
tirla teepee
tusg.low Jum
IBM. • .
251401)
we ea al us
III In MB III MI so me No um No

14114,1

4014."‘"•-•"4
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'14 Reg S15 to S16 You want something
special for Dad this Fathers Day so turn to
Par Four 'These soft shirts are a pleasure to
wear. But choosing wont be easy. With great
styles like flair collar, contrast tipped collar
and cuffs, and California collar. Some of the
chest pockets are button-through. For sizes
S-M-L-XL
'See page 7 for catalog availability.
•

•

'•••

JCPenney

•

-••
•11.

A

1904 J C Penney Company Inc S4W20
•••••
..122111•-•••••••••■•...11!•••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••..
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mow

e s co-rfort
Snort SacK.
Sale 18.99
6i 12)

The scarc is over, You've founc The Fox'
s2 to $5 off
Sale 14.99
2A,2B. Reg.$17 and $20. Grab Dad's
favorite, pure-cotton knit shirts at sly
savings. See the latest stripes, solids and
pieced-looks from The Fox! In fresh, new
colors. Men's sizes.
2C.Sale 11.99,-Reg:M.-Epaulets- and
an easy back-pleat-make-this woven Fox-'
shirt the season's standout. In polyester
cotton for men's sizes.
20. Sale 14.99, Reg. $20. And for
partners, elastic-back slacks stay neat in
polyester cotton poplin. Men's sizes.
Sale prices effective through
Saturday‘June 16th.

VP

A

•••••

Avry•-•-•-•vv7m-i

•

20% off all men s
casual shoes.

Sale $28
7C. Reg. $35. Sunbacker oxford. With
leather uppers, cushioned insoles

Sale $28
70. Reg.$35. Leather boat shoe laced in
rawhide. Rust or brown.

„

AIN

Sale $40
7E. Reg. $50. Hand-sewn all-leather
tassel loafer; rubber heels.

Sale 31.99
7F. Reg. 39.99. Soft leather sport loafer
on a unit bottom

belted slacks
'6A. Reg. $26. Make Dads summertime leisure'a cool sensation in these
new duck
create
a
cotton
to
combed
and
polyester
from Par Four We ve combined
colors.
in men's sizes
favorite
His
days
warmest
the
for
comfortable
and
light
s
that
cleth
he enjoys
room
comfort
and
the
him
give
casuals
belted
'7B. Reg.624. Our Sport Slack
and stretch in
breathe
they
yet
rich,
and
sou
them
makes
polyester
texturized
Easy-care
warm weather Choose from summer colors,in men's sizes

-

Sale 31.99
7G. Reg. 39.99. Soft leather sport oxford
on a unit bottom

Sale $40

sizes and colors from
'Shop by phone. Also available al sale prices in additional
waist and 39"inseam,some shirt styles
our Catalog Department. Slack to size 60"
sizes priced only slightly
from front cover to size 56" chest Tall, X-Tall and Big
higher Shop by phone details on page 12 of this circular.

7H. Reg.$50. Hand-sewn all-leather
penny loafer, rubber heels
" Sale prices effective through Saturday,
June 16th.
12

Shorts anc swmwear
hclo Dac keeo his cod
Sale 7.99 to 12.99

Sale 8.99

Sale 12.99

Sale 12.99

3A.Reg.$11.Color his weekends
with Moss Creek shorts. Hall
elastic back,front pockets and
mdre. Polyester'cotton.
Men's sizes.

3B. Reg.$16. Par Four- shorts
perform on the course and off.
Sturdy polyester.cotton duck with
elastic back; men's sizes.

3C. Reg.$16. The Fox* shows
up on elastic-back shorts in
polyestercotton poplin. Solid
colors.`men's sizes.

3D. Reg.$13. Put Dad in the
swim. In an athletic suit of
polyestertotton poplin, with
nylon supporter. Great colors;
men's sizes

Sale 7.99

3G. Reg.9.99. Get goink get
Dad cotton corduroy shorts. With
elastic back, handy cargo
pockets. Men's sizes.''
Sale prices effective through .
Saturday, June 111th.

3E. Reg.$15. Coin-pocket
swimsuit of polyester cotton
nylon features elastic waist,
nylon StippOlief. Summer colorr
men's sizes.

3F. Reg.$14. Ocean Surf Ltd.
-.labels these great for sun and
- surf. Cotton nylon swen_surt with
- Vim:ippon. Mews sizes.
'

Joggers for lac
and the rest of n:s clan.
$3 to $10 off

Sale 16.99

Sale 16.99 joggers at $10

Reg. 26.99. Brooks"
savings are something to run for! Be light
on your feet in these famous-name running
shoes of nylon/suede. And get the support
you need. Men's and women's sizes.

Sale 17.99 on Nike' Monterey II jogging

Sale 12.99

Sale 17.99
Save $4 on Nike ° Rascals for boys and

Sale 11.99$3 on Nike' joggers for infants

Reg. 21.99. Save $4
shoes'for-men-and women. NylonTuede with herringbone outsole. Men's and women's sizes.

Reg.,26.99. Save $10 on Puma running shoes for men
and women Nylon suede Uppers with'molded rubberoutsole Men's and women's sizes

Sale 13.99and help support our athletes*

Reg.$16. Save $3 on U.S.A. Olympics- for boys!
Nylon/suede, rubber sole: boys'sizes..

Reg. 14.99. Save
Reg. 21.99.
Reg.$18. Save $4
Nylon suede with rubber outsole
and
Girls'
soles.
herringbone
with
suede
Nylon
girls.
-ien you buy U.S.A. Olympics*" for men and women.
Sale prices effective through Saturday, June 16th.
boys' sizes.
Nylon suede with rubber outsole. Men's and
women's sizes_
U.S. Olympic Committee to train U.S. athletes.
For each pair of U.S.A. Olympics " running shoes sold, JCPenney will contribute 50c to the

-

MA.-Reg-.-$16.Stafford -ufkirs hirrr the- - circuit of summer shirt styles. Save $4
on styles that run from classic to
contemporary. All impeccably tailored'
- with single-needle stitching. In easycare blends of cotton and polyester for
men's sizes.
Long sleeve shirt, Reg. $18, Sale 13.99

'Shop by phone.
Also avalloble at
sale prices from our
Catalog Department to size 20' neck and 35'
sleeve length. Tall, X-Tall and Sig sizes priced
only slightly higher. Shop by phone details on
pegs 12 of this circular.

4B. Reg. $11. Flat-knit, all-combed cotton tee
shirts at comfortable savings. Men's sizes.

Sale 6.99

pkg of 3
4C. Reg.$8. VV.hiterib-knit briefs.for the cool.
comfort of pure cornbed cotton. Men's sizes.

REMEMBER

4D. Reg. 4.50. Lupo'" fashion solids or Whitetrimmed briefs. Polyestercotton; men's sizes
Sala prices affective through
Saturday, Jun.15th..

JUNE 17
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G'zma

Get set
to salute Dad in our
thrifty seoarates.
Sale 8.99 to 15.99
-

5(12)

8A. Sale 8.99, Orig. $11 and $14. Pick cool cotton crop tops
in the freshest plaids and solids. In S,M,L.
88. Sale 8.99, Orig. $12 and $13. Pair up with cotton
sheeting shorts in bright pinstripes and solids. All nipped at
the Waist with webbed belts. Junior sizes.
The Fox.x is here for juniors. On the scene in separates of
polyester/cotton and cotton.
Reg.
Sale
$16
9.99
. .
8C. Striped placket-front knit top
$15 10.99
8D. Twill belted short
$20 15.99
8E. Button-front twill skirl
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken.
Stile prices effective through Saturday, June 16th.

20% off
Pet your beat feet-forward and save on
anklets and sportsocks. Cotton, nylon.
acrylic; one size fits 4-10
Sale
Reg
1.60
2 00
Roll-cuff
1.43
1 79
Terry cuff

8( 12)

'9A. Sale 9.99, Orig. $16. Take it from the top with The Fox " in
the liveliest colors for summer. Easy-care polyestercotton knits
in red., white and lilac to name just a few. In misses' sizes.
98. Sale 6.99,,Orig. $10. Pair up our striped tennis shorts for a
great match. Featuring side slit styling for easy moves. Choose
spirited stripes in pOlyestercotton. Misses' sizes. •
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken.
Sal!_prices effective througLi Saturday„June 16th.
•

Visscs, save 30% to 37%
on The Fox: And loo,c
1-. bestSale 6.99 and 9.99

•

A

"
!Shop' by phone: These items available at sale
prices from our Catalog Department. Some in
additional sizes and color* Get last delivery at
loirr shipping and handling charges on all catalog orders. Inquiri Abaft
home delivery. Shop yphone details on page 127-

9(12)
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20% off. Savo on
a 3risd as anc
-ovelty curtains.

a

•

Sale 19.20pr

100x63"
10A. Reg. $24. Fashion your windows with the prettiest
Priscilla curtains in the prettiest colors, all done up with
ruffles, attached valance and tiebacks In easy-care
polyester cotton
100x84': Reg $26 Sale 20.80 pr.

Sale 18.40

Pr 100x63
10B. Reg. $23. The sheer beauty of Priscilla curtains in
machine washable polyester voile Made even more
fanciful with satiny leno stripes on every ruffle. Light up
your windows in colors from white to light terracotta
100x8zt: Reg. S25.Sale $20 pr.

inalmammeratimmaiileisimaINNININN

Sale 7.99pr

68x30"
10C. Reg.9.99. Perky tiers for
bedroom or kitchen With
bouquet design hems and
colorfuf accents on polyester
rayon
Swag, Reg $16 Sale 12.80

Sale 6.79p,

1
.4

68x30"
100. Reg. 8.49. Tr -color
yarns embellish all cotton
hop-sacking tiers, adding to
their rustic flavor. Fringe- •
trimmed and machine washable.
Swag, Mt $12 Stile 9.60
Sale prices affective through
• Saturday, June 30th.

1
c

1

'
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20% to 40% off
Foriacs who cream
of faraway olaces.
•

11A.-Give trim a rielpihgliand oithis qetairvajr, Withour
"5000" series luggage. In extra-heavy scuff and waterresistant vinyl over steel frame.
Reg.
Sale
27" pullman
39 99 28.99
25" pullman
29.99
21.99
Garment bag
19_99
13.99
22" carry-on
19.99
13.99
Shoulder tote
9 99
5.99
5 pc. set, includes all above
. 119.95 84.95
11B. Super light, super strong nylon Capri luggage gets
Dad ready, set to go. With heavy-duty aluminum zippers.
comfortably soft handles.
Reg
Sale
27" pullman
36 99 25.99
25" pullman
26 99
18.99
21" darry-on .
19 99
14.99
Garment bag
2299' 17.19
Shoulder tote .
12 99
7.79
5 pc. set. includes all above
119 95 84.95

0

20% off

;,•••'

•

••••,,

11C. Fashion-striped
Executive Series in rugged
zippered nylon.
Reg. Sale
Garment pack 49.99 39.99
.Boarding pack. 39.99 31.99
Shoulder pack. 19.99 15.99
Square end duffle,
not shown .
24.99 19.99
110. Sale 7.99, Reg. 9.99.
Jelly-roll tote in colorful
heavyweight nylon. Shoulder
strap, side handle.
11E. Sale 11.99, Reg. 14.99.
Nylon active bag with zippered
wet pocket, double zipped
top, shoulder strap

$8 to
$20 off

•

147t,

Office aids of sturdy. simulated
brown leather
11F. Sale 39.99, Reg 5999.
.4" deep locking attache case
with removable portfolio
11G. Sale 21.99, Reg 29 99
organizer includes
.Exeire
in.
calc
or, writing tablet, lock
Not shown: - 3" deep attache case.
Reg. 39.99 Sale 29.99
Zippered portfolio.
Reg 19.99 Sale 11.99
Sale prices effective through
Saturday, June 16th.
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J ans for Dac
anc ot- r
ovaoe cuces.
$3 to $5 off
Sale 11.99

•

*12A. Reg.$15. Plain Pockets' denim
jeans for Dad. Western styling in all cotton
or cotton polyester. Men.s sizes.

^

Sale 19.99
12B. Reg. $25. Action-Master boot-cut
jeans for Dad He'll appreciate the cotton
Fortrel" E S P " polyester that lets his
jeans move with him Men s sizes

Sale 14.99
12C. Reg. $29. Elastic back jean gives 'him comfort where it counts! Polyester
cotton in assorted colors Men's sizes
Not shown: Plain Pockets' jeans for boys
in school age and prep sizes. You'll find
pre-washed styles and others, some with
contrast stitching
Reg $12 to $15, Sale $9 to 11.99
Sale prices effective through Saturday.
June 16th.
E S P and Fortrel• are trademarks o/ Fiber Industnes
Inc a subsidiary of Celanese Corporation

'Shop by phone
Also aveilable at
sale prices from our
Catalog Department to size 54" waist and
39' inseam X -Tall and Big sizes priced only
slightly higher Shop by phone details below

HA-4 i
JCPenney
'Look tor the stars and telephone symbol in this circular They designate
merchandise which is also available from our
Catalog Department at the same sale prices Get fast delivery at low shipping and
handling charges on all catalog orders
Inquire about horn. delivery

s. •
•

•

EVENT STARTS THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1984
•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Shop Sunday 12:30 to 6:00pm
Monday thr,v.FAiday 9:00ant_to 9:00pm
Sattiiday 9:010am to.
9:30pm
Store Phone 759-1400 • Catalog Phone 759-4080

•

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THOUGH SUNDAY. JUNE 17, 1984
Advertising Supplement to MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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